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Abstract
This work focusses on the high brightness performance of phosphorescent organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). The use of phosphorescent emitter molecules in
OLEDs is essential to realize internal electron-photon conversion efficiencies of 100 %.
However, due to their molecular nature, the excited triplet states have orders of
magnitude longer time constants compared to their fluorescent counterparts which,
in turn, strongly increases the probability of bimolecular annihilation. As a con-
sequence, the efficiencies of phosphorescent OLEDs decline at high brightness – an
effect known as efficiency roll-off, for which it has been shown to be dominated by
triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA).
In this work, TTA of the archetype phosphorescent emitter Ir(ppy)3 is investi-
gated in time-resolved photoluminescence experiments. For the widely used mixed
system CBP:Ir(ppy)3, host-guest TTA – an additional unwanted TTA channel – is
experimentally observed at high excitation levels. By using matrix materials with
higher triplet energies, this effect is efficiently suppressed, however further studies
show that the efficiency roll-off of Ir(ppy)3 is much more pronounced than predicted
by a model based on Förster-type energy transfer, which marks the intrinsic limit
for TTA. These results suggest that the emitter molecules show a strong tendency
to form aggregates in the mixed film as the origin for enhanced TTA. Transmission
electron microscopy images of Ir(ppy)3 doped mixed films give direct proof of emitter
aggregates. Based on these results, two concepts are developed that improve the high
brightness performance of OLEDs. In a first approach, thin intrinsic matrix inter-
layers are incorporated in the emission layer leading to a one-dimensional exciton
confinement that suppresses exciton migration and, consequently, TTA. The second
concept reduces the efficiency roll-off by using an emitter molecule with slightly differ-
ent chemical structure, i.e. Ir(ppy)2(acac). Compared to Ir(ppy)3, this emitter has a
much smaller ground state dipole moment, suggesting that the improved performance
is a result of weaker aggregation in the mixed film.
The knowledge gained in the investigation of triplet-triplet annihilation is further
used to develop a novel emission layer design for white organic LEDs. It comprises
three phosphorescent emitters for blue, green, and red emission embedded in a multi-
layer architecture. The key feature of this concept is the matrix material used for the
blue emitter FIrpic: Its triplet energy is in resonance with the FIrpic excited state
energy which enables low operating voltages and high power efficiencies by reducing
thermal relaxation. In order to further increase the device efficiency, the OLED archi-
tecture is optically optimized using high refractive index substrates and thick electron
transport layers. These devices reach efficiencies which are on par with fluorescent
tubes – the current efficiency benchmark for light sources.

Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit richtet ihren Fokus auf die Untersuchung der Leistungsfähigkeit von
phosphoreszenten, Licht-emittierenden organischen Dioden (OLEDs) im Bereich ho-
her Betriebshelligkeiten. Phosphoreszente Emittermoleküle werden in OLEDs einge-
setzt, um interne Elektron-Photon Konversionseffizienzen von 100 % zu erreichen.
Begründet in ihrer chemischen Struktur, weisen die angeregten Triplett-Zustände
dieser Emitter um Größenordnungen längere Zeitkonstanten als die Emission fluo-
reszenter Materialien auf, sodass die Wahrscheinlichkeit bimolekularer Auslöschung
stark ansteigt. Dies resultiert in einem deutlichen Effizienzrückgang phosphoreszen-
ter OLEDs bei großen Leuchtdichten. Dieser als Roll-off bekannter Effekt wird bei
hohen Anregungsdichten hauptsächlich durch Triplett-Triplett Annihilation (TTA)
bestimmt.
In der Arbeit wird TTA an einem Modellmolekül, dem phosphoreszenten Emit-
ter Ir(ppy)3, in zeitaufgelösten Photolumineszenz Experimenten untersucht. Für das
bekannte Emittersystem CBP:Ir(ppy)3 wird bei hohen Anregungsdichten Host-Guest
TTA beobachtet, was einen zusätzlichen, ungewünschten TTA Kanal darstellt. Dieser
Effekt wird durch das Verwenden von Matrix Materialien mit höherer Triplett Energie
vermieden, jedoch zeigt sich in weiteren Untersuchungen, dass der Roll-off deutlich
stärker ist als von einem auf Förster Energieübertrag basierendem Modell vorherge-
sagt, welches selbst ein intrinsisches Limit für TTA in phosphoreszenten Systemen
beschreibt. Die Diskrepanz zwischen experimenteller Beobachtung und Modellvorher-
sage wird durch eine strarke Tendenz des Emitters, Aggregate zu bilden, erklärt, was
TTA deutlich verstärkt. Diese Aggregate werden mit Hilfe von Transmissionselektro-
nenmikroskopie an Ir(ppy)3-dotierten Mischsystemen direkt nachgewiesen. Basierend
auf diesen Resultaten werden zwei Konzepte entwickelt, um die Effizienz phospho-
reszenter Systeme bei hohen Helligkeiten zu verbessern. Im ersten Ansatz werden
dünne intrinsische Schichten des Matrixmaterials in die Emissionsschicht eingebaut,
was die Exzitonenbewegung in einer Raumrichtung und damit auch TTA stark un-
terdrückt. Das zweite Konzept reduziert den Effizienz Roll-off durch die Verwendung
eines phosphoreszenten Emitters Ir(ppy)2(acac) mit einer leicht abgeänderten Moleku-
larstruktur. Im Vergleich mit Ir(ppy)3 weist dieser ein deutlich kleineres Dipolmoment
im molekularen Grundzustand auf, wodurch die Aggregation vermindert wird.
Aufbauend auf den Ergebnissen der TTA wird ein neuartiges Emissionsschicht-
Design für weißes Licht entwickelt. In diesem Konzept werden drei phosphoreszente
Materialien für blaue, grüne und rote Farbe in eine Vielschicht-Architektur einge-
bracht. Das Hauptmerkmal der Emissionsschicht ist die Wahl des Matrix-Materials
für dem blauen Emitter FIrpic: Seine Triplett Energie liegt resonant zu dem FIrpic
Triplett Zustand, wodurch niedrige Betriebsspannungen und hohe Leistungseffizien-
zen ermöglicht werden, da die thermische Relaxierung reduziert wird. Um die Ef-
fizienz dieser weißen OLEDs weiter zu erhöhen, wird die entwickelte OLED Architek-
tur zusätzlich durch die Verwendung von hochbrechenden Substraten und dicken
Elektronen-Transportschichten optisch optimiert. Bei beleuchtungsrelevanten Hel-
ligkeiten erreichen diese OLEDs das Effizienzniveau von Leuchtstoffröhren – letztere
stellen heute den Effizienz-Maßstab dar.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In some respects, working with organic semiconduc-
tors is best compared to playing with LEGO™. For
both, it is not the set of building blocks but rather
the imagination that defines how far one gets. Mainly
due to the apparently infinite number of organic
molecules, which are known already or available from
synthesis, almost any application can be realized.
Representing the first devices made of organic materials, organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) have attracted much interest. Based on early investigations of electrically
generated emission from single crystals [1], Tang and VanSlyke developed the first thin
film device in 1987, consisting of two organic layers with a total thickness of 135 nm
sandwiched in between two electrodes. This simple OLED reached attractive values
for both the electron-photon conversion efficiency and operating voltage, the latter for
the first time being below 10 V [2]. By diluting highly efficient fluorescent laser dyes
in the organic layers, the electroluminescent efficiency could be more than doubled [3].
Shortly after achieving these results, further investigations showed that the internal
electroluminescence efficiency is rather limited due to the fact that in organic amor-
phous systems approximately three triplet excited states (excitons) are generated for
each singlet exciton [4, 5]. Therefore, only 25 % of the excitation could be utilized
for radiative recombination in these early devices. In the mid-1990s, Thompson and
colleagues introduced a new kind of emitting material: An organometallic complex
with the ability to efficiently emit from a triplet excited state (phosphorescence) [6].
It opened the door to internal electron-photon conversion efficiencies of one, a fourfold
increase compared to OLEDs based on fluorescence, as now both singlet and triplet
excited states could be harvested for light emission [7]. Today, in conjunction with
electrically doped transport layers, phosphorescent devices with very high external
quantum efficiencies [8] and outstanding long-term stability [9] have been reported.
Furthermore, much effort is spent on the development of white organic LEDs, as they
are the only flat, large-area light source with very high efficiency [10, 11].
Among other applications like organic solar-cells [12] and organic thin-film tran-
sistors [13–15], which are intensively investigated as well, the OLED technology has
already reached industrial levels – first products like cellular phones, digital cameras,
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and picture frames with OLED-based displays are being sold worldwide. Recently,
Sony introduced the world’s first 11 ” active matrix OLED TV, the XEL-1, which
entered mass production. In contrast to many point-source technologies, the OLED
with its layered architecture offers an unique design freedom, spanning from small
display pixels with an excellent wide viewing angle and brilliant colour to large-area,
flat lighting tiles for indoor illumination [16]. Whenever large areas are desired to
be uniformly lit up, organic LEDs will be the first choice as they do not need extra
diffusers to homogenously distribute the light. Additionally, the OLED technology
offers much freedom in the choice of substrate and contact materials. The softness of
the organic materials allows to fabricate OLEDs on flexible plastic substrates, which
will capture completely new markets. Furthermore, transparent devices can be fab-
ricated by using appropriate contact materials, so that they can be integrated into
common window glass, to use the window as light source during the night time.
For many future applications, especially for general lighting and outdoor signage,
the OLEDs are required to operate at high brightness, typically a few thousand
candela per meter square, in order to compete with existing technologies. However,
OLEDs suffer from a strong reduction of efficiency at higher intensities – an effect
referred to as efficiency roll-off. It is particularly pronounced for phosphorescent
emitters which is due to the long radiative lifetime τ of the emitting species. Here,
optimized organometallic complexes have radiative lifetimes down to microseconds
[6], while typical fluorescent molecules are accompanied with time constants of few
nanoseconds, which is about three orders of magnitude shorter [17, 18].
One of the open issues is to minimize this efficiency decrease of phosphorescent
systems, in order to benefit from the very high phosphorescence quantum yield in
organic LEDs also at high device brightness. In literature, there is broad agreement
that triplet-triplet annihilation, among other processes like triplet-polaron quenching
and field assisted exciton dissociation, is the dominant bimolecular quenching process
at high brightness, as it scales quadratically with the generated exciton density n
within the device [19, 20]. Additionally, for white OLEDs it becomes an inevitable
task to realize a balanced emission from differently emitting compounds within an
emission layer (typical thickness 20 - 30 nm), because the exciton generation very
often takes place in the very proximity (a few nanometers) of adjacent layers. There-
fore, concepts must be found to manage the exciton distribution – at best without
losses.
This introduction is followed by a brief motivation in Chapter 2 for the work pre-
sented in subsequent chapters. It highlights that phosphorescent emitters, which are
inevitable for efficient devices, suffer from a strong reduction of their efficiency at
high brightness, due to their molecular electronic properties. Furthermore, it points
out that most of the potential OLED applications will demand high luminance levels,
thus, it is not always possible to fully benefit from the potential of electrophosphores-
cence. Chapter 3 discusses the basic theory of organic semiconductors with the focus
on high brightness non-linearities caused by bimolecular annihilation. This chapter
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closes with an introduction to state-of-the-art organic LEDs and the materials used
in this work. Chapter 4 covers all experimental aspects including sample preparation,
device evaluation and experimental set-ups used.
Chapters 5 and 6 investigate triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) in state-of-the-art
phosphorescent emitting systems. It is the scope of this study to gain a deeper under-
standing of its underlying mechanisms. While it is a widely accepted opinion among
experts that the process TTA , i.e. the quenching of a triplet excited state upon
interaction of two triplets, dominantly causes the efficiency roll-off [19–22], the mani-
fold microscopic mechanisms, which keep this process running, are not fully explored.
For instance, it is still an open issue to what extent the microscopic film composition
affects exciton motion within the mixed film and, consequently, the strength of TTA.
Chapter 5 investigates triplet-triplet annihilation in two systems, where the host ma-
terial, in which the phosphor is diluted, is varied. These host materials mainly differ
in the energy of their triplet excited state (T1). When the energy difference between
host and phosphor T1-state is reduced, unwanted host-guest TTA occurs in addition
to the commonly observed guest-guest TTA [23]. This is followed by Chapter 6, in
which the process TTA is linked to the microscopic composition of the phosphores-
cent mixed films. It turns out that diffusion based TTA in densely packed aggregates
of emitter molecules within the mixed film is responsible for enhanced annihilation
that is not predicted from both model and experiment [24]. Based on these results, a
novel emission layer design with 1D exciton confinement abilities is introduced that
suppresses exciton migration and, consequently, the diffusion based TTA contribu-
tion [25]. This chapter is closed by a comparison of two very similar, green emitting
phosphorescent molecules that show differences in their roll-off characteristics. They
are appointed to the different strength of aggregate formation as a result of different
dipole moments of the emitters [26].
Chapter 7 introduces a novel multicolour emission layer for highly efficient white
organic LEDs. Here, the EML concept with 1D exciton confinement from Chapter
6, comprising interlayers to suppress exciton motion, sets the basis for this approach.
Both, thin intrinsic interlayers between differently emitting sublayers and a host ma-
terial for the blue phosphor with resonant triplet energy, establish a basis for white
OLEDs with the highest power efficiencies reported so far. Additionally adopting high
refractive index glass substrates to the white OLED architecture, an optimized device
yields a power efficiency of 90 lumen per watt at an illumination relevant brightness
of 1,000 candela per meter square [27]. This value exceeds the power efficiencies of
fluorescent tubes in a fixture with typical values of 60-70 lumen per watt, clearly
proving OLEDs to have the potential to become the next generation light source.
The last Chapter 8 summarizes this work and provides an outlook for future
research in the field of high brightness electrophosphorescence. For white OLEDs, it
gives an efficiency forecast by considering the current performance status.

Chapter 2
Organic LEDs at High Brightness
A brief motivation for this work is given in this chapter. Illustrative exam-
ples are used to highlight the fundamental problems that are faced at high
brightness OLED operation. After providing a definition of the quantity
brightness, the range of high brightness, especially for organic LEDs, will
be subsequently explained. Various potential OLED applications that de-
mand high excitation levels are introduced and, if reasonable, compared to
existing technologies. Finally, this chapter discusses the need for phospho-
rescence in efficient electroluminescence and outlines, why high brightness
is still challenging, especially for phosphorescent systems.
2.1 OLEDs in Brief
Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are known for decades. The first observation of light
being emitted from a diode as current was passed through it, dates back to the year
1927 [28]. Today, they are used for manifold applications like car headlights, LCD
backlights, flashlights, etc. They even find their way into the general lighting sector.
In contrast to conventional LEDs, the functional materials of organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs) are organic semiconducting compounds. LEDs are perfect point
sources to the human perception because they are very small, owing to the crys-
tallinity of the semiconductors used. OLEDs, however, are ultra-thin, area-emitting
light sources, which presumably can be scaled to any size. Figure 2.1 shows a
schematic cross-section of a standard OLED on the left and a photograph of a white
OLED with a 2 x 2 cm2 active area on the right hand side. Typical state-of-the-art
devices comprise a multilayer stack of different organic materials, which is sandwiched
between the anode and cathode, with a total thickness of only a few hundred nanome-
ters. As an external voltage is applied to the contacts, positive (holes) and negative
(electrons) charge carriers are injected from anode and cathode into the organic semi-
conductors, respectively, and forced to move towards each other. These charges meet
in the organic material to form excited molecular states, which will eventually emit
light as they recombine.
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Figure 2.1: Left: Schematic cross-section of a bottom-emitting OLED. Typically, the sub-
strate is 1 mm and the OLED stack (including electrodes) a few hundred
nanometers thick. The anode is transparent, the cathode highly reflective.
Right: Photograph of a white OLED in operation.
There are two fundamentally different types of OLEDs: small molecule based
OLEDs and polymer based OLEDs (also called PLEDs). Owing to the nature of
the materials used for these two types of OLEDs, they require different preparation
methods. While OLEDs comprising small molecules are typically prepared by thermal
evaporation or organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD), PLEDs can be fabricated by
spin-coating or printing technologies.
The direction of light emission can be easily modified by a variation of the electrode
materials. As depicted in Figure 2.1, OLEDs with a transparent electrode in con-
tact to a glass substrate and a highly reflective electrode capping the device will emit
light through the substrate. This conventional layout is referred to as bottom-emitting
OLED. By switching transparent and reflective electrode, a change in the direction
of emission, away from the substrate, is achieved – these devices are consequently
called top-emitting OLEDs [29]. This provides an additional design freedom to use
opaque substrates. Finally, by using transparent electrodes on both sides, transparent
organic LEDs can be realized [30], which is very interesting for ’see-through’ applica-
tions. Using interconnecting layers, stacked devices can be fabricated by consecutively
preparing more than one OLED on top of each other [31–33].
A rapidly growing research field are organic LEDs emitting white light (white
OLEDs) for general illumination applications. This is realized by additive colour
mixing of the emission of differently emitting molecules, spanning the visible spec-
trum. Two very common approaches are distinguished: the stacked white OLEDs,
where differently emitting monochrome OLEDs are vertically stacked (see above)
[32, 33], and the single unit white OLEDs. In the latter, the white light originates
from a single, but often complex emission layer [10, 11, 34–39].
The OLEDs that will be discussed in this work are small molecule based OLEDs
in the bottom-emitting device layout. A more detailed description of the working
principle of organic LEDs will be given in Sections 3.6 and 3.7.
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2.2 High Brightness Applications
Before investigating the brightness of certain applications, this physical quantity needs
to be defined briefly. Organic LEDs, among many other light-emitting applications,
are usually characterised by photometric quantities, which include brightness, and its
synonym luminance. Photometry, in contrast to radiometry, weights light of different
wavelength differently, according to the sensitivity of the human eye. This assures that
light sources of different colour, which appear equally bright to the eye of observer,
have the same brightness.
In Figure 2.2, the weighting functions s(λ) and V (λ) are shown. In radiometry
(s(λ) = 1), the radiation of a light source is treated in an absolute fashion while
the photometry weights the radiation with the sensitivity of the human eye, V (λ).
In general, for continuous emission, the radiant flux Φr (unit: Watt = W) – the
radiometric quantity describing the power emitted from a light source – is linked
to its photometric analogue, the luminous flux Φph (unit: Lumen = lm), using the
following equation:
dΦr
dλ
= Km · V (λ) ·
dΦph
dλ
. (2.1)
The conversion factor Km = 683 lm/W initially was chosen in the Système Interna-
tional d’Unités (SI) to fit the old illumination quantity ’Hefnerkerze’ [40].
The brightness L is now defined as the luminous flux per unit solid angle Ω1
and per unit projected emitting area A1. For the observation normal to the emitting
surface, it reads:
BrightnessL =
d2Φph
dΩ1dA1
[
lm
sr m2
=
cd
m2
]
, (2.2)
involving the definition for the SI unit of the luminous intensity : Candela = cd. If
the emitting area A1 is observed under an oblique angle φ, the projected area A1 cosφ
needs to be considered.
At this stage, a definition for the range of high brightness for organic phospho-
rescent systems is available. In general, there are two approaches to specify the
transition from low to high luminance. First, one can link this definition to the hu-
man perception, i.e. high brightness corresponds to values where the human eye is
glared. Based on various experimental series, Lcrit = 730 cd/m
2 is derived as critical
luminance; beyond this value, an uncomfortable glare sets in [41]. It is worth noting
that this value is determined for eyes adapted to the darkness. Above 104 cd/m2,
human eyes are permanently glared, so that they cannot adapt to this brightness
anymore. A different and more physical approach is to define high brightness for lu-
minescent systems based on their photophysical properties. Here, high luminance is
reached when the emission efficiency of the system starts to decline as a consequence
of the high excitation levels applied to the system. As it will be shown in subsequent
chapters, for organic LEDs, these two definitions roughly fall together. Thus, even
state-of-the-art OLEDs, with efficiencies close to the internal limit, show a noticeable
drop of efficiency between 100 and 1,000 cd/m2 [42].
In Figure 2.3, different OLED applications are sorted depending on their expected
operating brightness. OLED-based computer displays and television screens, operat-
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Figure 2.2: The functions s(λ) and V (λ) are plotted as a function of wavelength. They
are used to weight the radiation emitted from a light source, depending on
the set of quantities chosen (radiometric or photometric). The function V (λ)
resembles the sensitivity of the human eye, while the absolute values of the
radiation are used in the radiometry.
ing at a few hundred candela per meter square, are still considered as low luminance
applications. Researchers around the globe consider a luminance of 1,000 cd/m2 to
be ’illumination relevant’. Ideally, lighting tiles based on white OLEDs will have a
brightness of a few thousand cd/m2, in order to replace existing technologies. Organic
LEDs for outdoor signage and traffic lights (including exterior car lights) are still at
a conceptual stage but are expected to operate mainly under high brightness condi-
tions. Among applications with high device brightness, the research and development
of white organic LEDs for general lighting is seriously pushed to industrial levels. In
2004 the European Commission started to fund a large R&D project ’OLLA’ within
the Sixth Framework Programme (FWP) to develop high brightness OLEDs for next
generation lighting applications. This project was superseded in 2008 by a follow-up,
’OLED100.EU’, within the seventh FWP.
In contrast to many point-like light sources, the area-emitting OLEDs can be
virtually scaled to any size. To use them as an indoor light source, white organic
LEDs have to create a total luminance flux as comparable to existing technologies.
A mid-size room is well illuminated with an incandescent lamp with a nominal power
of 100 W. Considering their average power efficiency of 10 lm/W and, for the ease
of this estimation, assuming that all its radiated power can be used for illumination
by attaching a suited reflector, it produces a total luminance flux of 1,000 lumen.
This is to be compared to an OLED-based lighting solution, as it is expected to
be available in the coming years. Data sourced from a white organic LED, which
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Figure 2.3: Different potential OLED applications are given with respect to their tar-
geted operating brightness. The dashed box indicates the range of high
brightness applications [41]. Depending on the specific design and customer
needs, the upper limit for some categories is not distinct. Large size LCD-
panels for outdoor signage and advertisement have been recently introduced
by Sharp (1.83 m2) and Samsung (1.55 m2). These devices operate at 1,500
and 2,000 cd/m2, respectively.
is developed within this work, serve as the calculation basis (cf. Chapter 7).1 For
OLEDs, the absolute current and, consequently, the total power consumption scales
with the device area – the larger the area, the more power will be consumed. Figure
2.4 connects the lighting panel size with the corresponding estimated brightness that
is required to produce a luminance flux of 1,000 lumen. Hence, for a wide range of
panel size, operation at high luminance levels is required, e.g. a squared panel with an
edge length of 30 cm would have a brightness of 1,900 cd/m2. For other applications,
where the panel size cannot simple be scaled up, even higher values are expected.
If one aims to replace an existing 20 W halogen desktop lamp with a typical power
efficiency of ∼ 25 lm/W by a 5 by 20 cm2 OLED lighting tile, its brightness would
need to be as high as 8,600 cd/m2.
An additional argument for the need of high device brightness is the production
cost for such lighting tiles. Roughly, the costs per emitted lumen is inversely pro-
portional to the device brightness. For instance, the OLED100.EU project targets a
production cost of e 100/m2. This would result in much different tile costs of e 9 and
e 25 for squared tiles with 30 and 50 cm edge length, respectively.
1The mentioned white OLED has a power efficiency of 59.4 lm/W at 1,000 cd/m2, which changes
as a function of the current density, flowing through the device.
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Figure 2.4: To estimate size and device brightness for future OLED lighting panels, they
are schematically compared with incandescent lamps. The different light dis-
tributions of both technologies are not considered. To produce similar lumi-
nance flux like a 100 W incandescent lamp, OLEDs need to operate at high
brightness, e.g. a reasonably sized 30 by 30 cm2 panel would need a brightness
of 1,900 cd/m2.
2.3 Electrophosphorescence
As mentioned earlier, light emission in or-
ganic LEDs is achieved by injection of
charges from the electrode materials into
the organic layers. Once injected, they
move under the applied electric field to
the emission layer, located in the center
of the organic layers, where they meet and
form excited molecular states – i.e. ’exci-
tons’. In organic amorphous materials, the
charges carry a spin-polarization, which in
phosphor
fluorophor
photons
heat 3/4
1/4
1
electron-photon
conversion efficiencies
electrons
1
1
the end also influences the generation of excitonic states with different spin configura-
tions. A state can either be spin antisymmetric – i.e. a singlet state, which fluoresces
– or spin symmetric. The latter is called triplet state, the corresponding triplet emis-
sion is referred to as phosphorescence [43]. As a consequence of the state multiplicity,
triplets are generated in a ratio of 3:1 with respect to singlet excitons [5]. Fluores-
cent emitter materials, for instance highly efficient laser dyes, do not allow radiative
emission from their triplet state. These non-radiative triplets will be internally disac-
tivated, e.g. via phonons, ultimately producing heat. Consequently, OLEDs compris-
ing fluorophors as emission centers are limited to internal electron-photon conversion
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efficiencies of 25 %, which is not sufficient for many of the applications mentioned
above. Particularly tailored phosphorescent materials can overcome this problem, as
they can both efficiently emit from and additionally redirect created singlets to their
triplet states, resulting in internal efficiencies of unity, which is a fourfold increase
compared to electrofluorescence [6].
2.4 The Downside of Phosphorescence
Relating to the previous section, it is evident that highly phosphorescent molecules
need to be incorporated in OLEDs to maximize the device efficiency. Phosphores-
cence, which is known from ’glow in the dark’ toys, actually involves a quantum
mechanically forbidden transition from an excited triplet state to the ground state,
as it undergoes a spin flip of the excited electron [43]. Intensive research effort has
led to a new class of materials – organometallic complexes – which can emit very
efficiently from their triplet state with time constants comparable to the RC-time
of organic LEDs. If the excited state lifetime would be much longer than the de-
vice RC-time (ranging from ns to µs), the emitting molecules would saturate quickly,
resulting in poor device efficiencies [6, 44]. Even though state-of-the-art phosphors
have excited state lifetimes down to 1 µs, they are still about two orders of magni-
tude longer than their fluorescent counterparts, which is the main reason for different
electroluminescent properties of fluorescence and phosphorescence.
The following calculation illustrates this difference without going further into de-
tails of resulting microscopic photophysical properties. These issues will be discussed
in the following chapters. Representative fluorescent and phosphorescent excited state
lifetimes are set to 10 ns and 1 µs, respectively, for simplification of this calculation
[17, 20]. The brightness L, achieved within a device, is proportional to the excited
state density n and inversely to the excited state lifetime τ [20]. It reads:
L ∼ n
τ
. (2.3)
Considering the spin statistics discussed in the preceding section, one derives for a
fluorescent (fl) and a phosphorescent (ph) system, respectively:
L ∼ nfl
4 · τfl
and L ∼ nph
τph
, (2.4)
with corresponding subscripts. This leads to an expression for the ratio between the
excited state densities nph/nfl:
nph
nfl
∼ τph
4 · τfl
=
[
1 µs
4 · 10 ns
=
25
1
]
. (2.5)
The values in brackets are taken from above. To obtain the same luminance from
phosphorescence and fluorescence, respectively, it is necessary to pump the phospho-
rescent system 25 times as high. For these considerations it is assumed that each
emitting system consists solely of one material species, which can be different in real
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Figure 2.5: a) Excited state density for a given luminance is illustrated for both phos-
phorescent and fluorescent systems. Each box represents one molecule, the
coloured ones excited states. Compared to fluorescence, the phosphorescence
counterpart needs to be pumped more than one order of magnitude higher.
b) The internal efficiencies of phosphorescent and fluorescent OLEDs are
schematically plotted as a function of luminance. A pronounced reduction
of efficiency is observed for phosphorescent OLEDs which typically fall into
the region of high brightness applications.
device set-ups for singlet and triplet centered emission.2 This difference in the ex-
cited state densities ni is illustrated in Figure 2.5 a). For electrophosphorescence,
the excited states apparently become very dense compared to fluorescence, where
the majority of molecular states are in their ground state configuration. Without
knowing the details of underlying processes, this highly dense system clearly holds
a much higher probability of exciton annihilation by intra- and intermolecular inter-
actions, such as the interaction with charges, with other excited states, or external
impacts like the applied electric field. These interactions will reduce the total num-
ber of excited states, which ultimately reduces the efficiency at high excited state
densities. The consequence for the performance of phosphorescent organic LEDs is
depicted schematically in Figure 2.5 b). Despite its potentially four times higher
electron-photon conversion efficiency, a phosphorescent OLED is accompanied with a
pronounced reduction of efficiency at high brightness – the so-called efficiency roll-off.
In Figure 2.5 b), a range of future high brightness applications is depicted, accen-
tuating the need for improvements. Extensive research is spent on the high brightness
performance of organic phosphorescent LEDs, to benefit from their intrinsically high
efficiency even at high luminance. It is the scope of this work to investigate micro-
scopic, linear and non-linear effects which are important to understand this efficiency
roll-off in detail. Based upon a profound understanding of highly excited phosphores-
cent systems, concepts will be introduced that improve the efficiency of state-of-the-
2Generally, phosphors, and to some extent fluorophors, have to be diluted into a host material
to obtain high luminescence quantum yields.
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art organic LEDs at high brightness. These approaches address both, monochrome
and white organic LEDs. Just to highlight one result of this work, white organic
LEDs with fluorescent tube efficiencies (reaching a power efficiency of 90 lm/W) are
developed and discussed – the highest values reported so far.

Chapter 3
Organic Semiconductors
This chapter provides the fundamental theory of organic semiconductors.
Initially, the electronic structure of organic molecules is developed, which
is necessary to understand the essential material properties. Intermolecu-
lar energy transfer mechanisms, especially those determining processes at
high excitation levels, are discussed in detail. The basic charge transport
properties of organic semiconductors will be mentioned, as they are impor-
tant to understand the working principle of organic devices. This chapter
closes with an introduction to the fundamentals of organic LEDs. Since
state-of-the-art OLEDs consist of multiple layers, the corresponding func-
tionality will be stated. Throughout this discussion, the actual materials
used in this work, will be introduced.
3.1 Molecular Orbitals
The ability of organic molecules to absorb and emit light, desirably in the ultraviolet
and visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, respectively, makes them highly
attractive for the use in optoelectronic devices. Electromagnetic radiation, i.e. light,
can be treated as oscillating electric and magnetic fields ~E(x, t) and ~B(x, t) which are
perpendicular with respect to each other and to the propagation direction [45, 46].
The quantum mechanical description of light shows that absorption and emission
are quantized, represented by photons. The energy E of these photons is inversely
proportional to the corresponding wavelength λ:
E =
hc
λ
. (3.1)
Here, h denotes Planck’s constant having a value of h = 6.626 · 10−34 Js and c the
speed of light in vacuum (c = 2.9979 · 108 m/s). This quantization determines the
interaction of light with matter. Light can only be absorbed or emitted, if the energy
difference between two states (i - initial and f - final) of the incorporated molecule
equals the energy of the photon:
|Ei − Ef| =
hc
λ
. (3.2)
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It is therefore essential to gain knowledge about the electronic states of a system to
understand the photo-physical properties in detail. The most important states of an
organic compound are the highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unfilled molecular
orbitals (LUMO), which jointly form the frontier orbitals of the molecule. These
frontier orbitals are important because they are largely responsible for many of the
chemical and photo-physical properties of the molecule. According to the Koopmans’
theorem, which ignores reorganization processes of the molecule, the HOMO energy
of a molecule is equal to its ionization potential Ip and the LUMO energy corresponds
to the electron affinity Ea of the molecule [47]. Their energetic difference defines the
energy gap of a material, which is a very selective parameter for functional materials
used in organic electronics. Taking exciton binding energies up to 1 eV into account,1
organic compounds for the use in OLEDs, which shall emit in the visible range of the
electromagnetic spectrum, should have an energy gap spanning from 2 to 4 eV.
Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
For organic molecules, the Schrödinger equation needs to be solved in order to deter-
mine their basic electronic properties. Considering the number of atoms of a typical
organic molecule, it is easy to notice that these systems are highly complex, where ap-
proximations – even in the days of powerful computers – are inevitable. For instance
pentacene, a rather small representative, comprising five linearly-fused benzene rings
is made of 36 atoms.
The Schrödinger equation for a single molecule, which is completely described by
its total wavefunction ψT, reads:
HψT = EψT, (3.3)
where H is the Hamiltonian and E the corresponding energy eigenvalue. To describe
a stationary state of a system, it is sufficient to reduce the problem to the time-
independent part of the wavefunction, which is the solution of the time-independent
Schrödinger equation. This wavefunction ψT is a function of the electron coordinates
~r = r1, r2, . . . and the inner coordinates ~R = R1, R2, . . . of the nuclei. The Born-
Oppenheimer approximation [45, 48] separates the electronic and vibrational parts of
the total wavefunction,
ψTj,v(~r, ~R) = ψ
~R
j (~r) · χjv(~R). (3.4)
This is indeed a reasonable approach, since the mass of a proton and an electron differ
by a factor of 1836 and, therefore, the nuclei can be treated as fixed [49]. Here, j
indicates the electronic and v the vibrational states, respectively. For a given geometry
~R of the system, ψ
~R
j (~r) is the eigenfunction to the corresponding electronic Hamilton
operator H ~Rel(~r). Consequently, there are eigenfunctions χjv(~R) of the vibrational
operator Hvib(~r, ~R) for a certain electronic state j. The product ansatz of the total
wavefunction ψT leads to a total energy of a certain molecular state, which can be
1This value differs for excited states in their electronic singlet and triplet configuration, with
higher values for triplet states. This energy difference is discussed later in this section.
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Figure 3.1: a) Illustration of the electronic states j with their corresponding vibrational
substates v of an organic molecule. b) Spin configurations of an organic
molecule. For a singlet state, the electrons spins have opposite orientation, so
that they add up to zero. For S = 1, there are three possible configurations,
which differ in the quantum number MS for the projection of the spin on the
z-axis (taken from [50]).
written as the sum of electronic and vibrational contributions:
ET = Eel + Evib. (3.5)
Figure 3.1 a) schematically shows the state distribution of a molecule in this approx-
imation, where every electronic state is superposed by vibrational states. This also
implies that the excitation energies of a system can be separated into electronic and
vibrational contributions.
LCAO Method
To determine energies of molecular states and transition moments between different
molecular states, it is necessary to access the corresponding wavefunctions ψ
~R
j (~r).
Here, a common approach is the LCAO (Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals)
method in which the molecular orbitals (MOs) φi are produced from a combination
of atomic orbitals (AOs) ξµ [50]. This can be expressed as:
φi =
∑
µ
cµiξµ, (3.6)
with the coefficients cµi. This method is exact as long as the basis functions ξµ for
this linear combination is complete. Of course this would require an infinite basis set,
which cannot be used in reality, where, for the ease of the calculation, approximations
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must be made. Often, this basis contains only a few atomic orbitals. For illustration,
this concept is applied to the hydrogen molecule (H2). Here, the smallest set of basis
functions are two AOs ξα and ξβ, one for each of the hydrogen atoms α and β,
2 which
creates two MOs:
φ+(~r) = N+[ξα(~r) + ξβ(~r)] (3.7)
and
φ−(~r) = N−[ξα(~r)− ξβ(~r)], (3.8)
with scaling factorsN+ andN− that assure the normalization of the orbitals (〈φi|φi〉 =
1). The corresponding orbital densities for these wavefunctions read:
P+/−(~r) = N
2
+/−[ξ
2
α(~r) + ξ
2
β(~r)± 2ξα(~r)ξβ(~r)], (3.9)
which apparently differ in the overlap density ξα(~r)ξβ(~r). With respect to the isolated
atom configuration, it is energetically favourable for electrons to occupy the state with
a positive contribution of the overlap density, i.e. φ+(~r). This is crucial, because it
represents an enhancement of the probability of finding an electron in the internuclear
region, which makes this configuration a bonding state. In contrary, for φ−(~r) the
orbital density between the hydrogen atoms is smaller compared to the densities of
the isolated AOs, which is therefore an antibonding configuration [47, 50].
Spin Orbitals
According to the Pauli principle, each orbital can be occupied by two electrons with
opposite spin, so that each linear combination produces two orbitals, which are re-
ferred to as spin orbitals. Introducing spin functions α and β, these spin orbitals can
be written as Ψk(j) = φi(j)α(j) =: φ
i and Ψl(j) = φi(j)β(j) =: φ̄
i with the MOs φi
from above [45]. Here, the electron coordinates (including spin coordinates) are repre-
sented by the electron number j. Each distribution of electrons to these spin orbitals
is referred to as a configuration, represented by Φ. According to the Pauli principle,
only electronic wavefunctions antisymmetric under an exchange of coordinates of two
electrons are allowed:
Φ(1, . . . , i, j, . . . , n) = −Φ(1, . . . , j, i, . . . , n), (3.10)
which can be best written as a Slater determinant :
Φ(1, . . . , i, j, . . . , n) = |Ψ1(1)Ψ2(2) . . .Ψn(n)| =
1√
n!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ψ1(1)Ψ1(2) . . .Ψ1(n)
Ψ2(1)Ψ2(2) . . .Ψ2(n)
...
Ψn(1)Ψn(2) . . .Ψn(n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.11)
The configuration with closed shells for the n/2 lowest MOs is the ground-state of a
system [50]:
1Φ(1, . . . n) = |φ1(1)φ̄1(2)φ2(3) . . . φn/2(n− 1)φ̄n/2(n)|. (3.12)
2These AOs are the well known 1s-orbitals of the hydrogen atom.
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This wavefunction is an eigenfunction to both spin operators L2 and Lz with cor-
responding eigenvalues of S = 0 and MS = 0, therefore it is referred to as singlet
state, which is indicated by the preceding superscript ’1’ in 1Φ(1, . . . n). This picture
changes for an excited system, where two orbitals are only occupied by one elec-
tron each. Now there are four possibilities to form products with the spin functions
α and β, which ultimately results in four different Slater determinants of the type
|φ1(1)φ̄1(2) . . . φi(k)φ̄i(k + 1) . . . | etc. These wavefunctions still must be eigenfunc-
tions to L2 and Lz. The wavefunction with S = 0 and MS = 0 is, similar to the
ground state, a singlet state. The remaining three solutions correspond to S = 1,
are therefore called triplet state, and are distinguished by their eigenvalue to Lz of
MS = +1, 0,−1. Accordingly, these configurations are denoted as 3Φ(1, . . . n). The
possible spin configurations of an excited molecular system are schematically shown
in Figure 3.1 b). Without external fields and in the non-relativistic limit, these triplet
states are degenerate so that they have identical energies [45]. States of a certain mul-
tiplicity M = 2S + 1 can now be expressed as a linear combination of configurations
of the same multiplicity and symmetry:
MΨ
~R
j (1, . . . n) =
∑
K
CK
MΦK(1, . . . n), (3.13)
where ΦK denotes any ground or excited configuration. The corresponding coefficients
CK can be obtained from a variational principle [50]. If the wavefunctions of Equation
(3.13) are known, it is possible to calculate the electronic excitation energies between
ground state 0 and excited state a:
∆Eel0→a =
M ′Ea − ME0 = 〈M
′
Ψ
~R
a |H|M
′
Ψ
~R
a 〉 − 〈MΨ
~R
0 |H|MΨ
~R
0 〉. (3.14)
The transition moment ~U0→a for such an excitation is calculated as:
~U0→a = 〈M
′
Ψ
~R
0 |U|MΨ
~R
a 〉, (3.15)
where the operator U can be the operator of the electric dipole moment, the magnetic
dipole moment or the electric quadrupole moment, depending on the transition.
Singlet-Triplet Splitting
The electronic wavefunction ψ
~R
j (~r) of an n-electron system is a function of 3n space
coordinates of all electrons. Within the orbital approximation, this problem is reduced
to a product wavefunction, called Hartree-product, where each orbital ϕi(~ri) is only a
function of coordinates of one single electron:
ψ
~R
j (~r) ≡ ψ
~R
j (~r1, ~r2, . . . ) =
[
n∏
i=1
ϕi(~ri)
]~R
j
. (3.16)
This product wavefunction would be exact, if the Hamilton operator H ~Rel(~r) of the
system could expressed as a sum of single electron operators ĥ
~R
el(~ri) that only affect
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the corresponding single electron coordinates ~ri. It would result in a total energy
E that is the sum of eigenvalues of all n single electron Schrödinger equations [50].
Nevertheless, the product ansatz of the electronic wavefunction is not exact, as the
Hamilton operator contains terms that depend on coordinates of two electrons, which
takes the electron interaction, i.e. the Coulomb repulsion between electrons, into
account. The resulting Hamiltonian, containing electron interactions, can be written
as:
H ~Rel(~r) ≡ H(~r) =
∑
k
ĥ(k) +
∑∑
i<k
ĝ(i, k), (3.17)
where ĥ(k) is the single electron operator, describing the kinetic and potential energy
of electron k and ĝ(i, k) is the operator that takes the Coulomb interaction between
the electrons i and k into account. Within this approximation, the excitation energies
from state i to k for singlet and triplet states transform to:
1∆Ei→k = 〈1Φi→k|H|1Φi→k〉 − 〈1Φ0|H|1Φ0〉 = εk − εi − Jik + 2Kik (3.18)
for a transition in a singlet configuration, whereas the corresponding triplet excitation
energy reads:
3∆Ei→k = 〈3Φi→k|H|3Φi→k〉 − 〈3Φ0|H|3Φ0〉 = εk − εi − Jik. (3.19)
Here, εi and εk are the energies of the orbitals, Jik is the Coulomb integral, describ-
ing the electron interactions, and Kik is the exchange integral that stems from the
electrostatic interaction of the overlapping orbitals. They read:
Jik =
e2
4πε0
∫∫
|φi(1)|2
1
r12
|φk(2)|2d~r1d~r2 (3.20)
and
Kik =
e2
4πε0
∫∫
φ∗i (1)φ
∗
k(2)
1
r12
φk(1)φi(2)d~r1d~r2. (3.21)
The exchange integral Kik is only non-zero when the involved orbitals carry the same
spin factor, i.e. for singlet configurations [50]. This implies that the singlet state
has a higher energy compared to the corresponding triplet state. Here, the effective
repulsive interaction between electrons with the same spin is smaller, because the
Pauli principle does not allow to have these electrons to be closely together. In this
approximation, the energy difference ∆EST between singlet and triplet state energies,
ES and ET, is:
∆EST = ES − ET = 1∆Ei→k − 3∆Ei→k = 2Kik, (3.22)
which is commonly referred to as singlet-triplet splitting.
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3.2 Optical Properties of Organic Molecules
Monochromatic light absorption in an isotropic and homogeneous medium is described
by the Lambert-Beer law :
A = log(I0/I) = εcd, (3.23)
in which A is a dimensionless quantity referred to as extinction, c the concentration of
the solved compound, d the thickness of the the sample, and ε is the molar extinction
coefficient, which is a function of the wave number ε = ε(ν̃). The wave number
ν̃ is equal to the inverse of the wavelength 1/λ and is, mostly in the field of optical
spectroscopy, given in units of cm−1. Following an exponential law, absorption reduces
the incoming light intensity I0 to I ≡ I(d) at a certain sample thickness d [45].
Oscillator Strength
As discussed in the preceding section, an electronic transition occurs between different
states of a molecule. The intensity of a certain transition is now proportional to the
intensity of the corresponding absorption band, which itself is defined as the integral∫
band
ε(ν̃)dν̃. To quantify an electronic transition, this integral is compared to an
equivalent model described by classical oscillators, which leads to the dimensionless
oscillator strength f :
f = 4.319 · 10−9
∫
band
ε(ν̃)dν̃. (3.24)
Its value is in the order of 1 for an allowed transition. Theoretically, this oscillator
strength can be derived from the time-dependent perturbation theory, which needs
to be applied to describe the interaction of light with matter. Here, the Hamiltonian
reads H = H0 + Hpert(t), the second term represents the interaction between an
oscillating electromagnetic field and the molecule [45].
Selection Rules
The transition moment ~U0→a (cf. Eqn. (3.15)) can be used to distinguish between
quantum mechanically allowed and forbidden transitions. The transition moments of
the electronic and the magnetic dipole moment as well as of the electric quadrupole
moment operator typically are in the ratio of 107 : 102 : 1, hence, the electric dipole
moment transitions are of greater importance [45]. For dipole transitions (~U0→a ≡
~M0→a), the corresponding dipole moment operator reads:
M = −|e|
∑
j
~rj + |e|
∑
µ
Zµ ~Rµ, (3.25)
where j and µ indicate the incorporated electrons and nuclei, respectively. A transi-
tion is forbidden strictly when ~M0→a = 0, i.e. when its intensity vanishes. Moreover,
these forbidden transitions can be accompanied by a finite intensity, if the forbid-
dance is weakened by a suitable perturbation. In the following, the spin selection rule
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will be highlighted, to clarify its importance for fluorescence and phosphorescence in
connection with the working principle of organic LEDs.
Apparently, the operator for the transition moment M does not contain spin
contributions (cf. Eqn. (3.25)).3 Consequently, the integration over spin variables
transforms ~M0→a to zero,
~M0→a = 〈M
′
Ψ
~R
0 |M|MΨ
~R
a 〉 = 0, (3.26)
whenever the spin functions of initial and final states are different, i.e. 〈φi|φf〉 = 0.
Following these considerations, transitions are only allowed if the multiplicity M of
initial and final state are equal. Because of this spin selection rule, singlet-triplet
transfers are usually not observed for aromatic hydrocarbon systems.
However, in reality, especially for all non-linear molecules, the spin angular mo-
mentum and its components are not constant, so that the spin configurations are
mixed to some extent. The interaction between the spin angular momentum of an
electron and the orbital angular momentum of the same electron is the most impor-
tant coupling – the spin-orbit coupling. It is part of the total Hamiltonian and its
contribution HSO reads:
HSO ∼
∑
j
∑
µ
Zµ
|~rµ|3
l̂j · ŝj, with l̂j = ~rj × p̂j. (3.27)
In this notation, l̂j is the orbital angular momentum of the electron. The scalar
product l̂j · ŝj of two operators, one affecting the coordinates in space, the other one
the spin coordinates, causes the mixing of the pure spin states. The contribution
of HSO linearly increases with increasing atomic number Z, so that the spin-orbit
coupling mainly becomes important for incorporated heavy metals [51]. As it will
be discussed later, it is this heavy metal induced spin-orbit coupling that makes the
triplet states of organic compounds accessible for efficient emission in phosphorescent
OLEDs.
If HSO is part of the electronic Hamiltonian Hel, then the electronic eigenfunctions
will consist of wavefunctions with different multiplicity. However, since the mixing is
weak, the resulting function will have either predominantly singlet or triplet character,
so that these states are still referred to as singlet and triplet state, respectively.
Apart from spin selection rules, a transition can be forbidden because of the
symmetry of the molecule. In general, the transition moment ~U0→a equals to zero
whenever its integrand is not totally symmetric.
Franck-Condon Principle
Because the atomic nuclei are much heavier than the electrons, an electronic transition
proceeds much faster than a possible response of the nuclei. As previously discussed,
this justifies the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, in which the wavefunction is
3This also holds for both the magnetic dipole moment and the electric quadrupole moment
operator.
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factorized into contributions of the electrons and nuclei. In general, ground and
excited state configurations will have different internuclear separations with higher
average bond length for the excited system, as it carries more antibonding character.
An electronic transition will be most intense for similar vibrational wavefunctions, i.e.
for minimal changes in the internuclear separations – the so-called vertical transition
(cf. Fig. 3.1). Transitions to other vibrational states of the excited configuration also
occur, but with lower intensity I, which is proportional to the square of the transition
moment ~M0→a [45]:
I ∼ | ~M0→a|2 = | ~M el0→a|2 · |〈χav′|χ0v〉|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Franck-Condon factor
, (3.28)
with (cf. Eqns. (3.15) and (3.25))
~M el0→a = −|e|〈Ψ
~R
a |
∑
j
~rj|Ψ
~R
0 〉. (3.29)
The electronic transition moment ~M el0→a determines the intensity of the total transition
0 → a, whereas the overlap integral of the vibrational wavefunctions, 〈χav′ |χ0v〉, de-
scribes the distribution of the latter intensity to the various vibrational sublevels. The
square of these overlap integrals is called Franck-Condon factors (cf. Eqn. (3.28)).
The summation of these Franck-Condon factors for all possible vibronic substates
yields [45]: ∑
v′
|〈χav′ |χ0v〉|2 = 1. (3.30)
Excited State Relaxation
In the preceding sections, mainly electronic transitions into excited states have been
discussed. However, it is also of great importance to have a closer look at pro-
cesses that can reverse the absorption. The relaxation under emission of photons
is one of these processes and essential for light-emitting devices. Generally, there is
a separation into monomolecular and bimolecular processes, the latter involving the
interaction with the environment. This chapter focusses on monomolecular processes;
bimolecular interactions will be introduced in subsequent sections.
In Figure 3.2 the Jablonski diagram is shown, which can be used best to illustrate
all competing monomolecular photo-physical processes within an organic molecule
[45, 48]. Upon absorption, the molecule is, within the singlet manifold, excited to a
higher singlet state (Sn). As shown in Figure 3.2, absorption can also take place from
T1 to a higher triplet level, as it is an allowed transition. Nevertheless, the molecule
has to be in this T1 state beforehand. For the majority of organic complexes, the
internal relaxation from higher excited to the corresponding lowest excited state is
much faster than radiative processes. Thus, emissive recombination, i.e. fluorescence
and phosphorescence, originates solely from the lowest excited states, S1 and T1,
respectively. This property is referred to as Kasha’s rule [48, 51], which can be
explained by the Franck-Condon factors (cf. Eqn. (3.28)) for transitions between
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Figure 3.2: The Jablonski diagram to illustrate all competing monomolecular deactivation
processes. Singlet and triplet manifold correspond to states with a multiplic-
ity of 1 and 3, respectively. ’Abs’ denotes absorption. Thick straight lines
indicate emissive processes, i.e. fluorescence and phosphorescence. All wavy
lines represent non-radiative processes – ISC = intersystem crossing, VR =
vibrational relaxation and IC = internal conversion. (taken from [50]). Addi-
tionally, the singlet-triplet splitting ∆EST is depicted (cf. Eqn. (3.22)).
excited states k and k′, which are highest for fast transitions. The vibrational orbital
overlap 〈χk′v′ |χkv〉 is largest between electronic states whose lowest vibrational levels are
close in energy. In most molecules, the lowest vibrational levels of the excited states
lie close together, so that molecules in higher states quickly reach the lowest excited
state, before they have time to fluoresce or phosphoresce. However, the energy gap
between S1 (or T1) and S0 is greater, and fluorescence (or phosphorescence) occurs
rather than internal relaxation (cf. below: energy gap law).
The internal relaxation itself is a two-step process. It involves the internal conver-
sion (IC) from higher to lower electronic states, e.g. from S2 to S1, and the subsequent
vibrational relaxation (VR) to the corresponding vibrational ground state (v = 0) of
a certain configuration. In addition, there can be conversions between states of dif-
ferent multiplicity, the so-called intersystem crossing (ISC), which involves a spin
flip of the excited electron. The rate constants for these various channels strongly
depend on the special molecular structure. For instance, the introduction of a heavy
metal atom to the core of a molecule, which induces strong spin-orbit coupling, will
increase the rate of ISC and of phosphorescence itself to levels that can compete with
fluorescence.
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Excited State Lifetime
Without competing non-radiative decay channels, the deactivation of an excited state
can only occur by spontaneous emission. The natural lifetime of a state is defined
by the mean time the molecule remains in this excited state. For an ensemble of
molecules, represented by an excited state density n, this emission follows a first
order rate equation [45]:
dn
dt
= −k0n, (3.31)
in which k0 is the rate constant for the emission, defined as the inverse of the natural
lifetime τ0. Simple integration of Equation (3.31) results in:
n(t) = n0e
−k0t I∼n(t)/τ0−−−−−→ I(t) = I0e−k0t, (3.32)
with the initial excited state density n0 and intensity I0. The natural lifetime τ0 can
be correlated to the oscillator strength f via [45]:
τ0 ≈
1.5
ν̃2maxf
. (3.33)
Here, ν̃max is the wavenumber of the absorption maximum of the corresponding elec-
tronic transition. Due to the fact that absorption and emission have the same de-
pendence from the transition moment ~U0→a, the excited state lifetime is inversely
proportional to the integral of the absorption band
∫
band
ε(ν̃)dν̃.
Referring to Figure 3.2, the emission from an excited state is not the only channel
for deactivation, but various pathways, competing with the radiative decay, ultimately
lead to vibrational relaxation. These processes, represented by rate constants ki, will
shorten the natural lifetime τ0 according to [45, 48]:
τ =
1
k0 +
∑
iki
. (3.34)
In contrast to the natural lifetime, τ is simply referred to as excited state lifetime.
Quantum Yield and Efficiency
To quantify the deactivation channels of an excited molecular system, the quantum
yield Φ is introduced [45]. Its differential definition for a certain process j reads:
Φj =
dnj
dt
·
[
dnA
dt
]−1
, (3.35)
where nj is the number of excited states that undergo process j and nA represents
the total number of absorbed photons. In contrast to the alternative definition which
describes a ratio between the number of molecules that contribute to the process j
and the total number of absorbed photons, this expression is more precise as it also
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correctly describes processes, for which the quantum yield is not constant throughout
the reaction. In addition, the efficiency η of a certain transition j is defined as:
ηj =
dnj
dt
·
[
dnI
dt
]−1
=
kj∑
i ki
. (3.36)
In contrast to the quantum yield, nI denotes the number of states that enter the
initial state of the process j. Both definitions, i.e. quantum yield and efficiency, fall
together when nI = nA. One has to be aware that these quantities are often wrongly
used as synonyms. The right side of Equation (3.36) shows that the efficiency of a
transition j can also be expressed as the ratio of its rate constant kj and the sum of
all rate constants.
Energy Gap Law
Probably the most important quantities of organic molecules are the fluorescence and
phosphorescence quantum yields. According to the definitions made above, they can
be expressed as:
ΦF = ηabs · ηF and ΦP = ηabs · ηST · ηP (3.37)
Here, the subscripts refer to absorption, fluorescence, and phosphorescence, respec-
tively. Moreover, ηST represents the efficiency of the triplet state formation. It has
been shown for the fluorescence of aromatic hydrocarbons that the rate of non-
radiative relaxation knr, can be correlated to the energy gap between ground and
lowest excited state ∆E [45, 47]. Here, non-radiative relaxation combines the pro-
cesses of internal conversion and subsequent vibrational relaxation (cf. Figure 3.2).
It reads:
knr = 10
13 · e−α∆E with α = 4.5 (eV)−1, (3.38)
which transforms the fluorescence quantum yield ΦF to:
ΦF = ηabs · ηF = ηabs
kF
kF + kST + 1013 · e−α∆E
. (3.39)
In consequence, ΦF decreases as the energy gap ∆E is reduced. Qualitatively, this
effect is also observed for highly phosphorescent materials, comprising the transition
metal iridium in the core of the molecular structure [52]. Here, a proportionality
constant of α̃ = 8.1 (eV)−1 is found for a series of iridium complexes with different
substituents.
Stokes Shift of Absorption and Emission
One important photo-physical property of organic molecules is the Stokes shift be-
tween the absorption and emission spectra of a molecule. This property is essen-
tial for organic LEDs, because otherwise a large fraction of emitted light would be
absorbed within the organic layers. In Figure 3.3, absorption and emission transi-
tions between the ground and lowest excited singlet state are schematically depicted.
Simplified potential energy curves with their corresponding vibrational sublevels are
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Figure 3.3: Schematic absorption and emission spectra are shown as a function of the
wavelength. The emission spectra is red shifted with respect to the absorption
bands – this shift is called Stokes shift. Furthermore, the mirror image relation
between absorption and emission bands is illustrated, which has its origin in
the Franck-Condon principle (according to [48]).
used to understand this effect. Upon energy absorption, electrons can be lifted from
the vibrationless S0 state to all vibrational levels of the S1 state, according to the
Franck-Condon principle. Here, the nuclear coordinates are not in their equilibrium
configuration in respect to the new electronic state, so that vibrational relaxation
to the vibrationless sublevel occurs. This process is very fast, even compared to
fluorescence4, with typical rate constants of ∼ 1013 s−1 [48]. After this relaxation, flu-
orescence takes place; now from the vibrationless level of S1 to all vibrational sublevels
of the molecular ground state, again corresponding to the Franck-Condon factors for
each transition. As a result, the red shift of the emission spectrum and the mirror im-
age symmetry between absorption and fluorescence arise (cf. Fig. 3.3). This spectral
feature is qualitatively similar for phosphorescent emission, with the lowest excited
triplet state having a different equilibrium configuration, which results from different
Franck-Condon factors. Additionally, the phosphorescence is red shifted according to
the singlet-triplet splitting [51].
The Stokes shift depends on the equilibrium geometry of ground and excited
states, respectively – the larger the difference of their internuclear separation, the
larger the Stokes shift, as the energy difference of the transitions with largest Franck-
Condon factors are related the difference in the configuration coordinate ~R of the
molecule [45].
Efficient Phosphorescence
As mentioned in the Chapter 2, organic molecules that efficiently emit from their
triplet state are inevitable to realize internal electron-photon conversion efficiencies
of unity. In the mid-1990s, Thompson and co-workers promoted a new class of ma-
4Typical values for fluorescence are ∼ 106 − 109 s−1 [45].
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terials as emitting molecules in organic LEDs: organometallic complexes [6]. These
materials incorporate transition metals like platinum [53–55], osmium [56], iridium
[57, 58], etc. in the core of the organic molecule, which introduce strong spin-orbit
coupling due to their high atomic number Z (cf. Eqn. (3.27)). A direct consequence
of this coupling is its strong impact on the selection rules. Conventional fluores-
cent organic molecules have, according to the Jablonski diagram, two channels for
relaxation. Either they depopulate in the singlet manifold by fluorescence or inter-
nal non-radiative relaxation or they convert their spin configuration via ISC to the
triplet manifold, where further deactivation is possible. Since fluorescence with time
constants of ∼ 1 ns has much higher rates than the ISC to the triplet states (∼ 10 ns),
the latter can not efficiently quench the singlet excitation [59]. Upon incorporation
of transition metals, the electronic wavefunctions extend over a larger spatial region
of the molecule. This reduces the electron-electron and exchange interactions as a
consequence of an on average larger spatial separation of the interacting electrons.
This, in turn, reduces the singlet-triplet splitting ∆EST [59]. Similar to the energy
gap law of the fluorescence quantum yield (cf. Eqn. (3.39)), the rate of intersystem
crossing kISC increases with decreasing ∆EST [60]. For organometallic complexes,
strongly reduced time constants for kISC are observed due to this energy gap law and
to the mixing of singlet and triplet states, induced by the spin-orbit coupling. For
instance, for materials comprising either palladium (Pd) or platinum (Pt), the ISC
rate is reduced to corresponding values of kISC(Pd) = 800 fs and kISC(Pt) = 50 fs [61].
In such molecules, since the ISC rate is drastically increased, the triplet states can be
efficiently occupied when fed by singlet states.
As previously discussed, the T1 → S0 transition in organic compounds is quan-
tum mechanically forbidden. Therefore, if once populated, the triplet state is mainly
deactivated by internal non-radiative relaxation. Again, the spin-orbit coupling in
organometallic compounds weakens the selection rules and reduces the time con-
stants for radiative triplet relaxation by several orders of magnitude [59, 61], down
to microseconds for state-of-the-art phosphors [6]. In summary, the very high rates
for intersystem crossing and radiative T1 → S0 transition make these organometallic
compounds to promising OLED emitter materials, as they can harvest excited states
from both spin manifolds. This opens the door to internal phosphorescence quantum
yields of unity.
Excitons
At this stage, it is time to introduce the concept of excitons as quasiparticles in a
solid, describing an excited state. These elementary excitations provide a transport of
energy without transporting net charge. Mainly depending on the dielectric constant
κ of the surrounding matter, which influences the screening of electron and hole, these
excitons can be delocalized (Wannier-Mott excitons) or localized (Frenkel excitons)
[62]. A scheme of these different types of excitons is given in Figure 3.4. If elec-
tron and hole are separated by many inter-atomic spacings, for instance in inorganic
semiconductors, one can apply the effective mass approximation, which leads to an
effective radius for the electron-hole pair [62]:
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Figure 3.4: Different types of excitons. For the delocalized Wannier-Mott exciton, the
effective radius aex is additionally depicted.
aex = ~2κ/µe2, (3.40)
in which µ−1 is the sum of the inverse effective masses of electron and hole, and e
is the elementary charge. For GaAs, the effective electron-hole separation can be
calculated to aex = 10 − 12 nm [63], which is roughly one order of magnitude larger
than the atomic spacing.
Excitons in organic semiconductors are Frenkel excitons [5, 64], with electron and
hole localized in the same molecule (cf. Fig. 3.4). Here, the electron is lifted from the
HOMO level of the molecule to a higher, previously unoccupied level (LUMO), leav-
ing a single occupied HOMO. These excitons are strongly Coulomb-correlated with
binding energies in the order of 0.5− 1.5 eV [65]. In addition to these intramolecular
excitations, another class of excitons is often observed in organic materials, where
the electron is transferred to a nearest neighbour molecule. These configurations, as
shown in Figure 3.4, are called charge-transfer (CT) excitons. They are still localized
and Coulomb-correlated, however, because the charge separation is increased, the CT
exciton binding energy is reduced. These states are considered to be degenerate due
to the short-range nature of the splitting term Kik in Equation (3.21) [5]. For electri-
cal excitation, i.e. injection of electrons and holes to an organic solid, CT states are
precursor states to the formation of intramolecular excitons.
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3.3 Intermolecular Energy Transfer
Once a molecule is in an excited state, the monomolecular deactivation is not the only
way to the relax to the molecular ground state. Rather, the energy of an excitation
can be transferred from one molecule to another. For this reason, throughout this
section, molecules are referred to as donor D or acceptor A whenever they give away
or accept energy, respectively. Furthermore, the multiplicities of a certain molecular
state will be denoted with preceding superscripts, i.e. 1 or 3 for singlet and triplet
states, respectively. Excited states are marked with an asterisk, levels higher than
the lowest possible electronic excitation with a double asterisk, correspondingly.
Trivially, energy can be transferred as a two-step process that involves the emission
and absorption of a photon hν:
D∗ → D + hν (3.41)
hν + A→ A∗. (3.42)
Therefore, it is an energy transfer via radiation, often referred to as reabsorption.
Here, it is not necessary to distinguish between singlet and triplet states, as the two
steps are completely decoupled and solely depend on the specific properties of D
and A. If D and A are of the same material, where a reasonable spectral overlap of
emission and absorption bands is needed, this process can substantially increase the
excited state lifetime of the system (radiation trapping). Naturally, this process is not
very efficient as both, the molecular efficiency of luminescence ηlum and of absorption
ηabs, reduce the transfer yield. This type of transfer can overcome large distances,
which mainly depends on ηabs, as it does not involve a coupling of initial and final
states.
Non-Radiative Energy Transfers
In contrast to reabsorption, the energy can also be transferred in a single-step process
based on direct coupling between donor and acceptor. Such transfers conserve the
initial donor energy. They are proportional to the number of transitions in the emis-
sion band of the donor ID(ν̃) and in the absorption band of the acceptor εA(ν̃) that
are equal in energy. This is quantified in the spectral overlap integral which reads:
J =
∞∫
0
ĪD(ν̃)ε̄A(ν̃)dν̃, (3.43)
where ĪD and ε̄A represent normalized intensities with respect to the integrated band.
Within time dependent perturbation theory, an expression for the rate of a non-
radiative transition kD∗→A known as Fermis golden rule is derived. It reads:
kD∗→A =
2π
~
〈Ψi|H′|Ψe〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:β
2ρE. (3.44)
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Here, H′ is the operator characterizing all electrostatic interactions between electrons
and nuclei of donor and acceptor and ρE is the density of states of the acceptor
vibrational levels. The integral β describes the coupling of the transitions between the
wavefunctions of donor and acceptor. In this equation, Ψi and Ψe are antisymmetric
product wavefunctions of initial and final state.5 The integral can be split into a
Coulomb and an exchange term: β = βc − βe [45]. The Coulomb term βc is the
classical interaction of the ground and excited state charge densities for donor and
acceptor, which can be separated into dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole interaction,
etc. using a multipole expansion. In contrast to the Coulomb term, the exchange
interaction – only understood in the quantum mechanics framework – determines the
integral βe.
Förster Transfer
The energy transfer that is based on the Coulomb interaction with the coupling
integral βc has been investigated by Förster [66]. For the dominating dipole-dipole
interaction in the multipole expansion and for intermolecular distances that are not
too small (so that strong orbital overlap is present), the Coulomb term of β shows
the following dependence [45]:
βc ∼
~MD ~MA
R3DA
, (3.45)
in which ~Mi are the corresponding transition moments and RDA is the intermolecular
distance between donor and acceptor. Based on this relation, Förster showed that
the energy transfer rate constant (cf. Eqns. (3.43) and (3.44)) can be written as [67]:
kCoulomb ≡ kF = kD
9(ln 10)κ2ΦD
128π5NAn4
· J · 1
R6DA
= kD
[
R0
RDA
]6
, (3.46)
with the rate constant kD of the excited donor in absence of an acceptor, an orientation
factor κ, the refractive index n of the medium in the range of spectral overlap, the
Avodadro constant NA, and the luminescence quantum yield ΦD of the donor.
Apparently, this transfer can only occur if both donor and acceptor transitions
are allowed. In other words, the integration over spin variables in βc is non-zero
only when the spins of D and A are conserved. Here, because the operators for the
transition moment do not contain the spin, the integration over spin variables for
the transition moment equals to zero, whenever the spin functions of initial and final
state differ. This leads to the following allowed energy transfer reactions:
1D∗ + 1A −→ 1D + 1A∗ (3.47)
1D∗ + 3A −→ 1D + 3A∗. (3.48)
Note that there are examples of molecules having a triplet ground state configuration
[68, 69], giving rise to 3A on the left side of the second equation. A singlet-triplet
5For a two-electron case, these product functions would read: Ψi = [ΨD∗(1)ΨA(2) −
ΨD∗(2)ΨA(1)]/
√
2 and Ψe = [ΨD(1)ΨA∗(2) − ΨD(2)ΨA∗(1)]/
√
2. Here, the functions ΨD and ΨA
are spin functions.
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transfer, 3D∗ + 1A → 1D + 3A∗, is strictly forbidden in the Förster theory as it
would require two simultaneous intersystem crossing steps. In case a phosphorescent
donor is incorporated, the recombination in the triplet manifold is enhanced due to
spin-orbit coupling. Here, the following additional transfers are possible [45, 69]:
3D∗ + 1A −→ 1D + 1A∗ (3.49)
3D∗ + 3A −→ 1D + 3A∗. (3.50)
Even though the 3D∗ → 1D step requires intersystem crossing and thus has a lower
rate constant than the transitions starting from 1D∗, they may have a similar prob-
ability as the transfer process starting from singlet states since the lifetime of the
triplets is correspondingly longer. However, for the process in Equation (3.49), two
different types of molecules have to be involved in order to excite the energetically
higher singlet state of the acceptor with the triplet donor state energy. The Förster
energy transfer can efficiently overcome distances of up to 10 nm, which is much larger
than typical molecular dimensions.
Dexter Transfer
In contrast to the dipole-dipole coupling of Förster mechanism, Dexter energy trans-
fer is mediated by exchange interactions with the corresponding transition coupling
integral βe. Its strength strongly depends on the orbital overlap of donor and accep-
tor, resulting in a decrease of this interaction with increasing intermolecular distance.
Dexter-type transfers obey the Wigner-Witmer rules for spin conservation, requir-
ing the total spin of the configuration to be conserved throughout the reaction [70].
According to the rules of vector addition, this requirement reads:
(SD∗ + SA), (SD∗ + SA − 1) . . . |SD∗ − SA| 3 (3.51)
S(D∗...A)
!
= S(D...A∗)
∗
∈ (SD + SA∗), (SD + SA∗ − 1) . . . |SD − SA∗|.
Here, S(D∗...A) and S(D...A∗) refer to the total spin of the donor-acceptor complex before
and after the interaction, respectively, and Si to the spin of the corresponding state.
Hence, allowed reactions of the Dexter mechanism are:
1D∗ + 1A −→ 1D + 1A∗ (3.52)
3D∗ + 1A −→ 1D + 3A∗. (3.53)
Moreover, triplet-triplet annihilation, with two excited triplet states interacting, is
allowed:
3D∗ + 3A∗ −→ 1D + 1,3,5A∗. (3.54)
In this case the acceptor can be in its singlet, triplet, or quintet configuration. As
mentioned before, the singlet-singlet interaction is a very efficient Förster-type trans-
fer as well, so that it is rarely observed based on exchange interactions. In contrast,
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the triplet-triplet energy transfer is of great importance for it provides the basis for
efficient triplet excited state migration in organic materials.
In 1953, Dexter derived an expression for the rate constant of this exchange in-
teraction based energy transfer [71], which reads:
kexchange ≡ kD =
2π
~
K2e−2RDA/L · J, (3.55)
where K is a constant in units of energy [72]. The exponential dependence on the in-
termolecular distance RDA accounts for the necessity of orbital overlap of the involved
molecules. The Dexter transfer is accordingly a short distance interaction, typically
reaching up to 1 nm, which is much shorter than the interaction radius of the Förster
mechanism.
Exciton Diffusion
Even though excitons do not carry a charge, they can migrate throughout organic
solids. The driving force of this exciton motion is a gradient in the exciton concen-
tration ∇n(~r, t). Both energy transfer mechanisms, Förster- and Dexter-type, can
contribute to this exciton migration, which itself is a series of uncorrelated hopping
steps from one molecule to another. Such movement is often referred to as a random
walk process. The theory of particle diffusion in general has been introduced by Fick.
Fick’s 2nd law, the diffusion equation, describes the the development of the exciton
density n(~r, t) in space and time [73]. Ignoring quenching processes, it reads:
∂n(~r, t)
∂t
= G(~r, t)− n(~r, t)
τ
+D∇2n(~r, t). (3.56)
G(~r, t) represents the exciton generation, τ the excited state lifetime, and D the dif-
fusion constant. Because thin films and complete organic LEDs are planar structures
and most organic materials are isotropic, the diffusion problem can often be reduced
to one direction of space.
In many cases, especially under electroluminescence operation of OLEDs, the
excitons are generated in the layer of interest in the very proximity of an interface.
Here, a delta-like generation profile G(x, t) = G ·δ(x = x0, t) is assumed. Under these
boundary conditions, the steady-state (∂n/∂t = 0) solution of Fick’s 2nd law can be
derived to [74–76]:
n(x) = n0 · e−x/Lx with Lx =
√
Dτ, (3.57)
where n0 is the exciton density at the interface of generation and Lx is the corre-
sponding diffusion length.
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3.4 High Brightness Non-Linearities in Phospho-
rescent OLEDs
In this section, processes which lead to a decrease of the electron-photon conver-
sion efficiency of organic phosphorescent LEDs at high brightness will be discussed.
Here, the focus will solely be on triplet excited states since they are the origin of
phosphorescence – a very efficient type of recombination utilized in OLEDs.
Whenever a certain density of triplet excitons n is present, the interaction with the
environment possibly introduces quenching pathways that reduce n non-radiatively.
The most prominent processes are the interaction of triplet excitons with charges,
referred to as triplet-polaron quenching (TPQ), the impact of the applied external
field to the triplet excited states that leads to a field-induced excited state dissociation
and the interaction among each other, i.e. triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA). Such
processes can be expressed by the following reactions:
triplet-polaron quenching: 3D∗ + A± −→ 1D + A±∗ (3.58)
field-induced triplet dissociation: 3D∗
Fext−−→M+ +M− (3.59)
triplet-triplet annihilation: 3D∗ + 3A∗
AB−−→ 1D + 1,3,5A∗∗. (3.60)
Here, M+ and M− represent a positive (+) and a negative (−) charged molecule,
respectively, which is summarized in M±. Further, Fext denotes the applied external
electric field. Each individual process can be expressed as a second order term in a
rate equation that describes the time development of the triplet exciton density n:
dn
dt
∼ −kTPQnq± − kFieldn− kTTAn2, (3.61)
where n ≡ n(t), kTPQ is the rate constant for TPQ, q± the charge carrier density,
and kField and kTTA are the rate constants for field-induced dissociation and TTA,
respectively. TTA is the only processes that scales quadratically with the exciton
density n; the others show a linear dependence. Hence, triplet-triplet annihilation is
the dominating process that ultimately limits the efficiency of phosphorescent systems
at high excitation levels (high n) [19].
Triplet-polaron quenching has been investigated in earlier studies for various phos-
phorescent emitter systems of state-of-the-art OLEDs [20]. In contrast to TTA, which
is insignificant at low brightness, its contribution to the efficiency roll-off continuously
increases with increasing current density j that flows through the device, starting at
very low intensities. Nonetheless, the efficiency reduction due to TPQ is rather moder-
ate over a wide range of j and is clearly surpassed by the TTA contribution, whenever
the device is optimized for a charge balance factor close to one. Here, the number
of excess charges, which can not contribute to the recombination but still act as a
quenching site in the TPQ framework, is minimized.
According to literature, the efficiency roll-off in phosphorescent OLEDs is dom-
inated by electric field-induced exciton dissociation [21, 77], a presumption that is
investigated in this work. It is approved that, at least for established phosphorescent
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OLEDs, the triplet state dissociation can be ruled out as a significant process under
typical operation conditions. This is a very reasonable assertion, because the large
exciton binding energy of a triplet state in organic materials will make dissociation
unlikely. The results of this study will be presented in Appendix A for completeness,
however they are not essential for the main scope of this work.
As mentioned above, it is the quadratic dependence on the triplet exciton density n
that results in a TTA-dominated efficiency roll-off at high brightness. In the remaining
part of this section, the physics of triplet-triplet annihilation will be given in detail.
Here, different mechanisms that lead to TTA are introduced. Moreover, possible
energetic configurations of the emissive systems will be discussed with respect to
these mechanisms.
Host-Guest Systems
Referring to Section 3.2, efficient phosphorescence can be obtained from organo-
metallic complexes that strongly enhance the spin-orbit coupling. One common prop-
erty of phosphorescent emitters is their quantum yield ΦP, which is noticeably reduced
for bulk layers [53, 78]. On the other hand, strongly improved quantum yield values
are obtained, whenever the phosphor is diluted into another material – the host ma-
terial. The phosphorescent dopant is accordingly referred to as guest material.6 This
effect is called concentration or aggregation quenching [79, 80]. High quantum yields
are typically achieved with a concentration of the phosphor in the host-guest system
in the range of 1− 10 wt%. If such a system is excited, mainly the host material will
initially carry the excitation, simply because of its high concentration in the mixture.
For the host material itself, certain properties are required to make it suitable for
phosphorescent emitters. Most importantly, the excitation that is created on host
sites must be transferred to the phosphor, i.e. the site of emissive recombination,
unless emission from the host is desired. Here, singlet excitons are mainly transferred
via the Förster mechanism while triplet excitons migrate from site to site, ultimately
reaching a phosphorescent molecule, based on Dexter-type transfer steps (cf. Sec.
3.3). Both energy transfers require a spectral overlap J between donor and acceptor,
i.e. host and guest molecules.
Once the excitation is transferred from the host to guest sites, it is necessary
to confine the excitation on the phosphor so that radiative recombination can occur
efficiently [39, 81]. In case the phosphorescent emitter is in its lowest excited triplet
level, migration to other molecules proceeds highly efficient via Dexter-type triplet-
triplet energy exchange steps. Therefore, the relative position of the matrix triplet
level with respect to the phosphor T1 state is important as non-radiative transfers
conserve the transferred energy (cf. Sec. 3.3). In Figure 3.5, different configurations
of host and guest triplet levels are depicted; the transfer from host to guest and
vice versa are denoted as kHG and kGH, respectively. The highest phosphorescence
quantum yield ΦP of the mixed system can be expected for an exothermic system,
i.e. the T1 level of the matrix is higher in energy compared to the phosphor, which
6Another very common term for the host material is matrix. Accordingly, the guest molecules
are referred to as dopant material in conjunction with the use of matrix.
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Figure 3.5: Different triplet energy configurations of host and guest materials for phospho-
rescent emitter systems. The thickness of the arrows qualitatively indicates
the strength of the corresponding recombination (red: phosphorescence, blue:
fluorescence, wavy black: vibrational relaxation). For simplicity, this picture
assumes a radiative efficiency ηP = 1 from the guest T1 level. From left to
right, the back-transfer rate kGH increases, which increases the probability
that excitation is disactivated on host sites, ultimately reducing the phospho-
rescence quantum yield of the mixed system.
reads for a mixed system:
ΦP = ηabs · ηHG · ηST · ηP with: ηHG = kHG/(kHG + kGH). (3.62)
This is a simplified picture, because both the phosphor absorption and the singlet-
singlet Förster-type transfer from host to guest are not taken into account. Still, it
can be used best to illustrate how ΦP changes when an additional loss channel kGH
is introduced. For the latter, only the Dexter-type triplet-triplet energy transfer is
possible. In the case of an exothermic system, the rate kGH vanishes so that the
efficiency of host-guest energy transfer ηHG can be unity. Depending on the strength
of the energy back-transfer, the overall phosphorescence quantum yield is reduced
– the lower the triplet energy of the matrix, the higher kGH [82]. Resonant triplet
energies of matrix and dopant mark an intermediate configuration (cf. Fig. 3.5).
Single-Step Long Range TTA
The process of triplet-triplet annihilation in solid mixed films can have different un-
derlying mechanisms. One of them is a single-step longe range interaction, based on a
Förster-type energy exchange. It is the limiting mechanism for every phosphorescent
mixed system as it solely depends on the spectral properties of the emitting guest. In-
terestingly, this mechanism has been introduced just recently by Staroske et al. [83].
Referring to Equation (3.60), triplet-triplet annihilation mediated by the Förster-type
energy transfer is possible, if the donor is a phosphorescent material, because then the
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transition moment for T1 → S0 is non-zero. Moreover, the transition of the acceptor
molecule, i.e. T1 → Tn, lies within the triplet manifold and is therefore an allowed
transition. Referring to Equation (3.46), it is proportional to the spectral overlap of
phosphorescent emission of the donor and the excited triplet state absorption of the
acceptor.
Generally, and not only for this mechanism, the time development of the guest
triplet exciton density n (with n ≡ n(t)) following a short pulsed excitation can be
expressed by the following rate equation:
dn
dt
= −n
τ
− fkTTA(t)n2, (3.63)
where f accounts for the number of triplet states that are deactivated in the TTA
interaction; consequently, it can have values of 1/2 or 1. In this work, f = 1/2 is
always assumed, i.e. the acceptor state will ultimately keep its excited configuration.
The first term represents the monomolecular deactivation of the triplet exciton density
n that is inversely proportional to the excited state lifetime τ . To distinguish different
TTA mechanisms, the rate constants will be defined as:
γTT(t) := kTTA, Förster-type(t) (3.64)
kTT(t) := kTTA, Dexter-type(t), (3.65)
where kTT(t) hereinafter refers to TTA that occurs as a consequence of Dexter-type
energy transfers. Within the Förster framework, the rate constant γTT(t) can be
approximated to [84]:
γTT(t) =
2
3
πR3F
√
π
τt
, (3.66)
with the Förster radius RF for the transfer to an excited guest molecule. There is no
regime for which this transfer rate is time independent. Taking this expression into
account, the rate equation (3.63) can be solved to:
n(t) =
n0e
−t/τ
1 + 2
3
π2fn0R3Ferf
(√
t
τ
) with n0 := n(t = 0). (3.67)
This one step mechanism clearly suggests that the rate for TTA does not depend
on the concentration of the phosphorescent emitter cdopant in the mixed solid film,
i.e. γTT(t) 6∼ cdopant. Furthermore, it suggests that TTA should not be observed
in this framework when the average guest-guest distance exceeds the Förster radius
RF. Staroske et al. showed that a constant Förster radius RF is obtained from
experiments, not depending on the number of guest molecules in the intermolecular
space between donor and acceptor [83]. This is a major difference to other TTA
mechanisms. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.6 a) for an exothermic host-
guest system, i.e. in case the excitation is efficiently confined on phosphor sites
(kGH = 0).
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Figure 3.6: Different configurations of the host-guest system in respect to both their rela-
tive triplet energies and to the microscopic structure of the mixed film. Host
and guests are roughly shown in a molecular ratio of 10:1. Similar to Figure
3.5, the strength of the arrows indicates the emission efficiency of the cor-
responding host-guest system. a) Excitons are confined on guest sites. The
emitter molecules are spatially well separated. In this case, only Förster-type
TTA is possible. b) When the triplet energies of host and guest are in reso-
nance, additionally to the single-step process, exciton migration on the grid of
host and guest molecules is possible, leading to diffusion based TTA. c) Even
though exciton confinement is given, Dexter-type TTA is observed, whenever
the guest molecules form aggregates in the mixed film. Hence, it is possible
for an exciton to migrate on the locally dense grid of emitter molecules.
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Moreover, it depicts the case of spatially well separated molecules in the mixed film,
which assures that no other mechanism leading to TTA is possible. Single-step
Förster-type TTA will occur in every system, with a strength that solely depends
on the spectral properties of the guest, so that it is referred to as intrinsic limit [83].
Diffusion based TTA
In the preceding section it has been discussed that excitons can migrate in organic
solids, driven by the concentration gradient∇n(~r, t). Consequently, two excited states
that diffuse towards each other as a result of random walks in the system can efficiently
annihilate, mainly due to exchange interactions. As mentioned above and shown in
Figure 3.6 a), the exciton motion in mixed films of host and emitting guest can
be efficiently suppressed due to spatial separation and energetic confinement. Such
systems are free of diffusion based TTA. However, there are two cases where additional
TTA as a result of exciton diffusion is expected – they are depicted in Figure 3.6 b)
and c). In b), the triplet energies of matrix and dopant are depicted in resonance
so that the excitons are free to move within the mixed film. Hence, compared to
good energetic confinement, it is possible for two excited states to reach a critical
distance ā, where TTA is possible as a result of exchange interactions. This distance
ā can be expected to have values of the 3D lattice constant of the system [84]. Of
course, systems are possible where the triplet energy of the matrix material is even
lower compared to the corresponding level of the emitter. However, these systems
are not considered here, as they do not provide efficient phosphorescence because the
excitation mainly gets quenched on host triplet sites.
In order to prevent this motion of excited states, and hence diffusion based TTA,
it is necessary to find suitable mixed systems, where the triplet energy of the host
material is higher than the phosphor triplet level. However, experimental results
often show that the single-step Förster limit is by far not reached. This can only be
explained by a strong tendency of the emitting phosphor to form aggregates during
the sample preparation. This scenario is depicted in Figure 3.6 c). Densely packed
guest molecules within the mixed host-guest system enable triplet exciton motion
between guest sites, even though energetic confinement by host molecules is given.
Once again, diffusion based TTA is expected in such a configuration.
The rate constant for TTA originating from exciton motion on the molecular grid
is given by [85]:
kTT(t) = 8πDā
(
1 +
ā√
2πDt
)
. (3.68)
For times much larger than the nearest neighbour hopping time thop = ā
2/6D, the
time dependent term in Equation (3.68) can be neglected [86]. This turns kTT(t) into
a simple time-independent form:
kTT = 8πDā. (3.69)
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Using this relation, the solution to the general rate equation (3.63) can be written as:
n(t) =
n0(
1 + n0
8πDāτ
2
)
et/τ − n0 8πDāτ2
with n0 := n(t = 0). (3.70)
One distinct difference to the single-step long range Förster mechanism is its depen-
dence on the guest concentration cdopant, which is taken into account by the diffusion
constant D. For systems with energetic confinement, regardless whether the guest
molecules are spatially separated or arranged in aggregates, a higher concentration of
guest molecules increases the probability for exciton migration between guest sites.
Only the special case of host and guest resonant triplet energies (cf. 3.6 b)) does
not suggest a dependence on the guest concentration at first glance. Here, for all
possible concentrations of the guest molecule, diffusion should be possible with the
same average probability. However, since the hopping rate between two host, two
guest, or one host and one guest molecule can be different, such systems might still
carry a concentration dependence.
It is worth mentioning that diffusive transport and, consequently, bimolecular re-
actions strongly depend on the dimensionality of the organic solid [87]. All preceding
considerations are made for an isotropic three-dimensional case without preferential
direction. Engel et al. derived a solution for the case of 1D stacking of the organic
molecules, where the lattice constant in one direction of space is by far smaller than
the ones of the remaining two directions [84]. In such a system, preferentially one-
dimensional diffusion is expected. However, the functional dependence of an 1D rate
constant kTT,1D for diffusive TTA falls together with the solution of the single-step
long range mechanism, so that is not possible to distinguish between these mecha-
nisms. A lower dimensionality, caused by microscopic ordering of the molecules, is
not expected for the materials used in this work.
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3.5 Charge Transport Properties
In the preceding sections, only the physics of neutral molecular excitations – the
excitons – were discussed. Of course, molecules can also be charged. Carrying an
additional electron on the LUMO level provides a negative charge, whereas a positive
charge is caused, if the HOMO is singly occupied by one electron (a hole). These
charge carriers are able to move under an applied electric field ~F . In a first approxi-
mation, the drift velocity ~v of a charge carrier is linearly proportional to ~F :
~v = µ̄ ~F , (3.71)
when µ̄ 6= µ̄(~F ). This introduces the charge carrier mobility µ̄, which generally is
a tensor. Once again, for typical amorphous organic materials it is assumed that
they are isotropic in respect to their charge transport properties. Furthermore, the
transport is commonly reduced to a one-dimensional problem as organic devices are
treated to have infinite extension in two directions turning the mobility into a scalar µ.
It is noteworthy that the mobility cannot be seen as a fixed intrinsic material property
that comes along with each organic compound. It rather is a material parameter which
must be determined for each specific case. Here, the sample preparation conditions,
the morphology of the substrate, the material purity, and the method of mobility
measurement strongly influence the quantitative result of µ.
Frequently used experimental methods of determining the mobility for electrons
and holes, respectively, are the time-of-flight method [88], field-effect-mobility mea-
surements [89, 90] and the analysis of space-charge-limited-currents [91–93].
Hopping Transport in Organic Solids
In contrast to conventional inorganic semiconductors, where the charge transport pro-
ceeds in widely delocalized states, a series of individual hopping steps between local-
ized states determines the current flow in organic materials [89]. These hopping steps
are thermally activated, so that the mobility in organic semiconductors increases with
increasing temperature, which is in direct contrast to the limiting phonon scattering
in inorganic materials. Quantitatively, compared to the conventional band transport,
the hopping transport is accompanied with much lower mobilities. Bässler introduced
a model, the Gaussian disorder model (GDM), where the hopping transport occurs
between Gaussian distributed density of states (DOS) [94], the latter being expressed
as:
ρ(ε̂) = (2πσ2)−1/2e−ε̂
2/2σ2 . (3.72)
Here, σ is the width of the DOS and ε̂ the energy measured from the center of the
DOS. Modeling the density of states by Gaussian distributions is justified by the
Gaussian shape of absorption and fluorescence bands. For the state distribution of
charge carriers, a similar shape is expected [94].
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Space Charge Limited Currents
For organic molecular solids within devices, one has to distinguish between ohmic and
space charge limited currents (SCLCs). In the ohmic current regime, the sample is
free of space-charge. This is the case when the dielectric relaxation time tr is shorter
than the transit time tt of the charge through the material. The criterion for ohmic
conduction thus reads,
tr =
ε
σ
=
ε
encµ
< tt =
d2
µV
⇒ Vcrit ≈
encd
2
ε
, (3.73)
in which σ is the conductivity, ε the dielectric constant, V the applied voltage, nc the
charge carrier density, and d the thickness of the sample [95]. For voltages exceeding
Vcrit (V > Vcrit), steady state conditions with additional space-charge arise. Due
to the limited mobility, the charges accumulate at the electrode hindering further
injection of carriers. In this space-charge-limited regime, the current density obeys
the Mott-Gurney law,
jMG =
9
8
µεrε0
V 2
d3
, (3.74)
where j is the current density, V the applied voltage, d the thickness of the sample,
εr the relative permittivity, and ε0 the permittivity of free space. For this equation,
ohmic contacts and unipolar transport are assumed. Furthermore, trap states within
the material are not considered by this equation, which makes it the most ideal case of
SCLC-theory. Nevertheless, it explains the relationship between current density and
voltage, j ∼ V 2, which is fundamental for the understanding of j-V -characteristics of
devices, composed of organic compounds.
Additional trap states that might be present in an organic solid are taken into
account in the extension of the SCLC theory, the so-called trap filled limited current
(TFLC) theory. These traps are gradually filled with increasing applied voltage V
until the trap filled limit is reached. Currents above this limit are described by the
following equation [92, 93]:
j = eµNc
(
2l + 1
l + 1
)l+1(
l
l + 1
εrε0
eNt
)l
V l+1
d2l+1
. (3.75)
Here, Nc is the density of states at the transport level, Nt the total density of trap
states, and l = Et/kT (Et depth of trap states). This equation is assuming an
exponential distribution of trap states nt(E) [92]. This is in agreement with the
approximation of traps to be distributed in the energy tail of the Gaussian density of
states [94]:
nt(E) =
(
Nt
kTt
)
e−(E−Ec)/kBTt with Ec > E > 0, (3.76)
with Ec being the energy of the conduction level and kBTt the energy characterizing
the trap distribution.
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Functional Dependence of the Mobility
Apart from the temperature dependence that is tightly connected to phonons of the
system [89], the mobility further depends on the applied electric field F and the
charge carrier density nc. At high applied fields, an enhancement of the SCL current
can be observed, which is attributed to a field-dependent mobility. It reads:
µ(F, T ) = µ(0, T )eγ(T )
√
F , (3.77)
where µ(0, T ) is the zero-field mobility and γ(T ) the so-called field enhancement factor
[96]. The latter describes the barrier lowering for hopping in direction of F . With
this Poole-Frenkel type mobility µ(F, T ), the current density can be approximated to
[97]:
jPF =
9
8
εrε0µ(0, T )
V 2
d3
e0.89γ(T )
√
V/d. (3.78)
Furthermore, an increase of local carrier concentration nc leads to a pronounced
carrier density dependence of the mobility. Typically, these effects are observed for
carrier concentrations of nc > 10
16 cm−3 [98]. Referring to numerical simulation re-
sults of multilayer organic LEDs, typical carrier concentrations in transport materials
range between 1016 − 1018 cm−3 for both trapped and free charges [99]. However, in
emissive layers the average carrier density can be in the order of nc ∼ 1015 cm−3
for holes and electrons. Only in case of strong carrier accumulation in the emis-
sion layer at interfaces to adjacent layers, the concentration can noticeably exceed
1015 cm−3. The carrier dependence is especially important for organic field-effect
transistors, where the highest carrier densities reach values in the range of 1020 cm−3
(approximately 0.01 carriers per site) [100, 101]. The mobility enhancement due to
the presence of charge carriers is described by an empirical relation:
µ(nc, T ) = µ(0, T ) +
σ0
e
(T0T )4 sin
(
π T
T0
)
(2α)3Bc
T0/T nT0−1/Tc , (3.79)
in which σ0 is a prefactor for the conductivity, α
−1 the effective overlap parameter
between localized states, T0 a measure of the width of the exponential DOS, and Bc
a critical number for the onset of percolation [96]. Using an approximation for the
current density contribution that stems from the carrier concentration [98], the total
current density can be written as [96]:
jnc = jMG + c
V T0/T+1
L2(T0/T )+1
, (3.80)
with a proportionality constant c.
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3.6 Organic Light-Emitting Diodes
Originally, electroluminescence (EL) was referred to luminescence that occurs by ap-
plication of an electric field to a phosphor [102]. In this case, no net current passes
through the device and only the applied field lifts atomic electrons into the conduc-
tion band. Nowadays, luminescence is termed electroluminescence as it is seen as a
consequence of injection and flow of charge carriers through a material.
This work focusses on a very promising candidate of electroluminescent devices
for many applications: the organic LED. In this section, the various processes that
need to take place for such a device to luminesce will be discussed. Most importantly,
the corresponding efficiencies are highlighted to point out the great potential of phos-
phorescent OLEDs and the strong efficiency limitation due to poor light outcoupling.
This section will be followed by an introduction to state-of-the-art OLEDs, including
a discussion of their various functional layers in the multilayer architecture.
The Efficiency of an OLED
The overall electron-photon conversion efficiency, which is referred to as external
quantum efficiency (ηext, EQE), can be expressed as [43]:
ηext = γbal · Φem ·
{
rST fluorescence
1− rST(1− ηISC) phosphorescence
}
· ηout. (3.81)
Here, γbal is the charge balance factor, rST the fraction of created singlet exci-
tons, ηISC the intersystem crossing efficiency, Φem the quantum yield of the emitting
molecule, and finally ηout the light outcoupling efficiency. To illustrate each contri-
bution to ηext, the flowchart in Figure 3.7 quantifies each process leading to electro-
luminescence, including the very important differentiation between fluorescent and
phosphorescent OLEDs.
Upon application of an external electric field, holes and electrons are injected and
forced to move to the center of the organic materials. When reaching their corre-
sponding capture radius, these charges form Coulomb-correlated electron-hole pairs
which ultimately collapse to singlet and triplet excited states. At large separation
distances, these states are degenerate in a ratio of 1:3 [5]. Since the carrier transport
in amorphous organic systems is mediated by uncorrelated hopping steps, the carriers
undergo a recombination of the Langevin type [103, 104]. The steady-state current
density of an OLED is a combination of hole jp and electron jn current densities,
which generally can differ in their value. Efficient EL is only observed if an electron
is provided for each hole to recombine (or vice versa). This is expressed by the charge
balance factor γbal:
γbal =
jlow
jhigh
6 1, (3.82)
in which jlow is the lower and jhigh the higher of the two (hole and electron) current
densities. Here, it needs to be assumed that jlow completely contributes to exciton
formation. It can be unity for jp = jn. As it will be discussed in detail in Section 3.7,
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state-of-the-art organic LEDs work close to γbal = 1 as a consequence of electrically
doped transport layers and carrier blocking layers within the OLED stack.
In organic LEDs, the excited states, i.e. singlets and triplets, are created with a
one to three ratio. This is a consequence of the multiplicity of both states, which
is one for singlets and three for triplets [4–7]. Hence, whenever fluorescent emitters
are used as emitting molecules in an OLED, about 75 % of the excitation is lost
in their triplet manifold, even if their fluorescent quantum yield reaches 100 % (cf.
Fig. 3.7). To account for the singlet and triplet formation in organic devices, the
fraction of created singlets rST is introduced, which is consequently considered to be
rST = 0.25 [43]. Hence, for fluorescent OLEDs, the process of exciton generation
in conjunction with the corresponding fluorescent quantum yield ΦF contributes to
ηext with rST · ΦF 6 0.25. This picture drastically changes in case of phosphorescent
OLEDs. Referring to the discussion of efficient phosphorescence in Section 3.2, the
heavy metal effect changes the intermolecular energy transfers. The spin-orbit cou-
pling strongly increases the transition moments for the recombination in the triplet
state configuration, so that triplet emission from state-of-the-art phosphors can be
observed with very high yields ΦP close to one [78]. Moreover, these phosphorescent
emitters show very high intersystem crossing efficiencies from singlet to triplet states.
Hence, the fraction of created singlets rST can be efficiently harvested for triplet state
emission with an efficiency of rST · ηISC (cf. Eqn. (3.81)). Referring to Figure 3.7, the
use of phosphorescent emitters can lead to internal efficiencies of 100 %, which is a
fourfold increase compared to fluorescence.
At first glance, phosphorescent emitter molecules seem to be the ideal candidate
for high efficiency OLEDs, but their excited state lifetime in the range of microsec-
onds causes a negative effect on the high brightness performance (cf. Section 3.4).
Here, bimolecular annihilation processes strongly reduce the EQE at high brightness.
Therefore, many researchers try to improve ηext of fluorescent OLEDs by increasing
the fraction of created singlet excitons rST. Recently, Okumoto et al. reported on
green fluorescent OLEDs with nearly 10 % EQE, which clearly contradicts the above
statements, as it would translate in a singlet fraction of approximately rST = 0.5.
The underlying mechanism is not fully understood, however, the most reasonable
explanation is the creation of additional singlet states via TTA (cf. Eqn. (3.60))
[105].
Another concept to increase rST is referred to as extrafluorescence [106]. In general,
prior to exciton formation, charge-transfer (CT) states are formed, which also carry a
certain spin configuration [5]. Investigations by Segal et al. proved that incorporation
of a mixing material, for which the energetic order of singlet and triplet charge-transfer
states (ECT,S < ECT,T ) is inversed, increases the rate to form singlet CT states
strongly, resulting in a higher singlet fraction in the fluorescent emitting layer [106].
Compared to a reference device, an EQE improvement of a factor of 2.8 is observed.
However, as this mixing only proceeds in the region of the interface between mixing
and emitting layer and demands special material properties, it is not yet clear if this
concept can be widely adopted to state-of-the-art fluorescent OLEDs.
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Figure 3.7: This flowchart illustrates the all important processes that contribute to elec-
troluminescence of OLEDs for the important cases of a fluorescent and phos-
phorescent device. The highest possible efficiencies are assumed for each pro-
cess. The light outcoupling efficiency refers to bottom-emitting OLEDs on
standard flat glass substrates.
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Critical Current Density
In order to discuss the efficiency roll-off of OLEDs at high brightness, Baldo et al.
introduced the critical current density jc [19]. It is defined as:
ηext(jc) =
1
2
ηext,j→0, (3.83)
where ηext,j→0 is the external quantum efficiency of the OLED at very low current
density, where no bimolecular quenching is expected. Thus, jc defines the current
density, where the device efficiency drops to half of its initial value at low brightness.
In general, this value can either be directly calculated from OLED data or estimated
from model calculations [20]. Its worth noting that the experimental determination
of jc is in many cases affected by severe device degradation, resulting in lower values.
It is very universal to state the EQE versus current density, because it does not
take the spectral response of the human eye into account. Thus, efficiency data of
OLEDs with different spectra can be compared with respect to their roll-off char-
acteristics directly. Furthermore, it is easier to implement the current density into
model calculations. However, it is then hard to judge wether the roll-off affects a
certain application (with a given brightness) or not. Therefore, as long as it is not
necessary to compare OLEDs with much different spectra or model calculations are
included, the EQE versus brightness data will be discussed in this work.
Light Outcoupling
Due to its thin film layered architecture, a large fraction of the light created in the
center of the organic stack can not to escape to air. However, it is desired to couple
out as much light to the forward hemisphere, where the observer is typically located.
In a very simple model, omitting microcavity effects and differences in the refractive
indices of different functional materials, the efficiency to couple out light that is
isotropically emitted in the OLED center can be approximated to [107–109]:
ηout =
1
2n2
, (3.84)
in which n refers to the refractive index of the glass substrate.7 Hence, for a stan-
dard glass with n = 1.51, the outcoupling efficiency roughly amounts to 20 %. It is
necessary to note that this discussion of the light extraction efficiency ηout only holds
for OLEDs in the standard device configuration, i.e. the bottom-emitting layout. For
different device architectures (e.g. top-emitting OLEDs), these considerations might
differ. Figure 3.7 clearly shows that the light outcoupling in standard OLED con-
figurations is the largest loss channel. Even if phosphors yield internal efficiencies of
100 %, the optics of the OLED only allow every fifth photon to escape the device.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the different light modes that propagate within the OLED
after emission in the EML. They are formed as a consequence of different interfaces
7It is most common to use n for refractive indices, which is similar to the definition of the exciton
density in this work. The context however will be sufficient to avoid misunderstandings.
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Figure 3.8: The possible paths of light progagation in an OLED. Two cases are distin-
guished: low (red) and high (green) refractive index n. Left: Cross-section of
an OLED. Dashed lines indicate modes that cannot escape the device (organic
and substrate modes), solid lines indicate outcoupled air modes. Right: Pos-
sible set-ups for improved light outcoupling. All substrate modes are coupled
out, by applying a large index matched half-sphere. For practical applications,
the half-sphere is replaced by a patterned surface.
within the architecture that show a step in the refractive indices ni of the involved
materials. Organic materials and the commonly used transparent conductor ITO have
refractive indices of norg = 1.6−1.8 in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum
[109–111]. Using conventional glass substrates with a refractive index of nsub = 1.51,
the first optical interface is the organic stack (incl. ITO)/glass substrate interface.
Total internal reflection traps part of the emitted light to the organic layer stack,
forming organic modes, while the remaining light is coupled into the glass substrate.
In the simplest picture, these organic modes form waveguide modes between the glass
and the highly reflective bottom electrode.
The critical angle θg for total internal reflection is given by [40]:
sin θg =
n′
n
, (3.85)
where n′ describes the optically less dense medium compared to n. Having reached
the substrate glass, the light faces the glass substrate/air interface with a step in the
refractive indices of ∆n = 0.51 for standard glass. Here, the critical angle for total
internal reflection is θg = 41.5 °. Hence, light of higher angles will form zig-zag modes
within the glass substrates, which are called glass or substrate modes. Finally, the
light that is coupled from the glass to air is referred to as air or outcoupled modes (cf.
Fig. 3.8). For standard glass substrates, the organic and glass modes are calculated
to have roughly equal amounts of 40 % each [107, 108].
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Thus, extensive research efforts are spent on the improvement of light outcoupling,
as it bears a fivefold increase of the OLED efficiency ηext. These efforts can be divided
into two separate tasks, the outcoupling of glass and organic modes. Coupling out
substrate modes is comparably simple to achieve, because the interface of interest is
the outermost one between the rigid glass and air, where various modifications are
possible. First of all, using a glass half-sphere of equal refractive index as the substrate
with much larger dimensions than the OLED pixel, all glass modes can be coupled
out [112]. Here, each ray that enters the substrate reaches the glass/air interface with
a 90 ° angle of incidence to the surface normal. This set-up, illustrated in Figure 3.8,
is used to quantify the total amount of light that enters the glass substrate. However,
due to their bulky shape, these macro-extractors have no practical relevance. This can
be easily circumvented by patterned substrate surfaces, e.g. periodic pyramidal [109]
or microlens [113, 114] arrays, which typically yield improvement factors of 1.2− 1.5.
Similar improvements can be obtained by surface attached scattering layers [109].
In contrast, improving the outcoupling of organic modes is much harder to achieve,
because it involves changes of the OLED architecture. One very sophisticated ap-
proach is the integration of low refractive index grids between organic materials and
the ITO anode [115]. Its low n is used to redirect rays in the organic material to higher
angles of incidence to the glass or reflective cathode surface, respectively. Hence, a
larger fraction of light can leave the device. This concept is further improved by ap-
plying a microlens array to the substrate surface, leading to improvement factors up
to 2.3 [115]. For monochrome OLEDs, Meerheim et al. reported an improved light
outcoupling using strong microcavity resonators [116]. By optically optimizing the
cavity, the emission affinity of the OLED can be tuned to fit the emission spectrum of
the emitter, which leads to improvements up to a factor of 1.5. This approach results
in narrowband emission with strong colour shifts for higher viewing angles which is
detrimental to improve the outcoupling efficiency of broad/white emitting OLEDs.
Another approach to improve the outcoupling of organic modes is to match the
refractive index of the glass substrate to the values of the underlying organic materials
in the range of nsub ∼ 1.8 [117]. This approach is applied in Chapter 7 to improve the
efficiency of white OLEDs [27]. The concept is schematically depicted in Figure 3.8l.
Here, the emitted light does not face an optical interface until it reaches the glass/air
interface. However, the critical angle for TIR strongly decreases to θg = 33.7 °,
if the glass index is nsub = 1.8. Thus, this approach easily realizes very efficient
light coupling to the glass substrate, but at the same time requires even better light
outcoupling at the glass/air interface. Importantly, in this architecture, no real glass
modes are formed anymore, because trapped light will uniformly travel as zig-zag
modes between highly reflective cathode and the glass/air interface.
Plasmonic Losses
Another effect that strongly influences the efficiency of an OLED is the coupling
of the emitting dipoles to the surface plasmons of the highly reflective metal, i.e.
the cathode in the bottom-emitting OLED layout. Their impact is very strong for
distances between the emitter and the cathode up to 60-80 nm and steadily decreases
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for larger distances [118, 119]. This coupling can be strongly reduced by placing the
emission layer into the second or higher field antinode of the optical system [112, 120].
A negligible level of these losses is obtained for distances larger than 200 nm.
Gärtner and Greiner have theoretically addressed this issue by calculating the
complete mode spectrum of different OLED configurations, using standard micro-
cavity theory [121, 122]. By expanding the field of the emitting dipoles into plane
waves, which are parameterized by the horizontal wave vector khor, they calculated
total radiant power F as an integral of the contributions F (khor):
F =
∫ ∞
0
F (khor)khordkhor. (3.86)
Further introducing a normalized horizontal wavevector k̄hor = khor/kair resulted in
the following classification of modes [121]:
- k̄hor 6 1: power emitted to air,
- 1 6 k̄hor 6 nsub: power into substrate modes, and
- k̄hor > nsub: power into organic and plasmonic modes.
By increasing the emitter-cathode distance from 60 to 250 nm, which corresponds to
the first and second field antinode of their model system, the main changes in the mode
power spectra are observed for k̄hor > 1.51 = nsub,low. Apparently, a large fraction of
the power that is originally coupled to surface plasmons (small emitter-cathode dis-
tance) is only converted into organic modes (large emitter-cathode distance). Thus,
for conventional substrates, the overall gain in light output is low, because the in-
crease in organic mode power cannot be extracted by means of substrate surface
modification.
The suppressed coupling to the surface plasmons can be utilized by incorpora-
tion of high index substrates (in their calculation with nsub,high = 1.85), which match
the refractive indices of the incorporated organic materials. Here, most of the emit-
ted power is coupled into modes with k̄hor 6 1.85 = nsub,high, i.e. either into air or
substrate modes. Calculations show that up to 90 % of the generated light can be cou-
pled into the substrate, of which about 1/3 is leaving the substrate without additional
outcoupling concepts [121]. The remaining power in the substrate can potentially be
extracted using conventional techniques, e.g. microlens arrays.
A helpful side effect, especially when used in combination with high index glass
substrates, is the angular emission pattern of OLEDs optimized for the second or
higher field antinode. Here, the OLEDs exhibit a more direct emission so that light
outcoupling at the glass/air interface becomes easier, since high angle light is sup-
pressed. The latter is difficult to couple out due to the small critical angle of θg = 33.7 °
for TIR.
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3.7 Functional Layers and Materials Used
In contrast to the very early work of Tang and VanSlyke, where the OLED consisted
of two organic layers sandwiched between the electrodes [2], the state-of-the-art or-
ganic LEDs comprise various layers with different functionality. This section provides
a description of these different layers in the multilayer OLED architecture. Further-
more, this discussion is supplemented with a brief introduction of the specific material
systems used in this work.
Electrically Doped Organic Semiconductors
Before holes and electrons can meet in the emission layer (EML) of an organic LED
in the center of the layer stack, they have to be injected from the electrodes and
transported through the outer organic layers. In this work, all OLEDs comprise
electrically doped transport layers, which is commonly referred to as p-i-n concept
(see below). Here, the ’i’ denotes ’intrinsic’, summarizing electrically undoped organic
layers in the center of the OLED stack. The doping can be achieved by mixing the
organic semiconductor with strong acceptor and donor materials for p-type and n-
type doping, respectively. Here, an acceptor material removes an electron from the
HOMO level of the organic compound, creating a free hole, while a donor transfers
an electron to the LUMO level of the matrix [123].8
In general, reactive metals such as lithium or cesium can be used for efficient
electrical doping [124], but since these atoms are very small, their tendency to dif-
fuse in the organic compound is very high. This generally results in a poor device
stability. Therefore, it is desired to incorporate larger, rigid organic materials as
dopants for the use in OLEDs. Various studies have shown that the conductivity can
be increased orders of magnitude for p-type [125–129] and n-type doping [130, 131],
because the presence of the dopant strongly increases the free carrier density. In
some cases it was shown that the conductivity of the doped layer increases super
linearly with the corresponding molar concentration of the dopant material [123].
This is a result of subsequent filling of energetically distributed, localized states upon
charge release upon doping [128]. Most impressively, the concept of molecular dop-
ing is shown for organic homojunction diodes by Harada et al., where the well known
zinc-phthalocyanine (ZnPc) is both p- and n-type doped, using organic dopants [132].
As the concept of electrical doping is not the scope of this work, the interested
reader is referred to a recent review article by Walzer et al. [133]. It covers both the
fundamentals of doping as well as its impact to organic devices such as OLEDs or
organic solar cells.
8Similar to mixed systems in efficient phosphorescent emission layers, the organic semiconductor
that is electrically doped is referred to as ’matrix’.
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Figure 3.9: The energy diagram of a typical multilayer OLED is shown, highlighting the
hole and electron transport layers in contact to the electrodes. In this work,
the p-doped HTL is a mixture of MeO-TPD and F4-TCNQ (dopant), typically
with a molar concentration of 4 mol% of the dopant. The ETL is cesium doped
Bphen, prepared in a ratio of roughly 1:1.
The p-i-n Concept
In p-i-n OLEDs, doped transport layers are used as charge transport layers, adjacent
to the anode and cathode. The complete schematic energy diagram is shown in
Figure 3.9. These mixed layers exhibit three distinct improvements compared to
conventional, undoped devices:
- Compared to the intrinsic material, the conductivity of doped transport layer
can be several orders of magnitude higher, hence, ohmic losses as a consequence
of charge transport drop to a negligible level. This can strongly reduce the
OLED operating voltage, therefore enabling higher device power efficiencies.
- Generally, if a metal and a semiconductor are in contact, the Fermi level aligns.
In case of a doped organic semiconductor, the Fermi level shifts towards the
corresponding transport level of the semiconductor. Hence, at the interface to
the metal, the transport level of the organic doped system moves closer to the
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Figure 3.10: Interface between a metal and an organic semiconductor for the cases of
undoped and doped hole transport layers. In the undoped case, the holes
need to overcome the hole injection barrier formed between metal and HOMO
level of the organic material. By incorporation of a suitable acceptor material
with a low lying LUMO, an electron from the matrix HOMO is transferred
to the dopant LUMO. In the p-doped case, holes can efficiently be injected
via tunneling through a thin space charge region.
metal work function. Furthermore, the doping results in a very strong level
bending, forming a very thin space charge region, which can easily be tunneled
through [126]. In consequence, similar to inorganic materials, a Schottky con-
tact is formed, assuring quasi ohmic injection via efficient tunnel injection into
the organic material [43]. This is schematically shown in Figure 3.10 for the
case of p-type doping.
- The design flexibility of the OLEDs is greatly increased due to the above prop-
erties. The formation of the Schottky contact allows a great variability in the
choice of the contact materials, as the electrical properties of the devices remain
nearly unchanged. Furthermore, as the resistive losses in the transport layers
are negligible, the thicknesses of these layers can be adjusted to realize optimal
optical properties of the devices without changing the OLED operating voltage.
In this work, the p-doped hole transport layer (HTL) comprises N,N,N’,N’–tetra-
kis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine (MeO-TPD) as the matrix, which is doped with
2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquino-dimethane (F4-TCNQ) at a concentration
of 4 mol%. In Chapter 7, instead of using F4-TCNQ, a proprietary molecular dopant
NDP-2, purchased from Novaled AG, Dresden, is used with the same molar ratio.
Compared to F4-TCNQ, it allows more stable device processing in the single chamber
deposition tool. Here, the standard dopant F4-TCNQ causes severe cross contamina-
tion of the deposition crucibles.
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Even though an entirely molecular system would be more desirable, cesium (Cs)
doped 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (Bphen) is used as doped electron transport
layer (ETL). Here, Cs is mixed with Bphen in an approximate ratio of 1:1. The
molecular structures of the transport layer materials are shown in Figure 3.9.
Transparent conductive oxides, typically indium tin oxide, are used as transparent
anodes [134]. For the highly reflective cathode, aluminum (Al) is used as a stan-
dard material, having a work function of 4.3 eV [20]. In Chapter 7, silver (Ag, work
function: 4.1 eV [135]) is used as the cathode, due to its slightly higher reflectivity
compared to Al.
Charge Carrier Blocking Layers
Within the p-i-n layer sequence, in addition to the EML, two thin functional layers
sandwiching the EML are introduced. This is schematically shown in Figure 3.11.
Primarily, they serve as hole (HBL) and electron (EBL) blocking layers, confining the
injected charge carriers to the emission layer. Their various desired properties are
exemplarily discussed for the EBL. The HBL shall have equivalent properties for the
opposite charge carrier type.
To prevent electron leakage, the LUMO level of the EBL must be noticeably
higher than the corresponding EML levels, introducing a large energy barrier that
the electrons can not overcome easily (cf. Fig 3.11). The HOMO level of this blocker
material should level in between the transport levels of the HTL and the EML to
support the charge injection into the latter. For the same reason, the EBL should not
have a very low hole mobility, because it would hinder charge transport and injection.
It is important to have an intrinsic layer between the doped transport layers
and the EML, because otherwise the dopant molecules would act as strong exciton
quenching sites. Here, the blocking layers with a typical thickness of 10 nm are
sufficient to prevent this quenching.
Especially for phosphorescent OLEDs, where the triplet exciton diffusion length
is of the same order as of the typical thicknesses of the EML [74, 136], the excitons
must be confined to the latter. This is similar to the discussion of the ideal host-
guest system for phosphorescent emitters (cf. Fig. 3.5). Hence, the triplet energy
of the blocking layers should be higher than the phosphor and even higher than the
corresponding energy of the EML matrix material [81].
For the OLEDs discussed in this work, N,N’ -di(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’ -diphenyl-
benzidine (NPB) and 2,2’,2” (1,3,5-benzenetriyl) tris-(1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazole)
(TPBi) are used as EBL and HBL, respectively. Their corresponding chemical struc-
tures are shown in Figure 3.11. The triplet energy of NPB has been determined to be
2.29 eV [81], which indicates that only excitons generating light in the low energy re-
gion (photon wavelength below 540 nm) can be in its proximity without severe losses.
TPBi, as it will be shown the Chapter 7, has a triplet energy of 2.6 eV that roughly
corresponds to a critical wavelength of 480 nm. At this wavelength, the triplet levels
of phosphorescent emitter and blocker material have the same energy.
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Figure 3.11: The energy diagram of a typical multilayer OLED, highlighting the charge
carrier blocking layers. In p-i-n OLEDs, these layers are introduced to ef-
ficiently confine the injected charges to the EML, to suppress quenching
of excitons at the doped transport layers, and, in case of phosphorescent
OLEDs, to avoid exciton leakage from the EML. The arrows indicate unde-
sired processes. In this work, NPB and TPBi are used as electron and hole
blocking layers, respectively.
Emission Layer
As discussed in Section 3.4, highly efficient phosphorescence from organic molecules
can only be obtained if the phosphor is diluted in a host material. As these emission
systems are discussed in very detail in the following chapters, the materials used will
only be briefly introduced at this stage. Chapters 5 and 6 deal with the exciton
dynamics at high brightness of various EML systems comprising the green phosphors
Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac). In Chapter 7, a novel EML concept for white light
emission is introduced, comprising FIrpic, Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (cf. Fig.
3.12).
All used phosphorescent emitter molecules are organometallic complexes with a
centered iridium atom. Solely a change of the ligand structure allows a great vari-
ability in the photophysical properties of such compounds [6, 52, 137–140]. In Figure
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3.12, the chemical structures of all phosphors and, additionally, their photolumines-
cence (PL) spectra, as obtained from a TCTA:phosphor mixed layer of 2 wt%, are
shown.
The chemical structures of the host materials of the emission layer – TPBi,
4,4’-N,N’ -dicarbazole-biphenyl (CBP), and 4,4’,4”-tris (N -carbazolyl)-triphenylam-
ine (TCTA) – are also depicted in Figure 3.12. TCTA has the highest triplet energy
of 2.83 eV, while CBP and TPBi have almost identical T1 energies of 2.6 eV.
Compilation of Important Energy Levels
As the discussion of Section 3.4 and the present section indicate, the electronic struc-
ture of molecules is of great importance for the development of highly efficient organic
LEDs. Appropriate transport levels, i.e. HOMO and LUMO levels, are required to
ultimately realize efficient carrier recombination in the centered EML of an OLED.
Especially important for phosphorescent emitters are the triplet levels of matrix and
surrounding materials to achieve good exciton confinement on emitter sites. There-
fore, Figure 3.13 provides an overview of these energy levels for all used materials
except for the p-dopant F4-TCNQ. The values of the latter are only important to
realize a p-doped HTL, which has been shown in detail before [133].
The HOMO and LUMO levels were determined from UPS and the optical gap,
respectively [20, 42, 141, 142]. In Figure 3.13, they are arranged similar to their
position in an OLED stack. However, the values of the emitters are exclusively
plotted on the right, because their contribution to the electrical function of a device
strongly depends on their concentration and relative position to the corresponding
matrix materials.
The triplet levels of the materials are depicted on the bottom of Figure 3.13.
The T1-level of MeO-TPD is not known in literature. However, it is not of great
importance, because the p-doped HTL will always be separated from the EML by a
10 nm thick electron blocking layer that also prevents possible exciton quenching by
the MeO-TPD triplet level. The values of NPB [81] and Bphen [143], which were
measured at 5 K and 77 K, respectively, are taken from literature as indicated. The
triplet levels of TCTA, CBP and TPBi are determined in this work using a gated
phosphorescence set-up (cf. Ch. 4). The triplet levels of the emitter materials are
calculated from their RT emission peaks, as obtained from TCTA:emitter samples
with roughly 2 wt% emitter concentration (cf. Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Top: Chemical structures of all host and phosphorescent emitter materials
used in this work. Bottom: Photoluminescence spectra of all phosphors,
obtained from a mixed film, where the emitters are diluted into TCTA with
approximately 2 wt% (sample thickness: 20 nm).
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Chapter 4
Experimental
In this chapter, the methods of this work will be discussed. The methods
of device evaluation will be described to understand the interpretation of
the experimental data. This chapter closes with a detailed discussion of
a time-resolved luminescence set-up that is capable to detect either photo-
or electroluminescence signals.
4.1 Sample Preparation
All samples discussed in this work are prepared by thermal evaporation of the cor-
responding materials under high vacuum conditions. Depending on the specific ex-
periment, different types of glass plates – made of regular, high refractive index, or
quartz glass – with an approximate thickness of 1 mm are used as substrates. All glass
substrates are cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with acetone, ethanol, and iso-propanol
prior to material deposition. Throughout this work, indium tin oxide (ITO) is used
as a transparent anode material of the investigated OLEDs to couple out the gen-
erated light through the glass substrate. This ITO is commercially pre-coated and
structured on top of the corresponding glass substrates. If not otherwise specified,
standard glass and 90 nm thick ITO are used for the OLEDs. These anodes have a
sheet resistance of (25± 5) Ω/square.
For the sample preparation, two different vacuum systems are used. The first
system is a ten chamber cluster tool (base pressure 10−9 mbar) that is directly attached
to a glovebox under nitrogen atmosphere and a flowbox. Its layout allows highest
flexibility in time and user demands. Substrate sizes are typically up to 1 inch square
substrates. The second system is a semi-automatic single chamber tool (base pressure
10−8 mbar) with an attached nitrogen glovebox that has combinatorial capabilities.
It is possible to have a variation in up to 36 small test devices on one glass wafer in
a rectangular layout. Using movable shutters, it is possible to individually address
each row and column. It handles glass wafers with a size of 15 by 15 cm2 that allow
various device layouts.
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Layer Deposition
In both systems, the organic materials are evaporated by resistive heating of ce-
ramic crucibles under high vacuum. The temperature of the crucible is measured
in contact mode. The evaporation rate of the organic compounds is monitored by
a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) operated at approximately 6 MHz. Using a
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller, the evaporation rate is regulated
by the feedback of heating current and crucible temperature. The metals used as
contacts of devices are also evaporated by thermal evaporation. While for the evapo-
ration of aluminum, a ceramic crucible is used, some materials like silver are handled
in a tungsten boat. All devices, which are typically finalized by a metal contact, are
prepared without breaking the vacuum during the complete process.
Both organic materials and metals are evaporated through shadow masks, situated
directly below the sample substrate. Different mask layouts are used to obtain the
desired device set-up. In case of the single chamber system with the large glass
wafers, the substrate mount in the chamber is continuously rotated to improve the
film homogeneity. The cluster tool can have up to six organic sources in a chamber
while the single chamber system holds up to 12 organic sources (plus up to three metal
sources). Mixed layers can easily be fabricated by co-evaporation, where the control
of the evaporation rates of more than one organic source is achieved by individual
QCMs. The conductivity of the n-doped ETL is controlled with a test layer on top of
the substrate covered with ITO stripes, where the lateral current is measured upon
ETL deposition.
Sample Encapsulation
Due to their sensitivity towards moisture and air, the samples and devices comprising
organic material are encapsulated in the above mentioned gloveboxes under nitrogen
atmosphere. For this purpose, glass plates with a 250 µm cavity are used for the case
of regular and quartz glass. This cavity assures that the samples are not scratched
or contaminated with particle dust. Furthermore, this avoids thin film interference
effects between the glass plates. These cavity glasses are attached and sealed to
the sample substrate using an epoxy resin. All measurements throughout this work
are either performed under nitrogen atmosphere or carried out with encapsulated
samples.
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4.2 Device Evaluation
Two different evaluation routines are employed to determine the device performance
of organic LEDs. They mainly differ in the measurement speed and accuracy. The
standard evaluation is suitable for the majority of all experiments. However, to pre-
cisely determine the absolute device efficiency, an integration sphere is used, correctly
accounting for the angular emission pattern of a specific OLED. Both set-ups are dis-
cussed subsequently.
Typically, three device efficiencies are discussed in literature: the current efficiency
ηC, the power efficiency ηP, and the external quantum efficiency ηext [60, 144]. While
the latter is a measure of the number of photons that are created per injected electrons,
the other two efficiencies are photometric quantities that take the sensitivity of the
human eye into account (cf. Fig. 2.2).
The current efficiency is calculated from the luminance L0◦ , obtained in forward
direction, and the current density jmeas passing through the device:
ηC =
L0◦
jmeas
[cd/A]. (4.1)
Knowing the operating voltage at the measurement point V (jmeas), the power effi-
ciency for the light emitted to the forward hemisphere can be calculated. It reads:
ηP = ηC
fDπ
V (jmeas)
[lm/W], (4.2)
with
fD =
1
πI0
∫ π/2
0
∫ +π
−π
I(θ, φ) sin θ dφ dθ. (4.3)
Here, fD accounts for the angular distribution of the emitted light I(θ, φ) in the
forward hemisphere, which is a function of the azimuth (φ) and zenith (θ) angle.
Furthermore, I0 represents the light intensity measured in forward direction. Finally,
the radiometric external quantum efficiency is calculated using:
ηext = ηC
fDπe
KrEph
[
%
100
]
, (4.4)
where Eph is the average photon energy of the emitted device spectrum. The trans-
formation from the photometric to the radiometric quantities is achieved by the in-
troduction of the luminous efficiacy Kr that is calculated by:
Kr = 683
∫ 780 nm
380 nm
Φr(λ)V (λ) dλ∫∞
0
Φr(λ) dλ
[lm/W], (4.5)
where Φr is the radiant flux and V (λ) the weighting function, accounting for the
sensitivity of the human eye (cf. Sec. 2.2).
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Measuring in Forward Direction
The current-voltage characteristics of the devices is measured with a Keithley SM2400
source-measure unit. The emitted EL intensity is measured in forward direction with
a fast photodiode that is calibrated with a CAS 140 CT spectrometer (Instrument
Systems Optische Messtechnik).1 For the evaluation of this data, a Lambertian emis-
sion pattern of the angular distribution I(θ, φ) is assumed, i.e. I(θ, φ) = I0 cos θ.
With this assumption, fD equals to 1.
This procedure is applied when comparing different devices to investigate their
relative differences. Here, it is assured that the layer structure is similar (so that
I(θ, φ) is similar for all devices), that these devices have similar spectra, and that
they are prepared under equal conditions (at best in one process run). The high
speed of measurement of this evaluation is important for a precise measurement of
the efficiency roll-off, i.e. ηext versus j or L, to assure that device degradation during
the measurement sweep is negligible.
Integrating Sphere Measurements
To precisely determine the efficiency of an organic LED, they are measured with an
integrating sphere (Instrument Systems Optische Messtechnik) that is connected to
the calibrated CAS 140 CT spectrometer. This system allows the determination of
the power and external quantum efficiency directly without any assumptions because
it accounts for all light emitted to the forward hemisphere. Again, using the SM2400
to drive the device, the efficiencies can be detected at a certain current density j
passing through the device. From the measurement in forward direction with the
above described set-up, this current density can be correlated to the corresponding
device brightness L0◦ in forward direction. However, due to the large size of the
sphere (20 inch), the device brightness must be rather high (> 1, 000 cd/m2) and still
long integration times (> 15 s) need to be applied. This makes it inapplicable for
standard device evaluation. Furthermore, problems arise for samples that degrade
during measurement. Here, a complete device characteristics cannot be recorded
without errors.
In Chapter 7, both measurements are combined. Here, the efficiencies determined
in the integrating sphere are used to calibrate the current-voltage-luminance charac-
teristics, itself being determined with the fast photodiode based set-up. All measure-
ments carried out with this integrating sphere will be marked with an asterisk (e.g.
EQE∗).
1This spectrometer itself is commercially calibrated, so that it is used as the reference device for
absolute, wavelength-dependent measurements.
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4.3 Time-Resolved Luminescence
Before the technique to measure luminescence in time- and spectrum-resolved fashion
is introduced, standard set-ups for the photophysical characterization of solid films
will be stated.
Photoluminescence spectra of organic bulk and mixed solid films are measured
with a luminescence spectrometer Fluoromax (HORIBA Jobin Yvon). Monochromatic
light is used for the sample excitation, which is selected with a monochromator from
a xenon arc lamp. The detector comprises a second monochromator and a photomul-
tiplier tube. Colour filters in the detector pathway can be integated. Transmission,
reflection, and absorbance of the sample films are measured with the spectral pho-
tometer UV-3101 (Shimadzu Deutschland). It is a two beam difference spectrometer
with an additional extension unit MPC-3101 for reflection measurements. It covers
the UV-VIS-IR spectral range (190− 3200 nm).
Transient Photoluminescence
The general set-up to measure time-resolved photoluminescence of organic solid films
is shown in Figure 4.1. Samples are excited with a pulsed nitrogen laser MNL 200
(Lasertechnik Berlin) that directly couples the light into a glass fibre. It operates
at a wavelength of 337.1 nm with a typical pulse duration of 1.3 ns. The exciting
light intensity can be varied with a set of neutral filters. The initial pulse energy
is determined by a power meter 1835-C, featuring a suitable detector head 318J09B
(both Newport). The emitted light of the sample is coupled into a glass fibre that
guides the light to the active area of a fast photodiode (PD) PDA10A-EC (Thorlabs),
itself directly connected to a fast multichannel oscilloscope infinium 54815A (Hewlett
Packard) for data read-out (cf. bottom of Fig. 4.1).
In order to calculate exciton densities that are created on the guest molecules upon
PL excitation, this set-up has to be calibrated. For an estimation of the initial guest
triplet exciton density nG, samples with a high guest concentration (> 1 mol%) are
analyzed. It is checked that the host emission of such samples is completely quenched
by the guest molecules, so that the host-guest energy transfer is complete (kH→G = 1).
It is assumed that the intersystem crossing rate kISC to the guest triplet (T1) state
is unity [145]. nG is calculated for minimal pump exciton density np by assuming
kH→G = 1, thus, nG = kH→GkISCnp. This results in a calibration factor C between
photodiode (PD) signal, i.e. phosphorescence, and nG, i.e. nG = C(U −U0)PD. Here,
U is the measured PD voltage and U0 the corresponding dark signal.
In additional continuous wave (cw) experiments, a HeCd gas laser IK5351R (Kim-
mon Electric) is used as excitation source. Here, its 325 nm line is chosen to match
the absorption band of the organic compounds. Neutral filters are used to vary the
excitation power, which is directly determined using the 1935-C power meter with an
883-UV detector head (Newport). In this case, the corresponding sample spectra is
measured with a CCD-based compact fibre spectrometer USB2000 (OceanOptics).
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Spectrum- and Time-Resolved Electroluminescence
To investigate the exciton dynamics in multicolour white organic LEDs, a set-up
is realized to measure the time decay of the emission layer under EL operation.
Instead of using a laser for excitation, the complete OLED is excited with a voltage
pulse, generated by a pulse generator 8114A (Hewlett Packard). To determine applied
voltage and the corresponding current density flowing through the device, two voltages
U1 and U2 are recorded with the oscilloscope over the OLED and a 50 Ω resistance
(in series), respectively. The corresponding driving circuit is depicted in Figure 4.1
(bottom) [146, 147].
In general, the light detection is similar to the transient PL set-up, discussed
above. However, to additionally achieve a spectral resolution of the time decay,
different colour filters are inserted between the OLED and the PD. This introduces
the possibility to vary the transmission of the multicolour white spectra, emitted from
such OLEDs. Subsequently, for a given transmission, both the time decay and the
EL spectra are measured. The latter are recorded with the USB2000 spectrometer.
As an example of a possible application of this set-up, the effective charge carrier
mobility of the EML material combination is determined in the multilayer OLED
device, similar to a time-of-flight (TOF) experiment, which is described in Appendix
B. Here, the measurements are carried out without the spectral variation.
Gated Phosphorescence at 77 K
For the determination of triplet levels of fluorescent host materials, a gated phospho-
rescence set-up is used that was realized by N. Seidler [148]. The samples are cooled
to liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) using a glass dewar vessel. The pulsed nitro-
gen laser MNL 200 provides the excitation source. Using a delay generator DG 535
(Stanford Rresearch Systems, Inc.), which is triggered by the laser pulse, a delayed
detection in a spectrometer LS 50 B (Perkin Elmer) is realized. By an appropri-
ate choice of the time delay between excitation and detection, the slow and weak
phosphorescence signal can be separated from the intensive prompt fluorescence.
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Figure 4.1: Time-resolved luminescence set-up. Top: The sample is either a complete
OLED or a solid film of the system of interest. It can be excited by a short
laser pulse (PL) or by a voltage pulse (EL). The emitted light is coupled
into a glass fibre that connects to the available detectors (photodiode and
spectrometer). Bottom: Electrical circuits for the OLED driving and the
photodiode read-out.

Chapter 5
Host-Guest Triplet-Triplet
Annihilation
In this chapter, triplet-triplet annihilation between host and guest exci-
tons will be discussed. Focussing on highly efficient exothermic systems,
they provide a contrast to systems with a matrix triplet level below the
corresponding level of the phosphor. At high excitation levels, the phos-
phorescent emitter starts to saturate and unexpected host-guest TTA sets
in, interestingly for a widely used system with a confining triplet-state
configuration. This annihilation is directly observed in time-resolved pho-
toluminescence experiments.
5.1 Systems with Host-Guest Interactions
According to Section 3.4, discussing high brightness phenomena, TTA was solely
assumed to take place between guest molecules. This is a valid picture for state-
of-the-art emitter systems, which are energetically designed to efficiently direct and
confine all excitons to guest molecules. Nonetheless, this chapter will show that this
is an assumption that needs to be reconsidered. Since the triplet lifetime of host
materials is in most cases orders of magnitude longer compared to the corresponding
guest time constant, the high host triplet density will accumulate easily. For instance,
CBP has a triplet lifetime of 14 ms [75], which differs in approximately four orders
of magnitude compared to the Ir(ppy)3 excited state lifetime. Hence, whenever host
triplets are populated, the intermolecular processes at high excitation levels might
change noticeably.
Host-guest triplet-triplet annihilation has been discussed in literature before. Re-
search was especially focussed on mixed organic systems, where the triplet energy of
the host material is equal or even lower than the corresponding guest T1 energy.
One of these systems is N,N ′-diphenyl-N,N ′-bis(3-methylphenyl)-(1,1’-biphenyl)-
4,4’-diamine (TPD) doped with the well-known phosphor Ir(ppy)3 [21]. Its energy
configuration is shown in Figure 5.1. TPD has a triplet level that lies approximately
150 meV below the Ir(ppy)3 triplet state, therefore such mixed films are endothermic
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Figure 5.1: Triplet levels of different host-guest systems comprising the Ir(ppy)3. From
left to right, the T1 level of the host increases. For TPD, the mixed system
is endothermic as its triplet level is about 100 meV below the Ir(ppy)3 state.
Additionally given are the PL quantum yields, illustrated by the strength of
the arrows, for highly diluted samples (2 and 1 wt% for CBP [78] and TCTA
[149], respectively). The value for TPD is estimated from OLED data (6 wt%)
[21]. The wavy line indicates non-radiative recombination on TPD.
systems (cf. Sec. 3.4). Having strong guest-host energy back-transfer rates kGH, sys-
tems like this will be accompanied with a high host triplet exciton density. Therefore,
the host exciton dynamics need to be included in the discussion of the overall TTA.
As indicated in Figure 5.1, the PL quantum yield is much lower1 than the poten-
tial limit of 100 % for phosphorescent emitters as a consequence of noticeable triplet
energy losses on the host material.
Baldo et al. investigated the probably most prominent phosphorescent host-guest
system so far, CBP:Ir(ppy)3 by time-resolved experiments [19, 76]. In contrast to their
observations, this system with the host material T1 level higher than the corresponding
emitter energy (cf. Fig. 5.1), is expected to decay following a monoexponential law
with a certain excited state lifetime τ . However, both EL transient signals and OLED
efficiency data could not be described with a single time constant. Rather, Baldo et
al. used a weighted biexponential function with two time constants τ1 and τ2 to fit
the data. Without evidence, they appointed this unexpected behaviour to host-guest
interactions [19]. This experimental observation has not attracted further interest,
even though high brightness applications more and more move into the main focus of
OLED research, presumably because the PL quantum yield of CBP:Ir(ppy)3 (2 wt%)
ΦP = 97 % is close to the theoretical limit [78, 150]. In the following, the photophysical
properties of CBP:Ir(ppy)3 especially at high brightness will be discussed, directly
addressing this open issue [23].
1In literature, no PL quantum yield data is available for TPD:Ir(ppy)3. Therefore, an internal
quantum efficiency is estimated of ∼ 50 %, using the EL data of Ref. [21].
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5.2 Population of Host Triplet States
All data in this chapter are the result of PL experiments, with two gas lasers as
excitation sources, i.e. a N2 laser for time-resolved measurements and a HeCd laser
for cw investigations. Before triplet interactions between host and guest species can
be discussed, it is necessary to explain how triplet states of the matrix material can
efficiently be populated, as light absorption only generates singlet states.
Prepared Samples
In this study, two samples are prepared on top of quartz glass substrates. These
samples are encapsulated under a nitrogen atmosphere with another quartz glass.
Sample 5-1: CBP:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 0.9 mol%)
Sample 5-2: TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 1.1 mol%)
In Figure 5.2 a), absorbance and PL intensity of Sample 5-1 and 5-2 are plotted.
The strong emission at approximately 510 nm is the phosphorescence of Ir(ppy)3,
the weak high energy feature is the host fluorescence of the corresponding material.
Strong differences are obtained for the two host materials CBP and TCTA. Refer-
ring to Chapter 4, the chemical structures of both materials are very similar. Both
comprise carbazole units as building blocks, CBP having two and TCTA having three
such elements. This is mainly reflected by the similar absorbance spectra of both sam-
ples, with most of the contribution originating from the matrix because the dopant
is highly diluted. While their singlet energies, determined by the fluorescence peak
of these matrices, are both at 3.1 eV, they show different triplet energy levels. The
phosphorescence spectra of CBP and TCTA are plotted in Figure 5.2 a) as dashed
lines. In measures of energy, the triplet levels of CBP and TCTA are at 2.59 eV
and 2.83 eV (cf. Fig. 5.1), respectively. This yields different singlet-triplet splittings
[151] of ∆EST,CBP = 0.51 eV and ∆EST,TCTA = 0.27 eV. Thus, the value of TCTA,
compared to CBP, is only half as large.
Reaching Guest Site Saturation
In Figure 5.2 b), the phosphorescence output, represented by the Ir(ppy)3 triplet
density nIr, of both samples is plotted versus the pump exciton density np. The latter
is a measure of the singlet exciton density created on the host material upon laser
absorption. Details discussing the determination of nIr were given in Section 4.3.
In the lower pump regime, a linear behaviour between np and nIr is observed for
both samples. With increasing laser intensity, this linear behaviour vanishes. It is
followed by a regime where the Ir(ppy)3 triplet density does not increase anymore
upon increasing np. Neither material degradation nor bleaching
2 of the mixed films
are observed in the measurements. The first is checked by recording the input-output
curves in Figure 5.2 b) a second time, showing complete coincidence. Bleaching is
2Here, bleaching is referred to a decreasing absorption of the samples with increasing pump power.
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Figure 5.2: a) Absorbance and photoluminescence of Samples 5-1 and 5-2. T1 marks
the phosphorescence spectra of the host materials measured in a polystyrene
matrix (2 wt%) at 77 K. b) The triplet density on guest sites is plotted as a
function of the pump exciton density, i.e. the singlet exciton density created
upon laser absorption. The arrows indicate the calculated guest densities in
the mixed film. The dashed box marks the saturation regime of the phosphor.
excluded by measuring the transmission of the mixed film as a function of the laser
intensity. By assuming cubic closed packing of the molecules in the mixed film and
a homogeneous Ir(ppy)3 distribution, the guest densities of Samples 5-1 and 5-2 are
calculated, which are indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 5.2 b). These densities
are similar to the onset of the plateau in the nIr versus np plot. Hence, this regime
of constant nIr can be attributed to the saturation of the phosphor. In other words,
in this regime it is not possible to transfer all the created singlet excitons of the host
material to the emitting triplet states of the phosphor because they are all occupied.
Possible Pathways for the Excess Singlets
With increasing pump intensity in the saturation regime of the host-guest system,
where all guest sites are excited, a density of excess singlets is built up on the ma-
trix material. These singlets only have a few possible decay channels, which are
schematically shown in Figure 5.3 for the case of Sample 5-1, i.e. comprising CBP
as matrix. Obviously, the host fluorescence (pathway (a) in Fig. 5.3) is one decay
channel. However, if the singlets could not be deactivated otherwise, a strong increase
of fluorescence in the guest saturation regime would be expected.
Another channel for the residual singlets is the energy transfer to the excited guest
molecules. Here, the guest would undergo a T1 → Tn transition. This energy transfer
can have very high oscillator strength because the transition in the triplet manifold
of the guest is spin-allowed. Hence, both Förster- and Dexter-type energy transfer
can contribute to this energy exchange.
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Figure 5.3: The possible pathways of created singlet host excitons upon laser absorption
are illustrated for the case of guest site saturation. This is schematically shown
for CBP:Ir(ppy)3. As the guest sites are already in the excited state, the host
singlet states can either directly relax [pathway (a)] or they can lift the guest
triplet states to higher levels (Tn) [pathway (b)]. The latter states can either
internally relax to their corresponding T1 state or transfer this excess energy
Tn,G − T1,G by Dexter transfer to the host triplet state T1,H.
After this step, the host molecule is relaxed while the guest now appears in a
higher excited triplet state Tn. This transfer, which is shown as the first step of
pathway (b) in Figure 5.3, can be expressed as:
1H∗ + 3G∗
−∆E1−−−→ 1H + 3G∗∗, (5.1)
where H and G indicate host and guest sites, and the double asterisk marks a
higher excited state. A possible loss of energy during this conversion is indicated
as −∆E1, for example stemming from an internal vibrational relaxation of the final
state: 3Gn,j −→3 Gn,0 (cf. Fig. 3.2). This 3G∗∗ state can either internally relax to the
lowest triplet level 3G∗ obeying Kasha’s rule (cf. Sec. 3.2) or transfer its energy back
to the triplet state of the host molecule.
The energy back-transfer that ultimately results in a population of the host triplet
states reads:
3G∗∗ + 1H
−∆E2−−−→ 3G∗ + 3H∗. (5.2)
Again, −∆E2 denotes a possible loss of energy. This transfer is illustrated in the
second step of pathway (b) of Figure 5.3. Referring to Equation (3.51), this step
conserves to total spin of the configuration obeying the Wigner-Witmer selection
rules. Obviously, this is a Dexter-type transfer, so that it is only efficient on nearest
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Figure 5.4: Normalized PL of the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 sample under a variation of the pump
exciton density np. The sample is excited with a cw HeCd laser at 325 nm.
Left: Complete spectra with indication of the host fluorescence. Right: Zoom
in of the host emission. The arrow indicates the increase of np from 6 ×
1018 cm−3 to 6× 1019 cm−3.
neighbour distances. Apparently, this energy exchange is only possible when the
following relation is fulfilled:
Tn,G − T1,G > T1,H, (5.3)
otherwise additional energy is required for its occurrence. However, this aspect is
difficult to verify because most of all the energy of the intermediate, higher excited
state Tn is experimentally not accessible.
In general, a third possible decay channel for CBP singlets is not included in
the scheme of Figure 5.3: the direct intersystem crossing to the CBP triplet state.
Giebink et al. have studied exciton dynamics of CBP in detail [75]. From their data it
is possible to deduce that only 2−3 % of the created singlet excitons are transferred to
the CBP T1 state. Furthermore, referring to Figure 5.3, pathway (b) and this direct
intersystem crossing have the same final result, i.e. the population of CBP triplet
states.
Host Fluorescence
As discussed above, host fluorescence is one of three possible deactivation channels for
the excess singlet excitons. To investigate this channel, both samples are excited with
a cw laser with variable intensity in the saturation regime, i.e. from np = 6×1018 cm−3
to np = 6×1019 cm−3. The spectra are plotted exemplarily for Sample 5-2 comprising
TCTA in Figure 5.4. On the left, the complete spectra with TCTA fluorescence and
Ir(ppy)3 phosphorescence features are shown. These spectra are normalized to the
peak guest phosphorescence. The host emission is zoomed in on the right hand side
of Figure 5.4. An increase of host fluorescence can be observed with increasing pump
exciton density np. Nonetheless, by integrating this spectral region for lowest and
highest np, it turns out that the fluorescence is only increased by 28 % for Sample
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5-2. The same analysis for Sample 5-1, comprising CBP, results in a fluorescence
increase of 23 %.
Hence, pathway (b) of Figure 5.3, i.e. the transfer to the excited guest triplet
state, must contribute to the deactivation of the singlet states of the host material.
However, at this stage it is hard to decide whether this energy is further transferred to
the host triplet level T1,H or the internal relaxation to T1,G is the dominating channel.
This issue strongly depends on the specific host material, as it will be discussed in
the following section.
5.3 Direct Observation of Host-Guest TTA
The saturation regime, as indicated in Figure 5.2 b), allows to study the decay of a
constant Ir(ppy)3 triplet exciton density nIr under a variation of the pump density np.
Time-resolved experiments are carried out to investigate triplet-triplet annihilation
of these samples. The corresponding PL transients are plotted in Figure 5.5 b) and c)
for Sample 5-1 and 5-2, respectively. These decay curves are split in time for better
visibility. From left to right, the pump exciton density np is increased. The left black
transient of both samples corresponds to a pump level that still lies in the linear
regime of the input-output plot (cf. Fig. 5.2 b)). The thin solid lines correspond to
calculated fits according to Equations (3.70) and (5.4).
Triplet-triplet annihilation in PL transients is observed as the deviation from the
monoexponential decay that is expected in the absence of bimolecular interactions.
Comparing the transients of Sample 5-1 and 5-2 in the linear regime, very similar
decay shapes are observed. Upon a further increase of np in the CBP:Ir(ppy)3 sample,
the deviation from the monoexponential decay steadily increases, despite the fact
that the initial guest intensity remains unchanged. The latter indicates the Ir(ppy)3
saturation regime, i.e. the number of excited states that contribute to the emission is
constant. Additionally, a new feature of the PL transients of Sample 5-1 arises solely
in the saturation regime. The long-living part of the transient does not describe the
decay according to the guest triplet lifetime τG = 2 µs, but rather shows a longer
time constant. This feature can be ascribed to energy back-transfer from CBP host
triplet excitons that are transferred to Ir(ppy)3 sites at a weak rate 1/τBT [152]. This
long-living feature will be discussed in detail at the end of this section.
The given picture strongly differs for Sample 5-2 comprising TCTA as host mate-
rial. Here, the shape of the PL transients in the saturation regime (cf. Fig. 5.5 c))
do not change at all; neither in initial intensity nor in the curvature of the transient.
This indicates that the strength of TTA between excited Ir(ppy)3 sites, which are
monitored in the PL set-up, are not affected by an increase of np for Sample 5-2. The
decay of the TCTA sample, excited with the highest intensity, is plotted as crossed
symbols in Figure 5.5 b) to compare with the corresponding CBP:Ir(ppy)3 transient.
Clearly, the latter shows stronger overall TTA.
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Host-Guest TTA for CBP:Ir(ppy)3
Presumably an additional TTA mechanism must be present since nIr is constant in
the saturation regime and still an increasing curvature in the transients is observed for
Sample 5-1 comprising CBP. However, this requires additional species to annihilate
with. As discussed in the preceding section, the population of host triplets, building
up a density nh,T, is expected in the saturation regime. Consequently, the mechanism
that leads to the observed increase in TTA proceeds between host and guest excited
states.
Here, guest excitons are able to diffuse to host sites, because of the close lying
triplet levels of CBP and Ir(ppy)3 of 2.59 eV and 2.44 eV, respectively. Excitons
leaving the grid of guest molecules face the high triplet density nh,T, which is a
consequence of the long triplet lifetime of the CBP host of τT,CBP = 14 ms [75]. Thus,
TTA on the host grid is efficient. Furthermore, direct TTA interactions might occur
between host and guest sites.
This increasing TTA contribution will be analyzed with the 3D diffusion model. In
order to take the slow component in the PL transients of CBP:Ir(ppy)3 into account,
Equation (3.70) is extended to:
n(t) =
n0(
1 + n0
kTTτ
2
)
et/τ − n0 kTTτ2
+ nBT · e(−t/τBT), (5.4)
with nBT being the effective triplet density that contributes to the energy back-
transfer, itself having a time constant of τBT. Without forestalling the discussion
of the slow component at the end of this section, its lifetime is deduced from the
long-living tail of the PL transient to τBT = 18 µs, which is used in the calculations.
The effective triplet density nBT will be used as a free parameter to fit the onset
and strength of the delayed emission. For the PL transients 2 and 5, additionally
calculated fits are shown in Figure 5.5 b), where the slow component in not taken
into account by setting nBT = 0 in Equation (5.4).
The product of the rate constant for TTA based on 3D exciton motion kTT and
the initial triplet density n0 is used as fit parameter. However, for the discussion
of the monitored guest emission, which has a constant intensity in the saturation
regime, n0 is assumed to be constant. The calculated fits are plotted as solid lines in
Figure 5.5 b). These calculations are only carried out to quantify the additional TTA
contribution. In general, this host-guest TTA would require a significant extension
of the rate equation set (cf. Eq. (3.63)) by introducing host (nH) and guest (nG)
exciton densities and the corresponding rate constants [77, 153]. The results are
displayed in Figure 5.5 a) as a function of the pump exciton density np. While
the TTA rate constant for Sample 5-2 (TCTA) remains unchanged at a value of
(2.9 ± 0.3) × 10−12 cm3s−1 throughout the saturation regime, an increase in kTT of
CBP:Ir(ppy)3 by more than a factor of three with increasing np is observed.
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Figure 5.5: a) kTT as derived from fits (solid lines) in b) and c) as a function of np ac-
cording to Equations (5.4) and (3.70), respectively. For the CBP:Ir(ppy)3, the
transients are numbered and cross-linked to the kTT values in a). – b) and c):
PL transients of host:Ir(ppy)3 films. From left to right, np is increased in the
saturation regime, indicated by the arrows. Crossed symbols in b) depict the
corresponding transient of the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 sample. CBP is accompanied
with additional TTA contributions, as the deviation from monoexponential
decay is more pronounced when compared with TCTA. The stars in b) rep-
resent the data of TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 from c) for comparison. The dashed lines
in b) correspond to calculations that do not take the slow component into
account (transients 2 and 5).
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The triplet density nBT, as derived from the calculated fits of the CBP:Ir(ppy)3
data, scales linearly with the pump density (nBT ∼ np), clearly indicating that the
delayed component is a result of a host triplet density building up. This agrees with
the fact that the slow component in the CBP:Ir(ppy)3 transients sets in only in the
saturation regime. Comparing the photoluminescence transients 1 and 2 in Figure 5.5
b), the calculated fit of transient 1 shows good agreement with nBT = 0, however a
deviation (onset of the slow component) from the simple 3D diffusion model (dashed
blue line) is observed for transient 2.
The host triplet density nh,T in CBP can be estimated at the highest pump level
to 4 × 1019 cm−3 as the amount of excitons which do not contribute to the increase
of host fluorescence (77 %, cf. Sec. 5.2). Because of the long CBP triplet lifetime of
τT,CBP = 14 ms, nh,T is constant throughout the depopulation of the guest excitons.
Reversing the above assumption n0 being constant in the product n0kTT in Equation
(3.70), the estimation of nh,T can be verified. By assuming that the increase of TTA is
solely due to an increase of n0 (kTT = const.), qualitatively considering the build-up
of nh,T, an initial triplet density of n0 = 2.3 × 1019 cm−3 is derived, roughly half of
the value determined above for nh,T.
For two reasons, host-guest triplet-triplet annihilation is not observed for the
TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 system:
- The small singlet-triplet splitting of TCTA (0.27 eV) reduces the population rate
of nh,T, because the intermediate state
3G∗∗ must have higher energy compared
to the case of CBP, in order to populate the TCTA triplet state. Here, the
possible energetic loss −∆E1 might reduce the energy of 3G∗∗ too much, so
that the condition of Equation 5.3 is not fulfilled. This, in turn, suggests that
the internal relaxation to the T1,G is the dominant process.
- If the T1-level of TCTA is populated, the high T1-level of TCTA (2.83 eV) effi-
ciently suppresses guest triplet motion to host sites and, therefore, annihilation
of guest excitons with corresponding host species.
Long-Living Feature in the CBP:Ir(ppy)3 Transients
As discussed above, a long-living feature (cf. Fig. 5.5 b)) arises in the PL transients
of the CBP:Ir(ppy)3 sample (Sample 5-1) solely in the saturation regime. In Figure
5.6, the PL decay of Sample 5-1 is recorded in a larger time window to fully detect this
feature. For the room temperature measurement (295 K), the dashed red and solid
black data correspond to the first and last pump exciton density np in the saturation
regime (cf. Fig. 5.2 b)). Again, with increasing np, an increasing curvature is
observed at short times, indicating increased TTA due to host-guest interactions. On
longer time scales, the long-living feature describes a monoexponential decay with
a time constant of 18 µs, which is independent of the excitation intensity. However,
the onset of this delayed component in the transients shifts to shorter times and
increases in intensity. With its time constant about one order of magnitude longer
than the natural lifetime of Ir(ppy)3 (1-2 µs), this component can be ascribed to a
energy back-transfer from long-living CBP triplet states to the emitting phosphor
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Figure 5.6: Photoluminescence transients of Sample 5-1 comprising CBP as host at dif-
ferent temperatures in the saturation regime of the phosphor (split in time by
15 µs for better visibility). For the transients at lower excitation intensities,
the dashed lines indicate the monoexponential decay of the long-living tail.
[78, 81, 152]. With CBP triplets being the origin of this delayed decay, the observed
intensity increase with increasing pump exciton density np is very reasonable.
In addition to the room temperature measurements, PL transients are recorded at
liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) to gain a better understanding of the population
scheme in the CBP:Ir(ppy)3 system. The corresponding data are plotted in Figure
5.6. For this experiment, identical sample (Sample 5-1) and excitation intensity are
used. However, as the glass dewar vessel holding the sample changes the set-up geom-
etry, the absolute intensities are not comparable. Furthermore, the sample can not be
completely fixed in space, rather the bubbles of the liquid nitrogen randomly shake
it, so that slight variations in the intensity cannot be avoided. The two transients,
differing in np in one order of magnitude, almost show identical shape. The initial
curvature originates from guest-guest TTA, similar to the results in the linear pump
regime or to the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 at all np. This curvature develops into a monoexpo-
nential decay with a time constant of 4.1 µs. The time constant is slightly longer for
the highly excited measurement (4.5 µs). Presumably, this is an extrinsic temperature
effect, because the measurement sequence proceeds from low to high pump intensities.
Possibly, the sample has not completely reached the thermal equilibrium of 77 K at
the time of the measurement and, therefore, the longer time constant is detected as
a result of a ’cooler’ sample. However, this time constant agrees with earlier reports
of temperature dependent time-resolved measurements of CBP:Ir(ppy)3 solid mixed
films, where (3 ± 1) µs were obtained at 77 K [154]. In conclusion, no pronounced
host-guest interactions are observed at liquid nitrogen temperature.
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This suggests that the triplet population in CBP:Ir(ppy)3 (cf. Sec. 5.2), the
origin for host-guest TTA in the first place, is thermally activated. According to the
above discussion, TTA of guest triplets with host species will require the guest excited
states to jump onto the grid of host molecules.3 This requires an additional energy
of roughly 150 meV, exhibiting the difference of CBP and Ir(ppy)3 T1 states. Here,
the Boltzmann factors [W (E, T ) = exp(−E/kBT )] at 295 K and 77 K for this energy
are 2.7 × 10−2 and 1.3 × 10−10, respectively. Especially at room temperature, the
Boltzmann factor seems to be small. However, this calculation does not consider the
energetic broadening of the CBP and Ir(ppy)3 T1 levels, which might strongly affect
the absolute values. The ratio of W (E, 295 K)/W (E, 77 K) though is roughly 2×107,
which indicates that it is very unlikely for guest states to transfer to host sites at low
temperature.
Referring to Figure 5.6, no delayed component is observed in the PL transients
of Sample 5-1 at 77 K. Apparently, no detectable energy back-transfer from CBP
host triplets to the emitting Ir(ppy)3 molecules occurs. This, however, suggests that
at 77 K either the motion of host triplets is strongly suppressed so that they relax
non-radiatively rather than reaching guest sites, or that the host triplet population
is not efficient in first place. The latter can only be explained if the transfer from the
Tn guest state to the CBP triplet state (cf. Eq. (5.2)) is also thermally activated,
changing the relation of Equation (5.3) to:
Tn,G − T1,G 6 T1,H. (5.5)
3An alternative mechanism for host-guest TTA describes the direct interaction between host and
guest molecules.
Chapter 6
Improving the High Brightness
Performance of Organic LEDs
In contrast to the preceding chapter, focussing on host-guest TTA, this
chapter discusses universally observed guest-guest TTA, for which it is
only an open issue at which OLED brightness and how strong it sets
in. Here, a closer look is taken on the archetype phosphorescent emitter
Ir(ppy)3. It will be shown that this emitter has strong tendencies to aggre-
gate in mixed solid films, which is detrimental for high brightness OLED
performance, because it opens an efficient TTA channel. Subsequently,
two approaches are discussed that improve the device performance by re-
ducing TTA. The first concept introduces sub-structured emission layers
to suppress exciton motion in the bulk. In contrast, the other concept,
which reduces the emitter aggregation, solely addresses the emitter mate-
rial properties. This chapter closes with a short conclusive remark on the
universality of morphologically induced TTA.
6.1 Triplet-Triplet Annihilation: Open Question
As mentioned in Section 3.4, triplet-triplet annihilation dominates the efficiency re-
duction of phosphorescent OLEDs at high brightness, an effect that is generally re-
ferred to as efficiency roll-off (cf. Ch. 2). Hence, one of the greatest challenges in
the development of highly efficient phosphorescent organic LEDs will be to push the
roll-off to highest possible brightness values so that the applications desired do not
suffer from lower device efficiencies.
In order to quantify the efficiency roll-off of OLEDs, which is necessary to compare
different devices, Baldo et al. introduced the critical current density jc (cf. Sec. 3.6).
It defines the current density at which the EQE of the OLED drops to half of its initial
value. The latter is obtained at very low brightness or current density, respectively,
where no bimolecular quenching processes are expected [19]. Here, by switching from
brightness to current density, it is possible to compare differently emitting systems
and devices, because the spectral response of the human eye is not taken into account.
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PtOEP Defines the Benchmark for all Phosphorescent Systems
The first phosphorescent OLEDs that paved the way to reach internal efficiencies of
100 % used 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporpine platinum (PtOEP) as emitter [7] -
one of the best studied phosphorescent emitter molecule so far. In a detailed study
of the transient properties of PtOEP doped in a CBP matrix, Staroske et al. showed
that TTA in this system is best described solely by the single-step long range model
[83]. As discussed in Section 3.4, this mechanism limits every phosphorescent system
because it only depends on the spectral properties of the emitter itself, i.e. its overlap
Jphos between T1 → S0 emission and T1 → Tn absorption. Here, the emitter molecules
are spatially well separated in a matrix material with strong confining properties (high
T1 level), assuring that the exciton motion, leading to additional TTA channels, is
sufficiently suppressed (cf. Fig 3.6 a)). Using their model, they proved that an
estimation of jc = 5 mA/cm
2, solely based on photoluminescence data, agreed with
experimental OLED data for CBP:PtOEP. In summary: (i) PtOEP is an emitter,
showing single-step long range TTA as the only mechanism and (ii) single-step long
range TTA is the intrinsic limit and further improvement can only be achieved if the
spectral overlap Jphos is reduced by molecular engineering.
However, in practice, PtOEP is outdated because of its long excited state lifetime
of 95 µs [83], which also increases TTA to an undesirable level. State-of-the-art phos-
phorescent emitter molecules, almost completely spanning the visible spectrum, have
lifetimes that are roughly two orders of magnitude shorter compared to PtOEP [6].
Model Predicts Better Ir(ppy)3 Performance
Using the single-step long range model, Staroske et al. estimated the critical current
density for Ir(ppy)3 [83], which is the archetype phosphorescent emitter of present
OLED research with a triplet lifetime in the range of 1-2 µs [19, 20, 81, 154]. The
calculation yields jc = 6 A/cm
2, which is about three orders of magnitude larger
than the PtOEP value. However, experimental data are reported between 0.1 to
0.6 A/cm2 [19, 20], indicating that there is at least one order of magnitude room for
improvement. Staroske et al. expected emitter molecule aggregation during the film
preparation to be the reason for the increasing strength of TTA in Ir(ppy)3-based
organic LEDs.
This issue has also been addressed by other researchers. Namdas et al. investi-
gated solution-processed Ir(ppy)3-cored dendrimers in PL experiments under a vari-
ation of the dendron size from 2 to 10 nm [155, 156]. With this approach, they could
very precisely control the core-to-core distance. Based on time-resolved data, they
obtained critical current densities jc up to 18 A/cm
2. Namdas et al. actually deter-
mined a value of jc = 44 A/cm
2, however assuming an exciton recombination zone of
25 nm that is very unlikely to be found in a small molecule-based OLED. Staroske et
al. therefore rescaled jc to a 10 nm thick recombination zone.
If the calculated critical current densities of 6 A/cm2 or higher can be reached
by future emitter molecules, most of the OLED applications could be operated at
higher brightness levels without suffering from the efficiency roll-off. However, most
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of these arguments only consider TTA as the origin of efficiency reduction at high
brightness: at higher currents and consequently to higher external fields, the impact
of triplet-polaron quenching and field-induced exciton dissociation [20] will gain in
strength, so that they have to be re-addressed.
The discrepancy in jc for Ir(ppy)3 between model prediction and experimental
results is the motivation for the work presented in this chapter. The question ’Why
do Ir(ppy)3-based OLEDs perform so poorly at high brightness?’ will be addressed
and solutions for a reduced efficiency roll-off will be provided.
6.2 Emitter Dopant Aggregation
The discussion of the previous section suggests that Ir(ppy)3 has a strong tendency
to aggregate in the mixed host:guest layer. This has a negative effect on TTA in such
systems, as diffusion based annihilation becomes possible. Triplet-triplet annihilation
of Ir(ppy)3-based emission layers is investigated in this section with a focus on the
microscopic composition of these films.
Prepared Samples
To thoroughly investigate TTA, single mixed layers of TCTA doped with Ir(ppy)3 at
different concentrations are prepared on quartz substrates.
Sample 6.2-1: TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 0.1 mol%)
Sample 6.2-2: TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 1.1 mol%)
1
Sample 6.2-3: TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 9.3 mol%)
Here, TCTA is chosen as matrix material to assure optimum triplet exciton con-
finement to guest sites due to its high triplet state of T1 = 2.83 eV (cf. Ch. 5). The
very low concentration of Sample 6.2-1 assures that, even at high tendency of aggre-
gate formation, most of the highly diluted emitter molecules are spatially separated.
Sample 6.2-3, with a concentration of 9.3 mol%, on the other hand represents the ref-
erence sample, because typical phosphorescent OLEDs have emitter concentrations
in that range.
Part of the investigation about emitter aggregation are transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) experiments to determine the Ir-atom distribution within the mixed
film. Therefore, an additional sample is prepared.
Sample 6.2-4: 2-micron hole carbon film (TEM substrate) / TCTA:Ir(ppy)3
(50 nm, ∼10 mol%)
1This sample has already been introduced in Chapter 5 as Sample 5-2. However, to avoid confu-
sion, it is re-labelled for the use in this new context.
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It is sealed in nitrogen atmosphere and only briefly exposed to air during transfer to
the microscope. Before measurement, it is degassed for 24 h in vacuum.
Finally, one heterolayer sample is prepared that is referred to as sub-structured
emission layer. It is compared to two reference samples, which are prepared at the
same day. Here, very thin layers of TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 mixed films with a high nominal
concentration of 11.4 mol% are intermitted by intrinsic 2 nm thin layers of TCTA. In
total, this heterosystem comprises six interlayers, adding up to a layer thickness of
19 nm.
Sample 6.2-5: TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 1.1 mol%)
2
Sample 6.2-6: TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 9.6 mol%)
Sample 6.2-7: [TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (1 nm, 11.4 mol%) / TCTA (2 nm)]6 / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)3 (1 nm, 11.4 mol%) (19 nm in total)
Determination of an Upper Limit for the Förster Radius RF
In Section 3.4, two different models to describe TTA were discussed in detail. Both
completely differ in the underlying physical mechanism. However, from the experi-
mental point of view, it is not possible to distinguish between their contribution to
the overall TTA.
Commonly, triplet-triplet annihilation is investigated in time-resolved lumines-
cence experiments. At low triplet densities, where no bimolecular quenching processes
occur, the transient signal follows a monoexponential decay law with the phospho-
rescence lifetime of the emitter τ . At higher triplet densities, TTA sets in and the
transient signal plotted in a semi-logarithmic scale deviates from the monoexponential
law. This curvature transforms into the monoexponential decay at long times, where
the exciton density is low again. By analyzing the two models of Equations (3.67)
and (3.70), it is apparent that both can describe such a curvature in the transient,
only depending on the characteristic quantities. These models do not fully coincide,
however the determination of the mechanism for the origin of the observed TTA is
not possible by simply going for the ’better’ fit. The parameters to be determined are
RF and kTT for the single-step long range and the diffusion-based model, respectively.
The three films with varying Ir(ppy)3 concentration (Sample 6.2-1, -2, and -3)
are investigated in a time-resolved manner as a function of the pump exciton density
np. They comprise TCTA as a matrix material. The corresponding input-output
characteristics are plotted in Figure 6.1 a). First, at low pump levels, the initial
Ir(ppy)3 triplet density nIr increases linearly with np to finally reach a level with
constant nIr upon further increasing np. For Sample 6.2-3, the saturation is not fully
reached with the applied pump intensity. The arrows in Figure 6.1 a) indicate the
calculated guest densities for Samples 6.2-1 and -2, which coincide with the onset of
the saturation regime.
2This sample coincides with Sample 6.2-2, however it is prepared at a completely different time.
Later results will show, that some properties slightly change under a day-to-day variation.
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Figure 6.1: a) The Ir(ppy)3 triplet exciton density nIr is plotted as a function of the pump
exciton density np, which is created on the TCTA host, for Samples 6.2-1, -
2, and -3. Solid arrows indicate the calculated guest density of the samples
at lower concentration. For each data point, a PL transient is recorded. The
green box indicates the observation of complete monoexponential decay. b) PL
transient of Sample 6.2-1 (0.1 mol %) from the green box in a) with maximum
pump density np. Solid lines: Calculated fits according to the single-step long
range model (cf. Eq. (3.67)) with a variation in RF.
As a first step, the data analysis determines an upper limit for the Förster radius
RF. In order to suppress possible emitter molecule aggregates, a highly diluted sample
with a concentration of 0.1 mol% is chosen. The green box in Figure 6.1 a) indicates
the PL transients that follow a completely monoexponential law at any time. The
PL transient is plotted in Figure 6.1 b) as circles. It is fitted with the single-step long
range model according to Equation (3.67) under a variation of RF. Here, the highest
value for the Förster radius that starts to deviate from the monoexponential decay
of the experimental data is derived as the upper limit for RF.
As discussed earlier, Staroske et al. determined a Förster radius of RF = 2.9 nm
from basic photophysical properties of Ir(ppy)3 [83]. Therefore, under variation of RF
starting at 3 nm, calculated fits according to the single-step long range model (cf. Eq.
(3.67)) are plotted in Figure 6.1 b). An increasing deviation from the experimental
data is observed when the Förster radius is increased, while the fit with RF = 3 nm
resembles the PL transient. With a Förster radius of 6 nm, the differences become
distinct, which is therefore derived as an upper limit for the Förster radius for TTA
in the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 system [24]. For comparison, Kawamura et al. could determine
the Förster radius of various Ir-based phosphorescent emitters for the triplet energy
transfer to a ground state acceptor, which are all below 2 nm [79]. For Ir(ppy)3 they
determined a value of 1.4 nm in a CBP matrix.
Knowing that the Förster radius for single-step TTA cannot exceed 6 nm for
TCTA:Ir(ppy)3, the samples with the higher Ir(ppy)3 concentration (Sample 6.2-2
and -3) are analyzed with the Förster model. Representative PL transients of each
sample (cf. Fig. 6.1 a)) at high np are plotted in Figure 6.2. In addition to exper-
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Figure 6.2: Two selected PL transients of Samples 6.2-2 and 6.2-3 (cf. Fig. 6.1). Experi-
mental data is split in time (5 µs) for better visibility. Additionally, calculated
fits according to the single-step long range model are included. Red: best fit,
orange: upper limit for RF and green: RF as determined from Staroske et al.
[83].
imental data, three calculated fits for each sample are included in Figure 6.2. The
red lines indicate the best fits of the transients. They are obtained at RF = 9 nm and
RF = 10.5 nm for the 1.1 mol% and 9.3 mol% sample, respectively. However, in con-
trast to these findings, the model suggests that RF is independent from the emitter
concentration [83]. The orange lines corresponds to RF = 6 nm, indicating the Förster
limit as determined above. Finally, the green lines correspond to a Förster radius of
3 nm, which represents the prediction of Staroske et al. for RF of Ir(ppy)3 based on
the single-step model [83]. Clearly, the strength of the experimentally observed TTA
is by far higher than predicted by the single-step long range model. Most impressively,
the model suggests almost no TTA contribution at such high pump levels (calculated
green lines). Apparently, another channel for TTA must be present in Ir(ppy)3-based
systems that gives rise to the experimentally observed annihilation.
Another interesting feature of the transient signals is the decreasing excited state
lifetime for increasing emitter concentration. In addition to the Förster radius, the fits
according to Equation (3.67) include the excited state lifetime τ as another free pa-
rameter. Here, it is determined from the monoexponential long-living tail of transients
at low np, decreasing from 1.8 µs to 1.7 µs for 1.1 mol% and 9.3 mol%, respectively.
For the highly diluted Sample 6.2-1 with a concentration of 0.1 mol%, the lifetime is
τ = 1.8 µs, similar to the 1.1 mol% sample. This indicates the saturation of this effect
at very low emitter concentrations [78]. Kawamura et al. investigated this effect
for different phosphorescent emitter molecules in detail. They observe a decrease of
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the photoluminescence quantum yield and the excited state lifetime of mixed films
with increasing concentration. Interestingly, this so-called concentration quenching
mechanism is mediated through a Förster-type transfer [79].
Finally, the calculated fits (red lines in Fig. 6.2) do not yield a perfect agreement
with the experimental transient. At different timescales, visible deviations from the
data are observed. Having only RF as a free parameter at hand (because τ can
be precisely determined), the single-step model provides no better fits. This, again,
suggests that the single-step mechanism is not the dominating channel for TTA this
phosphorescent system.
Aggregation of Ir(ppy)3 Molecules in the Mixed Film
The results of the PL transients in conjunction with the single-step model clearly sug-
gest that mixed films of TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 have a certain property that strongly increases
TTA. Again referring to Staroske et al., one possible explanation is the strong ten-
dency to form aggregates or at least locally highly dense clusters of emitter molecules
[83]. Indeed, Noh et al. reported strong differences in the energy transfer from ma-
trix to the emitter for Ir(ppy)3 doped in different polymer matrices. The latter was
very weak for poly[9,9’-di-n-hexyl-2,7-fluorene-alt-1,4-(2,5-di-n-hexyloxy)phenylene]
(PFHP) [157]. Studying the film composition with optical and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) proved a strong tendency of the emitter molecules to form aggre-
gates in the PFHP matrix. This occurred up to a level with the emitter molecules
being so well separated from the matrix that the distances between matrix and emit-
ter prevented energy transfer processes. However, there is a large difference between
the study of Noh et al. and the mixed films of this work. Doped polymer films are
prepared by spin-coating or equivalent wet processes that will most likely yield very
different microscopic compositions of the mixed film compared to thermally evapo-
rated small molecule based systems. Namdas el al. investigated neat evaporated films
of Ir(ppy)3 by atomic force microscopy (AFM) [155]. Their AFM images show that the
Ir(ppy)3 molecules arrange in needle-like structures instead of forming a structureless
amorphous film. These studies give rise to the question, to what extend aggregation
of Ir(ppy)3 molecules affects the high brightness performance of phosphorescent solid
mixed films.
In order to discuss a possible aggregation in the present system, i.e. TCTA doped
with Ir(ppy)3, its PL properties must be previously considered. In Figure 6.3 a),
the PL spectra of all three samples with different emitter concentrations of 0.1, 1.1
and 9.3 mol% (Samples 6.2-1,-2, and -3) are plotted. In the blue spectral region, the
TCTA host fluorescence is observed, which decreases with increasing Ir(ppy)3 content.
This can be clearly attributed to a host-guest energy transfer that is not complete for
Samples 6.2-1 and -2, because the few, highly diluted emitter molecules simply cannot
capture all matrix excitation by any type of energy transfer – either Förster- or Dexter-
type. The phosphorescence spectrum of Ir(ppy)3 is located in the green spectral region
with a maximum at roughly 510 nm. With increasing concentration, a distinct red-
shift of the emitter peak wavelength is observed from 507 nm of the 0.1 mol% sample
to 509 nm (1.1 mol%) and, finally, to 515 nm of the highly concentrated sample.
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Figure 6.3: Photoluminescence spectra of TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 mixed films with different emit-
ter concentrations. a) Normalized spectra. b) PL spectra from a) normalized
to the peak intensity (y-axis) and, additionally, to the peak wavelength (x-
axis) to compare the spectral shape. Arrows indicate increasing emitter con-
centration.
In Figure 6.3 b), the emission spectra of Ir(ppy)3 of all three samples are nor-
malized to its respective emission peak wavelength. Hence, it is possible to directly
compare the spectral changes upon an increase of the emitter concentration. Spectral
broadening is observed upon increasing emitter concentration. By analyzing the spec-
tra of Figure 6.3 a), the full width at half maximum (FWHM) steadily increases from
58 nm to 62 nm and, finally, 66 nm with increasing emitter content. Furthermore, the
shape of the phosphorescent emission changes. For high concentrations, the spectral
features (the emission shoulder at a normalized wavelength of ∼ 1.05) are weaker.
Both of these observations, i.e. the red-shift and the spectral broadening, clearly
indicate molecular aggregation [78]. The decrease of PL quantum yield of such mixed
films at increasing emitter content is well known. This is explained by the concen-
tration quenching effect [79, 158]. This same effect makes bulk layers of Ir(ppy)3 and
most other phosphorescent materials useless for efficient OLEDs [80].
To investigate possible aggregation, a 50 nm thick mixed film of TCTA:Ir(ppy)3
with an approximate concentration of 10 mol% (Sample 6.2-4) is prepared for the
imaging by aberration (Cs) corrected scanning TEM.3 STEM 1 at Daresbury Labo-
ratory equipped with a Nion Mark II Cs-corrector is operated at 100 kV accelerating
voltage with a probe size of about 0.1 nm [159]. To study the Iridium distribution in
the film, a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) signal is used. It increases mono-
toneously with the atomic number of the scattering atoms if the sample thickness is
suitable and not changing rapidly on the length scale of interest [160]. Thus, since no
other heavy element is included into the film composition, Ir-atoms and agglomerates
appear brighter in HAADF contrast. The HAADF image of the Ir-distribution repre-
sents a projection through a 50 nm thick sample where only the first few nanometers
3The measurements are performed by Dr. Meiken Falke. Current affiliation: Institut für Physik,
Technische Universität Chemnitz, D-09107 Chemnitz, Germany.
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Figure 6.4: HAADF images of the 50 nm TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 film. Higher resolution images
are taken for the indicated regions a), b) and c). Image c) is shown with a
further zoom-in (bottom right).
are focussed. Electron energy loss spectroscopy is used to prove that the bright areas
are not caused by fluctuations in the amount of carbon content. Figure 6.4 shows
the HAADF signal of a large film area. Images a), b) and c) are taken at higher
resolution. Iridium aggregates of 3-4 nm (Fig. 6.4 a)) and a few larger ones with a
diameter of about 30 nm diameter (Fig. 6.4 c)) are observed. They appear partic-
ularly bright amongst the otherwise evenly dust-like spread Ir (Fig. 6.4 b)) in the
film. The small sharp bright dots in the high resolution images, marked by arrows
for four examples, represent the HAADF signal of single Ir atoms in the slice of the
film where the electron beam is focussed. The left arrow in Figure Fig. 6.4 b) points
to a group of three Ir atoms.
These TEM images together with the results of the spectral analysis provide direct
proof that the phosphorescent emitter material Ir(ppy)3 aggregates when embedded
in an organic matrix material such as TCTA. This is particularly obtained for the
conventional sample preparation using thermal co-evaporation in vacuum to deposit
on substrates at room temperature. These findings make it essential to re-address the
picture of the microscopic composition of the mixed film and its influence on possible
TTA channels in such films.
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Figure 6.5: Photoluminescence transients of TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 mixed films with different
composition (Samples 6.2-5, -6, and -7). Transients are split in time for better
visibility (2 µs each). Solid lines: Calculated fits according to the diffusion
based model (cf. Eq. (3.70)), the derived values for kTT are displayed. The
sub-structured sample shows the smallest TTA rate constant. Inset: data in
semi-logarithmic plot.
Open Channel for Diffusion Based TTA
Even though excitons are efficiently confined to guest molecules in the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3
system, the strong tendency to form clustered structures in the matrix material com-
pletely changes the picture. Now excitons can easily migrate on the grid of guest
molecules through individual hopping steps. At high excitation density, two triplet
excitons can reach the critical distance ā, where they can annihilate (cf. Section 3.4).
This scenario is shown in Figure 3.6.
Consequently, the PL transients are now analyzed using the diffusion based TTA
model. Selected PL transients of two mixed films with different emitter concentration
(Sample 6.2-5 and 6.2-6) of 1.1 mol% and 9.6 mol%, respectively, are plotted in Figure
6.5. They are selected to reach similar Ir(ppy)3 triplet densities nIr. The best fits
according to Equation (3.70) are plotted as solid black lines, the corresponding fit
parameter kTT is displayed for each case. Compared to the calculated fits according
to the single-step long range model as plotted in Figure 6.2, the diffusion based fits
agree with the experimental data at any time scale. Hence, the diffusion model is
more appropriate to describe TTA in the present system.
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As mentioned above, the PL transients have similar nIr, so that, qualitatively,
the TTA contribution can be derived from the curvature of the transient in a semi-
logaritmic plot (inset of Fig. 6.5). For Sample 6.2-6 comprising a high emitter
concentration of 9.6 mol%, much stronger TTA is observed compared to the 1.1 mol%
sample. This agrees with the diffusion based model, which predicts increasing TTA
with increasing emitter concentration, because exciton motion becomes easier. The
triplet-triplet rate constant kTT, which accounts for the TTA strength in this model,
can be directly derived from the fits. Here, kTT increases from 3.9× 10−12 cm3s−1 to
5.2 × 10−12 cm3s−1 when increasing the emitter concentration from 1.1 to 9.6 mol%.
This, again, confirms the concentration dependence and, consequently, the correctness
of applying the diffusion based model.
Suppressing Exciton Motion in Layers with Emitter Aggregates
According to the TEM images of Figure 6.4, the Ir(ppy)3 clusters have various di-
ameters ranging from 3 to 30 nm. It should therefore be possible to manipulate the
microscopic composition of these clusters using a complex sequential sample prepa-
ration.
A scheme of the proposed EML design is shown in Figure 6.6. The idea is to
deposit a very thin mixed film of TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 of only 1 nm. Knowing that the
emitter tends to form aggregates, this layer is followed by a layer of intrinsic matrix
material, i.e. TCTA. The preparation of this heterosystem is repeated several times
to reach a typical EML thickness. The interlayer must fulfill opposing conditions:
(i) It must be fairly thin so that all the excited host states can be transferred to
emitter molecules and, at the same time, (ii) it must be thick enough to suppress
Dexter-type triplet transfers between guest molecules from different sub-EMLs. It is
further desirable to make the interlayer as thin as possible to increase the number
of emitting, doped sub-EMLs, to use this architecture as an OLED emission layer.
This results in a sub-structured EML that possesses 1D exciton confinement. Excited
triplet states are hindered to move in one direction of space, because they can not
overcome the triplet barrier of the interlayer (cf. Fig. 6.6).
A good compromise for the above criteria is provided by a thickness of 2 nm for
the TCTA interlayer. This agrees with the results from Schwartz et al. using an
intrinsic interlayer in white OLEDs to suppress triplet energy transfer between a
fluorescent and a phosphorescent EML. They proved the sufficiency of an interlayer
of 2 nm thickness [37]. In order to reach a typical total thickness of an emission layer,
Sample 6.2-7 is prepared, containing 6 TCTA interlayers. The sample has a doped
sub-EML on either side, resulting in a total thickness of 19 nm [24].
In addition to the previously discussed homogeneous samples, this sample is an-
alysed in cw and time-resolved manner. First, PL transients of this sample are
recorded. A transient with similar initial intensity (equal nIr) is additionally plotted
in Figure 6.5. Comparing the transients plotted in semi-logaritmic manner (inset),
a weaker TTA contribution is observed for the sub-structured sample, even though
the emitter concentration in the sub-layers is slightly higher (11.4 mol%). When
calculating a fit according to the diffusion model, a triplet-triplet rate constant of
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Figure 6.6: Scheme of the sub-structured EML (Sample 6.2-7) comprising intrinsic inter-
layers of the matrix material. Owing to its high triplet energy, the interlayers
prevent excitons from diffusing in one direction of space. Hence, only diffusion
in the plane of the thin sub-layers is possible (yellow arrows).
1.4 × 10−12 cm3s−1 is derived. This is only 27 % of the value of Sample 6.2-6 with a
concentration of 9.6 mol%. Here, it is taken into account that the active volume of
the sub-structured sample is roughly 1/3 of Sample 6.2-6. This results in a higher
nIr necessary to obtain equal photoluminescence intensity. This decrease in kTT can
only be attributed to an overall reduction of diffusion. By introduction of the thin
intrinsic TCTA interlayers, the excited states are efficiently hindered to migrate in
one direction of space, reducing the random-walk process of diffusion.
3D Confinement versus Aggregation
The suppression of diffusion should also be realized by reduction of the emitter con-
centration in a single mixed film down to values at which the guest distance reaches
values of the TCTA interlayer thickness. Assuming cubic closed packing with every
guest molecule occupying the space of a TCTA molecule (density ρ = 1.139 g/cm3),
and molar mass M = 740.9 g/mol) and further no emitter aggregation, one can com-
pute the guest distance to 1.4 and 2.9 nm for 9.6 and 1.1 mol% emitter concentration,
respectively. Hence, for the 1.1 mol% sample, the guest distance is even greater than
the thickness of the undoped interlayers (∼ 2 nm) of the sub-structured sample.
From this point of view, the homogenous sample with 1.1 mol% should have a
very low kTT since it should efficiently suppress exciton diffusion in all directions.
However, the contrary is true. The rate constant kTT of the sub-structured sample is
only 36 % of the value of the 1.1 mol% mixed film (Sample 6.2-5). Since the estimation
of the guest distance is based on a homogeneous distribution of Ir(ppy)3 molecules
in the film, these results give further evidence for the preparation of mixed films
comprising Ir(ppy)3 being accompanied by formation of aggregates, i.e. regions of
short guest-guest distance which enhance diffusion-based TTA.
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Figure 6.7: Photoluminescence of Sample 6.2-6 and 6.2-7. The arrows indicate the cor-
responding emission maximum. Compared with the homogeneous reference
sample, the sub-structured system shows a slightly higher intensity and a
blue-shift of the peak wavelength. Inset: data in semi-logarithmic scale with
a focus on the TCTA fluorescence (arrow).
Excited State Lifetime and Photoluminescence Intensity
At this stage, the effect of the TCTA interlayers on the general photophysical proper-
ties will be discussed. In Figure 6.5, the PL transients are plotted for Samples 6.2-5,
-6, and -7, where differences in the excited state lifetime τ (see inset) are observed.
The lifetimes are 1.65 µs for the highly doped sample, 1.95 µs for the 1.1 mol% sam-
ple, and 1.81 µs for the sub-structured sample.4 This decrease in τ from 1.1 mol% to
9.6 mol% agrees with the earlier cited work of Kawamura et al. that discusses the
concentration quenching mechanism [79]. At this stage, it is highly plausible to as-
sume that the emitter aggregation even amplifies the concentration quenching effect.
Thus, by preventing the aggregation, it should also be possible to increase the PL
quantum yield of such mixed films at concentrations in the range of 10 mol%, which
is a typical doping ratio used in phosphorescent OLEDs.
Interestingly, compared to the highly doped sample with 9.6 mol% (τ = 1.65 µs),
the excited state lifetime of the sub-structured sample increases to 1.81 µs. This
suggests that the photoluminescence properties of the sub-structured sample are im-
proved compared to the homogeneously doped reference sample. Figure 6.7 shows
4This sample series (Samples 6.2-5 and -6) has slightly higher excited state lifetimes compared
to Samples 6.2-2 and -3, even though the structures are virtually identical. The lifetime τ is very
sensitive to the preparation conditions, e.g. the oxygen content in the nitrogen glovebox during the
encapsulation. A temperature effect can be excluded by comparing lifetime versus temperature data
of Ref. [154].
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the PL intensity of the sub-structured and the highly doped reference sample. As
expected, the PL intensity is higher for the sub-structured sample. These spectra
are absorption corrected and measured in the same geometry. Hence, their absolute
values can be compared similarly to PL quantum yield values. This is only possible
because the thin-film optics of the two samples are nearly identical comprising the
same materials with the same total thickness. Here, the sub-structured sample shows
a (12± 3) % increase in the PL intensity. Furthermore, the TCTA fluorescence in the
sub-structured sample increases (cf. inset of Fig. 6.7), indicating that the host-guest
energy transfer is not as efficient as for the reference sample. This effect originates
from the six TCTA interlayers, which cannot fully transfer their excitation to the
phosphor-doped regions.
Referring to Figure 6.3 that illustrates the PL spectrum of mixed films with dif-
ferent emitter concentrations, aggregates in the mixed film are accompanied with a
red-shift in the emitted spectrum. However, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 6.7,
the peak wavelength of the sub-structured sample spectrum shifts about 4 nm to the
blue. This is further evidence that the sub-structured sample reduces the formation
of emitter aggregates in the mixed film.
6.3 OLEDs with a Sub-Structured Emission Layer
In the preceding section, a sub-structured emission layer that comprises thin intrinsic
matrix interlayers was discussed. Time-resolved PL experiments showed that this
architecture has improved properties at high excitation levels, i.e. weaker triplet-
triplet annihilation. In this section, the EML concept will be integrated into an
OLED structure. The prepared OLEDs will be discussed in respect to their high
brightness performance.
Prepared Organic LEDs
Three OLEDs comprising the green phosphorescent emitter Ir(ppy)3 are prepared
with the following layer sequence. The EML is displayed boldface for clarity. Device
6.3-1 serves as the reference device with a commonly used doping ratio of 10 mol%
[150, 161]. Compared to this high concentration device, the results of the preceding
section suggest another OLED that has a reduced emitter concentration of 1 mol%
(6.3-2). Finally, Device 6.3-3 comprises the sub-structured EML similar to Sample
6.2-7 of Section 6.2. Only the first mixed sub-EML is chosen to be 2 nm thick in order
to have a total EML thickness of 20 nm, equal to the other two devices.
Device 6.3-1: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (25 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 10mol%) / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (55 nm)
/ Al (100 nm)
Device 6.3-2: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (25 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 1mol%) / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (55 nm)
/ Al (100 nm)
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Figure 6.8: Current density-voltage-luminance characteristics of Devices 6.3-1, -2, and -3.
Closed symbols represent the current density, open symbols the luminance
data.
Device 6.3-3: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (25 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)3 (2 nm) / [TCTA (2 nm) / TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (1 nm)]6
(10mol%) / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (55 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Current Density-Voltage-Luminance Characteristics
In Figure 6.8, the current density and luminance are plotted versus voltage for all
three OLEDs. Compared to the reference device (Device 6.3-1) with high Ir(ppy)3
concentration, the 1 mol% device shows worse j-V properties. While the onset voltage
for the reference device is located between 2.2 and 2.3 V, the onset voltage of the
low concentration device lies at approximately 2.8 V. The latter value cannot be
precisely determined because this device additionally has higher leakage currents.
However, the increased voltage that is necessary for the 1 mol% device agrees with
the discussion of He et al., where it is suggested that the hole injection and transport
in the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 EML is mediated through the HOMO level of the dopant
[8, 162]. Thus, by strongly reducing the emitter molecules, the concentration falls
below the percolation limit so that no efficient transport is possible. The reason for
the current density exceeding the values of the reference device above 3.6 V of the
OLED with 1 mol % concentration is still unclear.
On the other hand, the OLED comprising the sub-structured EML shows nearly
identical j-V characteristics compared to the reference device. This is surprising,
because the energy difference of the HOMO levels of TCTA and Ir(ppy)3 is 0.5 eV
(cf. Fig. 3.13). Therefore, one would expect that holes, located in the sub-EMLs on
the Ir(ppy)3 HOMO, need to overcome the energy barrier to the TCTA HOMO level.
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Referring to Figure 6.8, a difference in the characteristics below 3 V is visible, where
the current density is lower for the sub-structured device. However the differences are
small and even vanish above 3 V, where both sets of data fall together. Presumably,
holes can tunnel through such thin layers [163] and hop from layer to layer, because
the sub-structured layers are not perfectly closed.
Figure 6.8 illustrates that the light emission of Device 6.3-2 with the low Ir(ppy)3
concentration of 1 mol% is by far not as efficient as the reference and the sub-
structured devices. While the latter two reach luminance values of approximately
11,000 cd/m2 at 4.6 V, the 1 mol% device only reaches 3,000 cd/m2 at the same volt-
age. The differences are even larger considering the higher current density of the
1 mol% device at 4.6 V.
Electroluminescence
Referring to the work of Kawamura et al., the emission efficiency of a phosphorescent
mixed film increases with decreasing emitter concentration [78]. In their data of
Ir(ppy)3 doped in CBP, the PL quantum yield increases from 85 % (10 mol%) to
97 % (1 mol%). This suggests that the highest OLED quantum efficiency should
be observed for emitter concentrations in the range of 1 mol%. However, typical
doping ratios in phosphorescent OLED emission layers are much higher [58]. The
electroluminescence spectra of the present devices, plotted in Figure 6.9, can be used
as further evidence for the need of emitter concentrations > 1 mol%. In contrast
to Devices 6.3-1 and -3, the 1 mol% device shows a pronounced high energy feature
in the EL spectra with no distinct peak wavelength. Therefore, the light emitted
from Device 6.3-2 does not solely originate from the highly efficient triplet states
of Ir(ppy)3, which has detrimental influence on the device EQE. The latter will be
discussed later, together with the EQE data of the other OLEDs.
This high energy emission most likely originates from a charge-transfer state,
referred to as exciplex, and not from TCTA fluorescence, as the TCTA emission is
centered at 400 nm (cf. Fig. 5.4 b) and Fig. 6.7). Because the EML is preferentially
hole transporting [20], the exciplex is formed between the HOMO (5.9 eV) of TCTA
and the LUMO (3.0 eV) of TPBi. The energy difference of 2.9 eV corresponds to a
wavelength of approximately 430 nm. This value is determined without considering
the exciton binding energy of this interfacial state. It is in general smaller than the
on-site exciton binding energy (. 0.5 eV [164]), because the charges are spatially
further separated [165, 166]. Hence, the blue shoulder in the EL spectrum agrees
with the spectral region where the TCTA/TPBi exciplex is expected. It is the low
emitter concentration that gives rise to this emission, because there are not enough
Ir(ppy)3 sites to capture all the excitation.
The previous Section 6.2 discussed the photoluminescence properties of the var-
ious emission layers in detail. In Figure 6.7, the PL spectra of the homogeneously
doped (9.6 mol%) and the sub-structured (11.4 mol%) EMLs both showed a distinct
contribution from the TCTA fluorescence. This mainly stems from the optical excita-
tion where only singlet excitons are generated. The sub-structured sample showed an
increased TCTA fluorescence. Interestingly, as plotted in Figure 6.9, neither the EL
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Figure 6.9: Electroluminescence spectra of Devices 6.3-1, -2, and -3. The arrow points to
an exciplex emission of the OLED with 1 mol% emitter concentration that is
formed between the EML and the hole blocking layer.
spectrum of the reference OLED nor the one of the device with the sub-structured
EML show any host emission. In the blue spectral region, both spectra have only
signals on the noise level of the spectrometer. This clearly indicates that the excitons,
regardless whether they are created on matrix or emitter molecules, can efficiently be
harvested by the phosphor, which is essential for high efficiency.
Comparing the spectral shape of the Ir(ppy)3 emission of the 1 mol% Device with
the other OLED spectra in Figure 6.9, its spectrum is more narrow and slightly red-
shifted. The smaller FWHM value, similar to the PL samples of Figure 6.3, can be
easily ascribed to the lower emitter concentration and, hence, to less aggregation.
However, the unexpected red-shift with decreasing doping ratio is most likely an
artifact of the narrowed spectrum of the 1 mol% Device.
External Quantum Efficiency
The EQE versus current density is plotted in Figure 6.10. The OLEDs with highly
concentrated emitters reach high values of 15.8 % (reference) and 14.4 % (sub-struc-
tured EML) at low brightness, where bimolecular quenching is negligible. In contrast,
the EQE of the 1 mol% device is lower than 4 % even at low current density. This low
efficiency is directly correlated with the exciplex emission formed at the TCTA/TPBi
interface. Despite highly efficient exciplex based OLEDs being reported [167], the
prerequisites for efficiently emitting interface states are challenging to be met. Fur-
thermore, similar to conventional OLEDs, internal efficiencies can only be lifted above
25 %, if the interfacial triplet states can be additionally used for radiative recombina-
tion. This, however, requires the incorporation of heavy metal atoms in at least one
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Figure 6.10: EQE versus current density for Devices 6.3-1, -2 and -3 (open symbols). The
lines correspond to calculated fits according to the EQE roll-off model from
Ref. [20]. To fit the data, only kTT is varied. The dashed line is a rescaled
fit of the 10 mol% device. Data exceeding 30 mA/cm2 could not be obtained
due to a strong superposition with the device degradation.
of the materials to enhance the spin-orbit coupling [168]. Because of the low EQE of
Device 6.3-2 (1 mol%), which is not sufficient for applications, it will not be included
in the following discussion of the EQE roll-off.
For increased current density in Figure 6.10, the reference device shows a stronger
EQE roll-off, despite the fact that it yields a higher absolute EQE value. The dif-
ferences in the OLED roll-off can be best compared using a model that describes
the EQE as a function of the current density j that encounters both TTA and
TPQ [20]. In Reference [20], this model was applied to a phosphorescent OLED
comprising TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 which is almost identical to the present reference device.
Hence, the values of the triplet-triplet (kTT = 3.0×10−12 cm3s−1) and triplet-polaron
(kP = 0.3 × 10−12 cm3s−1) annihilation rate constants are kept fixed while using the
thickness of the recombination zone (RZ) w as fit parameter for slight adjustments.
More precisely, it is used as a fit parameter for the reference device and then used
to fit the sub-structured device without further variation. The influence of w will be
discussed later.
For the excited state lifetime, a value of τ = 1.64 µs is used for the reference device
as derived from Reference [20]. As discussed earlier, τ increases by introducing the
sub-structure EML. The analysis of Samples 6.2-5 and 6.2-7 resulted in values of
1.65 µs and 1.81 µs for reference and sub-structure sample, respectively, providing an
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increase of 10 %. Hence, for the calculation of the fit for the sub-structured device, a
10 % longer lifetime is used (1.80 µs).
Because the j-V characteristics are almost identical for the reference and sub-
structured device (cf. Fig. 6.8), kP is not expected to differ strongly for the sub-
structured EML. Additionally, the results of Reference [20] show that the EQE roll-off
in Ir(ppy)3-based OLEDs is dominated by TTA. The used value of kTT is confirmed
by independent analysis of PL transients of a corresponding EML sample [25].
Figure 6.10 shows the fit based on the model of Reference [20] for the reference
device as a black solid line. This fit is rescaled to initial values of the sub-structure
device (dotted black line). It clearly shows that the interlayer device has a lower effi-
ciency roll-off than the normalized reference device, indicating that TTA is reduced.
As next modeling step, the derived value for w for the RZ is kept fixed to fit the
interlayer data by varying kTT. Good agreement with experimental data is found
with kTT = 1.3× 10−12 cm3s−1 that is only 43 % of the value for the reference device.
Influence of the Recombination Zone w
In general, the impact of triplet-triplet annihilation scales with the triplet exciton
density nIr, which itself depends on the active luminescent volume. In OLEDs, the
lateral dimensions of this volume area defined by the active area of the device pixel.
In vertical direction it is the actual exciton recombination profile in the EML which
contributes to the active volume rather than the thickness of the EML. In most cases,
this profile is much narrower than the EML thickness. In Reference [20], the thickness
of the recombination zone has been estimated to w = 5 nm for the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3
OLED, where it is located at the interface to the hole blocking layer.
Because the EML of the sub-structured device contains 6 intrinsic TCTA inter-
layers with a total thickness of 12 nm, the effective luminescent EML is shrinked to
8 nm already. This is the upper limit of wsub for the sub-structured device. However,
if the recombination zone would reach the electron blocking layer NPB, a strong drop
in the EQE would be expected. Here, as shown by Goushi et al., NPB has a triplet
level of T1 = 2.3 eV which is lower than the emissive state of Ir(ppy)3 so that the
phosphorescence would be effectively quenched [81]. In contrast, the EQEs of the
reference and sub-structured device are at equally high levels, ranging between initial
values of 14 − 16 % EQE (cf. Fig. 6.10). This becomes apparent if one assumes an
equal nIr in all sub-EMLs of the sub-structured device and, further, that the emission
of the 2 nm sub-EML (close to the EBL) is quenched by the NPB triplet state. This
yields a luminescence of only 75 % which would be reflected in an EQE value in the
range of 11 % – far less than the observed 14.4 %. This leads to the conclusion that
the created exciton density does not reach the 2 nm thick sub-EML that is adjacent to
the EBL. Hence, it is reasonable to assume the recombination zone wsub being com-
parable to the value of the reference device (5 nm). Consequently, the broadening of
the RZ in the sub-structured device can be excluded to be the reason for the reduced
EQE roll-off.
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Increased Critical Current Density jc
Using the applied EQE model of Reference [20], the critical current density jc of
the corresponding OLEDs can be estimated. By extrapolating to ηext(jc) (cf. Sec.
3.6), the reference and sub-structured device yield critical current densities of 140
and 270 mA/cm2, respectively, which is nearly a twofold improvement [25]. This is
more appropriate than using the expression for jc as derived from Baldo et al., which
only takes TTA into account [19]. Consequently, it would overestimate jc, because it
ignores triplet-polaron quenching. For instance, calculating jc for the reference sample
accounting only for TTA results in a higher critical current density of 159 mA/cm2.
For a practical high brightness level of 5,000 cd/m2, which corresponds to a current
density of approximately 10 mA/cm2 in the present devices, the EQE model is used to
determine the relative performance. Here, the normalized EQE η̄ext := ηext(j)/ηext,0
yields values of 0.88 and 0.92 for the reference and sub-structured device, respectively.
This clearly indicates that real applications can benefit from the sub-structured EML
concept.
6.4 Suppressing Emitter Aggregation by Molecu-
lar Engineering
In the previous section, the emission layer of a green phosphorescent OLED compris-
ing Ir(ppy)3 as emitter was sub-structured by insertion of intrinsic TCTA layers. It
was used to introduce exciton confinement within the EML because the emitter shows
a strong tendency to form aggregates that enhance TTA. Even though the concept
showed improved high brightness performance, the fabrication of such sub-structured
EMLs is complicated. Furthermore, this concept is only a workaround as it does not
address the origin of the emitter aggregation.
This section focusses on the emitter material itself, because it is most likely that
its molecular properties give rise to the observed aggregation. Therefore, Ir(ppy)3 will
be compared to another Ir-based green emitter that has very similar properties, i.e.
Ir(ppy)2(acac) [26]. They slightly differ in their chemical structure (cf. Fig. 3.12). In
contrast to the homoleptic Ir(ppy)3, one of the phenylpyridine ligands is exchanged by
acetylacetonate to form Ir(ppy)2(acac). The change in the molecular structure results
in a noticeable difference in the molecular dipole moment [169], which give rise to the
assumption that these molecules show differences in the strength of aggregation. Even
though Ir(ppy)2(acac) has sucessfully been used as OLED emitter serveral years ago
[58], its high brightness performance has not yet been addressed.
Prepared Organic LEDs
In order to best compare the two different phosphorescent emitters, either Ir(ppy)3
or Ir(ppy)2(acac) are incorporated into the EMLs of a defined OLED stack without
changing any other parameters. Furthermore, to achieve a higher amount of data, two
different OLED stack designs are used. Again, the EMLs of the devices are displayed
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boldface for clarity. A high concentration of 8 wt% of the emitter is chosen to assure
aggregate formation in the reference devices comprising Ir(ppy)3.
First, similar to the architecture of Device 6.3-1 of Section 6.3, single EML (SEML)
OLEDs are prepared. Here, the emitters are diluted into TCTA, a hole transport-
ing matrix material, at a concentration of 8 wt%, forming a 20 nm thick EML. The
complete layer sequences of these devices are given below.
Device 6.4-1: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (25 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 8wt%) / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (55 nm)
/ Al (100 nm)
Device 6.4-2: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (25 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)2(acac) (20 nm, 8wt%) / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs
(55 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Furthermore, the double emission layer (DEML) concept is used to prepare an
additional set of OLEDs where the emitters are compared. The DEML is designed to
locate the exciton recombination zone in the center of the complete EML [170]. This
is achieved by using TCTA as a hole transporting matrix and TPBi as the electron
transporting counterpart, both being doped with the respective emitter with equal
concentration of 8 wt%. The corresponding OLED stacks are displayed below.
Device 6.4-3: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (25 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)3 (8 nm, 8wt%) / TPBi:Ir(ppy)3 (12 nm, 8wt%)
/ TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (55 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device 6.4-4: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (25 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)2(acac) (8 nm, 8wt%) / TPBi:Ir(ppy)2(acac)
(12 nm, 8wt%) / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (55 nm) / Al (100 nm)
In contrast to the OLEDs of Section 6.3, the p-dopant of the HTL is exchanged
from F4:TCNQ to NDP-2. In the single chamber tool, where these devices are fab-
ricated, solely NDP-2 is used to avoid possible vacuum tool contamination issues,
possibly occurring if F4:TCNQ would be evaporated instead. It has been shown
earlier that no significant difference is observed using one or the other p-dopant [171].
Current Density-Voltage Characteristics and EL Spectra
The j-V characteristics of all four devices are plotted in Figure 6.11 a). Compared to
the SEML devices, the DEML counterparts for both emitter molecules show steeper
characteristics. This has been observed previously [170] and stems from the incorpora-
tion of hole and electron transporting matrices (here TCTA and TPBi, respectively),
which lowers the driving voltage. Comparing the electrical performance of devices
comprising Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac), lower voltages are observed for the latter.
While the onset voltage of all devices is nearly identical at 2.3 V, the operating volt-
age at a current density of 10 mA/cm2 is reduced by 0.2 V from the Ir(ppy)3 to the
Ir(ppy)2(acac) devices, similar for SEMLs and DEMLs. This clearly indicates that
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Figure 6.11: a) Current density-voltage characteristics of all devices (Devices 6.4-1, -2, -3,
and -4). b) EL spectra (thick lines normalized to 1) of the DEML devices,
measured at 1,000 cd/m2 in forward direction. Additionally, PL spectra
(thin lines normalized to 0.5) of liquid solutions of both emitters diluted in
toluene (6.5×10−3 mg/ml) are plotted. The horizontal dashed lines indicate
the FWHM of Ir(ppy)3 in the mixed film and solution with the corresponding
value.
the emitter itself contributes to the charge transport, an effect that has been proposed
many times before [8, 36, 42, 162, 172].
The electroluminescence spectra of both DEML devices are plotted in Figure 6.11
b), as measured at 1,000 cd/m2 in forward direction. The spectra of the SEML devices
are nearly identical, so that they are not shown here. Compared with the Ir(ppy)3
emission, the Ir(ppy)2(acac) peak is 8 nm red-shifted to 525 nm. Furthermore, its
spectrum has a smaller FWHM value of 66 nm (Ir(ppy)3: 74 nm).
External Quantum Efficiency
Figure 6.12 plots the EQE as a function of current density for all four OLEDs prepared
in this study. The y-axis is chosen to start at a value of 10 % EQE to better visualize
the differences. First of all, the DEML devices reach much higher EQE values than
their corresponding SEML counterparts, i.e. approximately 18 and 15 % EQE at
low brightness for DEML and SEML, respectively. For both OLED structures, the
absolute EQE values of the corresponding emitter molecule are nearly identical. This
simplifies the discussion of the efficiency roll-off, as their EQE characteristics can
be directly compared. For both SEML devices, especially for the the Ir(ppy)2(acac)
OLED, an initial increase of EQE with increasing current density is observed. High
leakage currents, which in general could be the reason for the low EQE at low currents,
can be excluded as a reason, because all current densities at negative bias are in the
same order of magnitude (cf. Fig. 6.11). It is most likely, that, especially for the
SEML architecture, the charge balance γbal (cf. Eq. (3.81)) within the EML is not
at its optimum at low voltages, because the energy levels of the OLEDs are not fully
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symmetric. By using the DEML concept, this imbalance can be minimized.
Starting at similar absolute values, the DEML devices comprising Ir(ppy)3 and
Ir(ppy)2(acac) show different roll-off characteristics. The efficiency of the Ir(ppy)3
OLED steadily decreases, starting at very low current densities. In contrast, indicated
by the diverging green lines, the Ir(ppy)2(acac) device maintains higher EQE values
at high brightness. For instance, a 10 % drop of the EQE at 100 cd/m2 is reached at
8,000 and 11,000 cd/m2 for Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac), respectively. The discussion
of the SEML devices is not straightforward because, as discussed above, the absolute
efficiencies at low brightness cannot be determined with certainty. Still, comparing
with the results of the DEML devices, the internal efficiencies of the SEMLs compris-
ing Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac), respectively, are similar, provided that no electrical
effects lower the efficiency. Additionally, the SEML Ir(ppy)2(acac) device reaches
higher EQEs at high brightness or current density, respectively (cf. Fig. 6.12).
In summary, the devices comprising Ir(ppy)2(acac) show an improvement in the
EQE roll-off, hence, the corresponding EMLs show a weaker TTA contribution than
their Ir(ppy)3 containing counterparts. Despite the fact that the photophysical prop-
erties of both emitters differ due to the ancillary ligand in Ir(ppy)2(acac) [58, 138,
140, 173], presumably affecting the Förster radius RF for single-step long range TTA,
the subsequent discussion will show that the differences can be found in diffusion
based TTA.
Superposition of Efficiency Roll-Off and Device Aging
Before discussing triplet-triplet annihilation of these devices in detail, the undesired
effect of device aging during the measurement sweep will be addressed. In general, the
long term stability of an OLED scales with the current density or, respectively, the
luminance [9, 42]. Especially at high brightness, where the roll-off becomes dominant,
the EQE of an OLED significantly drops even on timescales of the measurement
sweep. This results in the fact that, if two subsequent sweeps are measured, the
second value of the EQE at very low brightness is noticeably decreased. Hence, the
device aging during the measurement sweep even accelerates the roll-off.
In Figure 6.12, the blue solid lines indicate that EQE characteristics of the DEML
devices of both emitters seem to converge slightly. Thus, at such high current densi-
ties, the Ir(ppy)2(acac) devices show a slightly stronger roll-off. Because the compared
devices differ only in the emitter molecule itself, it is very likely that they age differ-
ently, which might be the reason for the altered roll-off characteristics. In order to
check this influence of the emitter degradation, the long term stability of all devices
is measured. The normalized luminance as a function of operation time is plotted
in Figure 6.13 as measured at a constant current density of 10 mA/cm2. Here, the
trend is clear: For both EML architectures, the devices comprising Ir(ppy)2(acac)
show shorter lifetimes than their corresponding Ir(ppy)3 counterpart.
By carefully analyzing several consecutive measurement sweeps of such devices,
using previously determined measurement parameters to minimize the sweep time,
a threshold current density for a noticeable device aging on timescales of the sweep
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Figure 6.12: External quantum efficiencies of all devices are plotted as a function of cur-
rent density. The DEML devices yield higher EQE values than the SEML
counterparts. Thin lines (green and blue) indicate the differences in the
roll-off for the Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac) DEML devices.
(2-5 s) is determined to be:
jaging > (20± 5) mA/cm2 with
ηext,n+1(jaging)
ηext,n(jaging)
6 0.98, (6.1)
with n representing a counter for consecutive sweeps. This threshold current density
jaging is determined for the shorter living emitter material, i.e. Ir(ppy)2(acac). It
is marked by the vertical dashed line in Figure 6.12. It indicates that the stronger
roll-off for the Ir(ppy)2(acac) devices at very high current densities is most likely due
to their faster degradation. However, it is not straightforward to deconvolve the EQE
data with respect to the device aging, because the error bars in lifetime determination
are larger than the expected differences in the efficiency data.
Photoluminescence Transients of the OLEDs
In order to directly determine the difference in TTA for the two emitter materials, the
complete OLEDs are investigated in a time-resolved photoluminescence experiment.
Therefore, the complete devices are excited with a pulsed, high-intensity laser with
337.1 nm. The active area is covered with a black shadow mask to realize a defined ex-
citation area. Because the Ir-emitters with excited state lifetimes in the microsecond
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Figure 6.13: Device lifetime data down to 0.5 initial intensity of all devices, measured
at a constant current density of j = 10 mA/cm2. This corresponds to high
brightness values in the range of 5,000–7,000 cd/m2. The homoleptic Ir(ppy)3
shows a higher device stability for both SEML and DEML architecture.
range show the longest radiative lifetime τ in the layer stack, all other contributions
from emitting layers do not influence the recorded signal. For this experiment, the
SEML devices of the corresponding emitter are chosen, because they solely comprise
TCTA as matrix material, which has good exciton confining properties due to its
high triplet level of 2.83 eV. Thus, in a PL experiment, a monoexponential decay at
low excitation levels can be expected, which is essential for later fit calculations. In
contrast, TPBi in the DEML devices has a triplet level of 2.6 eV, similar to CBP
for which a long-living component was observed in Chapter 5. Furthermore, possible
energy transfers between the two sub EMLs of the DEML devices can be excluded.
As mentioned before, an excitation laser pulse with a high pulse energy (30 µJ) is
chosen to have a strong TTA contribution that can be reliably analyzed. Furthermore,
it compensates excitation losses at the glass substrate (reflection and absorption) and
at other organic layers. The geometry of the set-up and the optical environment
(which is given by the identical organic layer stack) are kept identical for both emit-
ters. The PL transients of the SEML devices are plotted in Figure 6.14. Both devices
yield comparable initial intensities. In the inset, with the transients being plotted
in double linear scale, the stronger TTA contribution is observed for the Ir(ppy)3
device, as it reveals a stronger curvature. From the EQE data of Figure 6.12, the
phosphorescence quantum yield ΦP of both emitters can be assumed to be similar.
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Figure 6.14: PL decay curves of both SEML devices after excitation with a strong pulsed
laser (337.1 nm nitrogen laser with 1.3 ns duration). The data are split in
time (1 µs) for better visibility. Additionally, calculated fits according to the
diffusion based TTA model (Eq. (3.70)) are plotted together with the fit
parameter K. Inset: The same data plotted in double linear scale. The
arrow indicates increasing TTA contribution.
With these facts it is possible to derive that the exciton density created upon laser
absorption n0 = n(t = 0) is equal for both devices.
Equation (3.70) is used to calculate fits of the PL transients displayed in Figure
6.14 with two free fit parameters: τ and K. The latter is defined as:
K =
1
2
n0kTT. (6.2)
The excited state lifetime τ is derived from the monoexponential decay of the long-
living transient tail, so that K remains as only free parameter, accounting for the
TTA contribution.
For the following discussion, the subscripts ’Ir3’ and ’Ir2’ are introduced for
Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac), respectively. The resulting values of the calculated
fits are summarized in Table 6.1. Because of the complex multilayer system of
the OLED devices, it is not feasible to calculate the absolute value of n0 and,
consequently, no absolute value of kTT can be determined. However, because it
is valid to set n0,Ir3 = n0,Ir2, the relative strength of TTA can be calculated to:
kTT,Ir2 = 0.625 · kTT,Ir3. Thus, TTA is reduced by approximately 40 % for the het-
eroleptic emitter Ir(ppy)2(acac) [26].
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fit parameter Ir(ppy)3 Ir(ppy)2(acac) ratio (Ir3/Ir2)
τ (ns) 730 930 0.79
K (s−1) 16 10 1.60
Table 6.1: Fit parameters of the SEML device PL transients, as displayed in Figure
6.14. For both parameters, their respective ratio between the Ir(ppy)3 and
Ir(ppy)2(acac) value is determined in the last column.
On the other hand, the radiative lifetime is shorter for the Ir(ppy)3 (τ = 730 ns),
compared to 930 ns of the Ir(ppy)2(acac) device. Here, the roll-off is reduced for
shorter lifetimes [20]. The absolute values of the lifetime τ are shorter because the
emission takes place in an optical resonator that increases the decay rate [174, 175].
Overall, the reduced triplet-triplet annihilation for Ir(ppy)2(acac), represented by the
rate constant kTT weights more than the detrimental increase in its excited state
lifetime τ . The inset of Figure 6.14 plots the transient signal in a linear scale. Here,
the time integral of the phosphorescence is larger for Ir(ppy)2(acac) system, indicating
a higher emission efficiency at that excitation level.
These changes between the two systems in the PL transients, and correspond-
ingly in the strength of TTA, are small compared to the difference in strength of
TTA, as predicted by the single-step long range model. Referring to Figure 6.2, sim-
ilar transients could only be fitted with a value of RF that by far exceeds the upper
limit determined to RF = 6 nm. Hence, the observed differences cannot be explained
by a change in RF for the two emitters. However, because distinct differences in
the ground state extinction coefficients for Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac) are observed
[58, 138, 140, 173], it is reasonable to assume that these emitters are accompanied
with different spectral overlap of their triplet emission and excited state absorption
[83]. Therefore, if diffusion based TTA for the present emitters could be completely
suppressed, differences in TTA due to the single-step mechanism would still be pos-
sible.
Reduced Aggregation for Ir(ppy)2(acac)
Because the emission layers for the different emitters are completely identical, in-
volving the same thickness, doping concentration, matrix material, and surrounding
optical environment, the differences in triplet-triplet annihilation should be an intrin-
sic property of the mixed EMLs. Furthermore, these differences can only be induced
by the emitter itself. The discussion of Section 6.2 showed that these iridium com-
plexes have a strong tendency to form emitter aggregates.
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that both emitters, Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac),
show differences in the cluster formation during film preparation. Neither of these
complexes are charged, so that a Coulomb coupling of these molecules, leading to
such clusters, can only be induced by their respective dipole moment. Park et al.
carried out density functional theory calculations (B3LYP) of the molecular ground
state of both emitters [169]. The dipole moments derived from their calculations are
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Figure 6.15: Scheme illustrating the proposed influence of the molecular ground state
dipole moment on the emitter aggregation in the mixed film. The dipole
moments of Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac) are 6.26 and 1.91 D (debye), re-
spectively, as calculated using density functional theory [169]. The larger
dipole moment of Ir(ppy)3 increases aggregate formation, resulting in locally
densely packed emitter clusters in which diffusion based TTA can occur.
6.26 D (debye) and 1.91 D for Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac), respectively.
A scheme of the proposed microscopic arrangement is given in Figure 6.15. The
strongly reduced dipole moment of Ir(ppy)2(acac) (only 31 % of the Ir(ppy)3 value)
leads to a weaker coupling of individual molecules due to Coulomb attraction [26]. On
the other hand, this coupling is more effective for Ir(ppy)3, leading to locally dense
emitter regions. These regions provide the only efficient channel for diffusion based
TTA, i.e. triplet exciton migration between emitter molecules in such clusters. Other
diffusion is efficiently suppressed by the choice of the matrix material TCTA that
has a very high triplet level of 2.83 eV, so that excitons can not hop on host sites.
Consequently, TTA is stronger for the Ir(ppy)3 emitter because it shows a higher
degree of aggregation as a result of a comparably high dipole moment.
In order to give further evidence for this interpretation, the luminescent properties
of both emitters will be analysed in detail in the following. A general feature of emitter
aggregation is the spectral broadening of the luminescence, which has been reported
for fluorescent [176] and phosphorescent [79, 158] emitters. Therefore, highly diluted
toluene:emitter solutions with a concentration of approximately 6.5× 10−3 mg/ml for
each emitter are prepared to have the majority of the molecules in an isolated form.
The photoluminescence spectra of these solutions, in addition to the EL spectra of
the DEML devices, are plotted in Figure 6.11 b). In solution, the FWHM of Ir(ppy)3
and Ir(ppy)2(acac) are 69 nm and 66 nm, respectively. For Ir(ppy)2(acac), the FWHM
remains unchanged at 66 nm for the transition from solution to the solid mixed film
emission of the OLED. In contrast, a spectral broadening is observed for Ir(ppy)3.
Here, the FWHM shows an increase of 5 nm to 74 nm (cf. Fig. 6.11 b)). The broaden-
ing of the Ir(ppy)3 emission agrees with the spectral development of Samples 6.2-1, -2,
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and -3 of Section 6.2, where the Ir(ppy)3 concentration was varied in a solid matrix.
There, the FWHM of the phosphorescence steadily increased to higher concentrations
in a similar fashion. Note, that the absolute FWHM values of the spectra shown in
Section 6.2 are systematically smaller than the results presented here, due to the use
of different spectrometers. In Section 6.2, a compact fibre spectrometer (USB2000)
is used without a correction file leading to an underestimation of the red spectral
region.
The consistency of the calculated dipole moment, being much larger for Ir(ppy)3,
and the observed spectral broadening which is only seen for Ir(ppy)3 strongly supports
the proposed microscopic arrangement of the emitters in the mixed film. As it is one of
the easiest ways to obtain an improved OLED roll-off by switching to another emitter
molecule with superior high brightness properties, these results provide new design
strategies for future emitter engineering. By taking the emitter dipole moment into
consideration at the stage of material synthesis, phosphorescent emitter molecules
can be developed to close the gap to the single-step long range limit.
6.5 Aggregation in Other Emitter Systems
In the preceding sections, a detailed investigation of triplet-triplet annihilation in
organic phosphorescent systems comprising Ir(ppy)3 – the archetype phosphorescent
compound of present literature – was presented. However, one might argue that all
the results, especially the emitter aggregation, are specifically related to Ir(ppy)3 with
weak general importance. Therefore, this brief section is intended to give examples
of the universality of this problem.
The Red Emitter Ir(MDQ)2(acac)
Similar to the sample series of Section 6.2, three samples of the orange emitting
phosphorescent EML comprising Ir(MDQ)2(acac) are prepared with different emitter
concentrations.
Sample 6.5-1: NPB:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (20 nm, 0.5 wt%)
Sample 6.5-2: NPB:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (20 nm, 2 wt%)
Sample 6.5-3: NPB:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (20 nm, 20 wt%)
The photoluminescence of these samples are plotted in Figure 6.16. In a), their
normalized spectra are shown. With increasing emitter concentration, a red-shift of
the peak wavelength is observed, similar to the results of Ir(ppy)3. Figure 6.16 b) plots
the phosphorescence spectra normalized with respect to the corresponding peak wave-
length. Even though the differences are smaller than observed for Ir(ppy)3, a contin-
uous spectral broadening of the emission is observed with increasing Ir(MDQ)2(acac)
concentration. Hence, Ir(MDQ)2(acac) molecules presumably form aggregates in the
mixed film in a similar fashion.
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Figure 6.16: Photoluminescence spectra of NPB:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) mixed films with differ-
ent emitter concentrations. a) Normalized spectra. b) PL spectra from a)
normalized to the peak intensity (y-axis) and, additionally, to the peak wave-
length (x-axis) to compare the spectral shape. Arrows indicate increasing
emitter concentration.
In the report of Meerheim et al., various OLEDs comprising Ir(MDQ)2(acac) as
emitter were discussed, mainly with respect to optimize the EQE, which reached very
high values up to 20 % EQE [42]. However, the critical current density jc for such
devices only yield approximately 60-70 mA/cm2, which is even lower than the data
determined for Ir(ppy)3 in Section 6.3. Note that jc can be directly determined from
the experimental data for Ir(MDQ)2(acac)-based systems, because OLEDs comprising
this emitter are highly stable (up to 1,000 h lifetime at a brightness of 10,000 cd/m2)
[42]. The excited lifetime of Ir(MDQ)2(acac) with τ = 1.4 µs is similar to the values
of Ir(ppy)3 [27]. Assuming that the photophysical properties (especially the oscillator
strength of the molecular transitions) of these Ir(III) complexes do not differ by orders
of magnitude [79], it is reasonable to conclude that the single-step long range limit
for jc should be in the same range as predicted for Ir(ppy)3, i.e. ∼ 1 A/cm2. This
suggests that diffusion based TTA is an issue for Ir(MDQ)2(acac) as well. The triplet
levels of the EML materials (NPB and Ir(MDQ)2(acac)) of the OLEDs in Reference
[42] are 2.3 and 2.0 eV, respectively, so that exciton confinement should be given
similar to TCTA:Ir(ppy)3. Hence, emitter aggregation in the mixed film, opening the
channel for diffusive TTA, is expected to be present.
The Blue Emitter FIrpic
Within this work, no experiments to investigate a possible aggregation of FIrpic in
a solid state matrix are carried out, however, the data in literature suggest that
this blue emitter suffers from the same effect as Ir(ppy)3. Kawamura et al. prepared
mixed films of FIrpic doped into CBP at various concentrations up to 50 mol% emitter
content [78]. Similar to Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(MDQ)2(acac), they observed both a red-shift
of the emission peak and a transition to a broader, featureless spectrum at high
concentration.
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In a very recent publication of Su et al., FIrpic was used to realize highly efficient
blue and white phosphorescent OLEDs [39]. Their devices, utilizing a carrier- and
exciton-confining structure, were optimized to reduce the efficiency roll-off and reach
remarkably high values of 25 % EQE at 1,000 cd/m2. Still, for the monochrome blue
OLED they only obtained a critical current density of jc = 82 mA/cm
2. However, the
authors did not discuss the influence of device aging during the sweep, which should
in general be an issue for the low-stability FIrpic. Again, similar to the discussion of
the roll-off data of the Ir(MDQ)2(acac) OLEDs, this value suggests that the device is
far away from its single-step limit, where aggregation is the most evident reason for
strong TTA.
Summary
For Ir(III) complexes, being the phosphorescent emitter class with highest potential
to date, the formation of aggregates in the mixed film seems to be a general feature.
This property is detrimental for the high brightness performance of OLEDs, because
it opens the door for unwanted, but very efficient diffusion based triplet-triplet anni-
hilation. In this respect, these emitters still bear great potential for improvement of
their efficiency at very high brightness. Therefore, among lifetime and colour qual-
ity issues, pushing the efficiency roll-off of phosphorescent OLEDs to even higher
luminance levels remains one of the active research fields of state-of-the-art OLEDs.

Chapter 7
White Organic LEDs with
Fluorescent Tube Efficiency
One of the main results discussed in Chapter 6 is the strong emitter ag-
gregation. Using a novel emission layer concept, the triplet-triplet annihi-
lation is reduced due to improved exciton confinement by introducing thin
interlayers. In this chapter, the sub-structured approach is extended to
multicoloured emission layers. The first section of this chapter will ad-
dress the ’bottom-up’ approach. This is followed by a detailed discussion
of the final emission layer design for white OLEDs, including a concept
of weakly doped blocking layers as a tool to optimize the device efficiency.
The discussion of the EML is finished with an analysis of the roll-off of
these devices. To further improve the white OLED efficiency, the device
stack is adapted to high refractive index substrates, promising a boost in
light outcoupling. Finally, by placing the EML in the second field antin-
ode from the cathode, plasmonic losses are suppressed, which leads to an
additional increase in efficiency.
7.1 OLEDs with Sub-Structured EMLs Compris-
ing Different Emitters
In Chapter 6, the concept of a sub-structured emission layer was introduced to im-
prove the high brightness performance of monochrome devices comprising the green
emitter Ir(ppy)3. The insertion of thin intrinsic layers of the matrix material with a
high triplet level resulted in strong exciton confinement on guest sites. Hence, exci-
tons that are located in one specific sub-EML are forced to remain in this thin layer
until they ultimately recombine. This leads to a strong reduction of the Dexter-type
energy transfer rates between adjacent sub-EMLs.
In the following step, differently emitting phosphorescent molecules in the sub-
EMLs are to be incorporated with the goal to achieve white light emission. Figure
7.1 shows a scheme of this concept. It is obvious that the exciton confinement must
be given for all emitters, i.e. the triplet level of the host material must be higher
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Figure 7.1: The sub-structured concept comprising different phosphorescent emitters to
achieve white light emission. To assure that all emitters can efficiently convert
the local excitation in the corresponding sub-layer, the confining condition of
the host material (kGH,i = 0) must be fulfilled for each emitter. Hence, the T1
level of the host must be higher than the triplet level of the high energy blue
emitter.
than all corresponding emitter T1 levels. Otherwise, there would be a back-transfer
rate kGH,i that would prevent the decoupling of the sub-EMLs. In order to obtain
simultaneous emission from all phosphors, it is not sufficient to suppress Dexter-type
transfers from sub-EML to sub-EML, rather Förster-type transfer rates must also be
controlled. Kawamura et al. have determined the Förster radius RF for blue, green,
and red emitting phosphorescent materials in photoluminescence experiments to be
below 2 nm [79]. Even though, in contrast to their work, the Förster-type transfers in
the present concept are between different emitters, the values of RF for such transfers
will be comparable. At first, this concept will be investigated in photoluminescence
experiments.
Prepared Samples
To simplify the notation of the multilayer systems discussed in the following, a con-
vention will be introduced, which is valid throughout this Chapter 7:
- If not stated differently, the emitter concentration is 10 wt %.
- The emitters FIrpic, Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(MDQ)2(acac) are abbreviated B, G, and
R, respectively, which will be given in parenthesis for doped layers.
- The thicknesses of the sub-layers are denoted as subscripts in units of nm.
- The interlayer is denoted as ’i’ and is made of the matrix material to the left.
Furthermore, the emitter materials will be given in colour. To give an example, a
heterostructure like TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (4 nm, 10 wt%) / TCTA / TCTA:FIrpic (2 nm,
10 wt%) will be written as: TCTA4(G) / i2 / TCTA2(B).
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TCTA is chosen as the only available host material with high enough triplet level to
confine FIrpic excitons. Here, the energy difference of their T1 levels is still 0.2 eV (cf.
Fig. 3.13). Three samples are prepared with a variation in the interlayer thickness, to
check whether the intrinsic interlayers of TCTA can efficiently decouple the different
sub-EMLs, leading to a broad spectrum.
Sample 8.1-1: TCTA1(R) / i2 / TCTA1(G) / i2 / TCTA1(B) / i2 / TCTA1(B)
/ i2 / TCTA1(G) / i2 / TCTA1(R)
Sample 8.1-2: TCTA1(R) / i3 / TCTA1(G) / i3 / TCTA1(B) / i3 / TCTA1(B)
/ i3 / TCTA1(G) / i3 / TCTA1(R)
Sample 8.1-3: TCTA1(R) / i4 / TCTA1(G) / i4 / TCTA1(B) / i4 / TCTA1(B)
/ i4 / TCTA1(G) / i4 / TCTA1(R)
Photoluminescence of Multicolour Sub-Structured EMLs
In Figure 7.2, the photoluminescence spectra of the three samples from above are
plotted. From bottom to top, the intrinsic TCTA interlayer thickness increases by
1 nm for each spectrum, starting at 2 nm. First of all, the spectral feature at high
energies (400 nm) corresponds to the TCTA fluorescence, mostly originating from
intrinsic interlayers. In the mixed sub-layers, it will be efficiently quenched due to the
high emitter concentration of 10 wt%. Clearly, emission from all emitters is observed,
even for the thinnest interlayer thickness of 2 nm. The arrows in Figure 7.2 indicate
the corresponding spectral features of the phosphors.
Obviously, the relative intensities of the peaks change under the thickness vari-
ation of the interlayer. With decreasing interlayer thickness, the interlayer energy
transfers increase, causing these differences. However, the analysis of these changes
is highly complex in such a cascading system. Still, the results obtained from these
samples are very promising. Down to interlayer thicknesses of 2 nm, it is possible
to have simultaneous emission from all three emitters. Therefore, this multicolour
sub-structured EML is a promising concept for white organic LEDs.
Integration in Organic LEDs
In photoluminescence experiments, the excitation is nearly constant throughout the
layer stack owing to the much longer absorption length in such layers [20]. This
picture completely changes for electrical excitation. Here, the exciton generation and
recombination takes place in a narrow zone close to an interface between two materials
in most of the cases. Therefore, it is still unclear, whether all sub-EMLs with different
emitters can be sufficiently electrically excited to produce white light. First attempts
to incorporate the multicolour sub-structured EML to an OLED are very similar to
the devices of Chapter 6.
Because the general OLED structure beyond the EML does not change from device
to device, it is only shown at the beginning. Thus, for the different devices, simply
the EML and, if varied, blocking layers are stated.
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Figure 7.2: Photoluminescence spectra of Samples 8.1-1, -2, and -3 comprising three dif-
ferently emitting phosphors (one per sub-EML). These samples vary in the
TCTA interlayer thickness in between the sub-EMLs. The spectra are verti-
cally split for better visibility. The different peaks in the broad spectrum can
clearly be attributed to the emission of FIrpic, Ir(ppy)3, and Ir(MDQ)2(acac),
respectively.
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / emission
layer / HBL (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device 8.1-4: TCTA1(R) / i2 / TCTA1(G) / i2 / TCTA1(B) / i2 / TCTA1(B)
/ i2 / TCTA1(R) / Bphen (HBL)
Device 8.1-5: TCTA1(R) / i2 / TCTA1(B) / i2 / TCTA1(B) / TPBi2 / TPBi1(G)
/ TPBi (HBL)
The layer sequence of Device 8.1-4 is very similar to the PL samples. The only dif-
ference is the missing right Ir(ppy)3 doped sub-EML, which is left out to enhance the
blue emission in the preferentially hole transporting TCTA matrix. TCTA is known
to have a very thin recombination zone close to the HBL [20, 162]. Bphen is chosen
as HBL, because the adjacent sub-EML contains the red emitter Ir(MDQ)2(acac)
for which it is the standard blocking material [42]. The overall performance of this
device is plotted in Figure 7.4 (black symbols). The device has steep j-V character-
istics similar to the green monochrome devices of the previous chapter. It reaches an
EQE of nearly 10 % at low brightness. However, by analysing the EL spectrum in
Figure 7.4 b), almost pure red emission is observed. FIrpic contributes very weakly
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to the spectrum, despite the fact that the first blue sub-EML is only 3 nm separated
from the HBL interface, where the generation occurs. This provides an interesting
result for the discussion of Section 6.3, dealing with the recombination zone in the
sub-structured EML device. It gives further evidence that the recombination zone
w in the sub-structure device is comparable to the reference structure. However, it
represents a significant drawback for achieving white light emission.
Device 8.1-5 is prepared to improve the balance between all emitters. Here, TPBi
is used as a standard HBL for Ir(ppy)3 – the outermost emitter in this device. TPBi
is introduced as second matrix material to slightly extend the recombination zone,
similar to the DEML approach [170], with the difference that the overall TPBi layer
is very thin (3 nm). The OLED data are given in Figure 7.4. The device even
shows slightly lower voltages compared to Device 8.1-4. Similar improvements were
discussed in Section 6.2 for monochrome DEML OLEDs. The external quantum
efficiency reaches approximately 13 % EQE at 100 cd/m2 – much more than for Device
8.1-4. However, no real improvement with respect to a balanced multicolour spectrum
is obtained. In this device, the main emission stems from Ir(ppy)3, showing slight
shoulders to the left (FIrpic) and right (Ir(MDQ)2(acac)). Hence, further broadening
of the recombination zone is required in order to realize a white OLED based on the
sub-structured EML concept.
Sub-Structured Double Emission Layer OLEDs
The results of Device 8.1-5 show that an EML with a thin, additional second matrix
material can produce emission from all emitters, despite the fact that their rela-
tive emission intensities are not sufficiently balanced for white emission. Therefore,
the concept of double emission layers is followed to further broaden the recombi-
nation zone in order to achieve white emission. These experiments are based on a
TCTA/TPBi DEML matrix combination [170]. In addition to the following layer
sequences, the sub-structured EMLs are schematically shown in Figure 7.3.
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / emission
layer / HBL (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device 8.1-6: TCTA1(R) / i2 / TCTA1(G) / i2 / TCTA1(B) / i2 / TCTA1(B)
/ TPBi1(B) / i2 / TPBi1(B) / i2 / TPBi1(G) / i2 / TPBi1(R) /
Bphen (HBL)
Device 8.1-7: TCTA1(R) / i2 / TCTA1(G) / i2 / TCTA1(B) / i2 / TCTA1(B)
/ TPBi1(B) / i2 / TPBi1(B) / i2 / TPBi1(R) / i2 / TPBi1(R) /
Bphen (HBL)
Device 8.1-8: TCTA3(R) / i2 / TCTA1(G) / i2 / TCTA1(B) / TPBi1(B) / i2
/ TPBi1(R) / i2 / TPBi3(R) / TPBi (HBL)
Device 8.1-9: TPBi2(B) / i2 / TPBi1(R) / i2 / TPBi1(G) / i2 / TPBi3(R) /
TPBi (HBL)
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TCTA TPBi
Device 8.1-6 Device 8.1-7 Device 8.1-8 Device 8.1-9
TPBi
thickness
Ir(MDQ)2(acac) FIrpicIr(ppy)3
Figure 7.3: Layer design of the sub-structured EMLs of Devices 8.1-6 to 8.1-9. The offset
between TCTA and TPBi illustrates the HOMO and LUMO offset, character-
istic for a DEML. The thicknesses are according to the layer sequence given
in the text. The relative heights of the emitters correspond to their triplet
energy.
The first device (Device 8.1-6) has a completely symmetric EML, i.e. both ma-
trices contain four sub-EMLs with one red, one green, and two blue layers. The blue
sub-EMLs are located at the TCTA/TPBi interface to reduce losses of FIrpic to the
blocking materials that have lower triplet levels (cf. Fig. 3.13). The EL spectrum of
this device is plotted in Figure 7.4 b). Emissions from both FIrpic and Ir(ppy)3 are
observed, however only a very weak shoulder at 600 nm can be attributed to the red
emission from Ir(MDQ)2(acac). This is plausible, because the red sub-EMLs are the
outermost ones in the DEML structure – far away from the interface of exciton gen-
eration (TCTA/TPBi). Therefore, in Device 8.1-7, the green sub-EML in the TPBi
matrix is exchanged by an additional red sub-EML (cf. Fig. 7.3). The EL spectrum
of this device is shown in Figure 7.4 b). In contrast to the previous Device 8.1-6, an
increased red emission is observed while at the same time the green emission drops
to a negligible level. The comparison of these two devices leads to a very important
conclusion: In the hole transporting EML part containing TCTA as matrix, only
noticeable blue emission is generated, because already the green sub-EML in Device
8.1-7 does not emit sufficiently. Hence, it will be very problematic to address different
emitters on the TCTA side of the EML.
An additional device is prepared to determine the number of sub-EMLs in the
TCTA system that can be excited electrically. In Device 8.1-8, one of the two blue
sub-EMLs in both DEML parts is removed, so that the general distribution of the
emitters is similar to Device 8.1-7. Still, the EL spectrum of this device does not
show a distinct emission from the green emitter Ir(ppy)3. In general it is not easy
to quantify an Ir(ppy)3 emission in such spectra, because its main emission peak
coincides with the shoulder of the FIrpic emission caused by its vibronic progression.
However, the lower intensity of the peak at 510 nm compared to the main peak of
FIrpic suggests that the green emission is very weak. Hence, emission from the second
sub-EML (seen from the TCTA/TPBi interface) in the TCTA system is hardly visible.
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Figure 7.4: Overall performance of Devices 8.1-4 to 8.1-9. a) Current density-voltage
characteristics. Inset shows the EQE of all devices as a function of luminance.
b) Electroluminescence spectra of all devices. For better visibility, two groups
of devices are split vertically.
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On the other hand, the balance between the blue and red emission strongly changes
from Device 8.1-7 to 8.1-8, which indicates that more than one sub-EML in the TPBi
system contributes to the light emission. Here, the red emission is strongly increased
because the corresponding red sub-EML moved much closer to the generating in-
terface. To further confirm this result, a last device of this series (Device 8.1-9) is
prepared that only comprises TPBi as matrix material (cf. Fig. 7.3). From left to
right, the colour sequence of the sub-EMLs is blue–red–green–red. Compared to the
previous device, the EL spectrum shows minor but important changes. Here, for the
first time, the peak at 510 nm, corresponding to the Ir(ppy)3 emission, is higher in
intensity compared to the blue FIrpic peak at roughly 475 nm. This clearly indicates
that at least 3 sub-EMLs can be addressed using a TPBi matrix.
Electrical Performance
The discussion of the electrical characteristics and efficiency of Devices 8.1-6 to 8.1-9
was left out up to this point, because the comparison of all prepared devices leads
to a better picture. In Figure 7.4 a), the current density of all discussed devices is
plotted versus the operating voltage. Interestingly, in can be clearly differentiated
between two groups of data. While the first two devices (Devices 8.1-4 and -5) show
steep j-V -characteristics, the remaining four devices all have similar flat slopes. This
suggests that an additional energy barrier must be present in these devices.
The same trend is observed in the device efficiencies. The EQE of all devices is
plotted in the inset of Figure 7.4 a). Again, the Devices 8.1-6 to 8.1-9 show notice-
ably lower EQEs – none of them surpasses 10 % EQE at reasonably high brightness.
Moreover, all of them show an unexpectedly strong efficiency roll-off. It is apparent
from these observations that at least one specific material combination in the complex
multilayer system causes these problems. By carefully comparing the architectures
from Device 8.1-4 to 8.1-9, the only consistent difference between the two groups of
devices is the red TBPI:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) system. Only Devices 8.1-6 to 8.1-9, which
show this poor performance in j-V and EQE data, utilize this combination. In these
devices, the HBL is additionally altered from Bphen to TPBi to check if one of these
materials cause the problems but, referring to Figure 7.4, the data (mainly the j-V
characteristics) remained unchanged under this variation.
Furthermore, referring to the EML design of Devices 8.1-8 and -9, the outermost
sub-EMLs adjacent to the respective blocking layer have increased thickness in order
to rule out strong losses of excitons to the blocking layers. These might occur if
the excitons generated are not sufficiently harvested in the thin sub-EMLs, thus, a
fraction of the excitons might diffusively pass the sub-EMLs ultimately reaching the
non-emissive blocking layers. However, the data of Figure 7.4 a) show that this does
not necessarily improve the EQE of these devices. Thus, losses to the blockers can
be ruled out for the low EQE of Devices 8.1-6 to 8.1-9.
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Figure 7.5: Current density-voltage characteristics of Devices 8.1-10 and -11. They com-
prise the red emitter Ir(MDQ)2(acac) and either TCTA or TPBi is used as
matrix. Inset: EQE of both devices as a function of luminance.
Monochrome OLEDs Comprising Ir(MDQ)2(acac)
The data from above suggests that the combination of TPBI and Ir(MDQ)2(acac)
triggers losses in the OLED. Two red OLEDs are prepared to obtain direct evi-
dence for this effect. Here, Bphen is used as HBL to exclude similar effects at the
TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac)/HBL interface, when using TPBi as blocker.
Device 8.1-10: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (50 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (20 nm, 10 wt%) / Bphen (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs
(55 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device 8.1-11: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (50 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TPBi:
Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (20 nm, 10 wt%) / Bphen (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs
(55 nm) / Al (100 nm)
The performance data of these two red OLEDs (Devices 8.1-10 and -11) are plot-
ted in Figure 7.5 and its inset. As previously seen, the same differences in the j-V
characteristics are observed: When comprising TPBi as matrix material, the slope is
much flatter than the reference TCTA-based OLED. The external quantum efficien-
cies of these two devices are shown in the inset of Figure 7.5. Here, a dramatic change
in the efficiency is observed. While the OLED with the TCTA matrix nearly reaches
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16 % EQE, the values are roughly cut to half for the TPBi:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) system.
Apparently, this combination does not only worsen the electrical behaviour, but also
introduces a severe loss channel for the excited states formed on Ir(MDQ)2(acac)
sites.
In a recent study, Meerheim et al. investigated red OLEDs based on this Ir-
(MDQ)2(acac) emitter under a variation of the HBL material with respect to their
efficiency and device stability [42]. Chemical analysis of the aged materials showed a
complexation between TPBi and Ir(MDQ)2(acac) that accelerated the device degra-
dation. It is most likely that such complexes are already formed during device fab-
rication in the present devices, which then form trap states and/or quenching sites
within the EML. This effect occurs because such large complexes will have a reduced
energy gap [177]. Here, in contrast to the work of Meerheim et al., the overall effect
of such complexation is much more pronounced, because the emitter is diluted in the
TPBi matrix. Thus, the amount of emitter material that is in direct contact to TPBi
molecules is strongly increased.
Conclusion
The results of this section show that the realization of multicoloured emission from a
sub-structured EML is difficult to achieve, mainly due to the very thin exciton gen-
eration zones under EL operation. Using the available matrix materials, particularly
TCTA, it is already an obstacle to obtain emission from as few as two independent
sub-EMLs. Furthermore, the data show that the red emitter Ir(MDQ)2(acac) can
not be used efficiently in combination with TPBi, which severely limits the design
freedom of the sub-structured EML.
In summary, the concept of white emission from a sub-structured EML can only
be used in OLEDs if a broad exciton generation can be realized, which is not the case
for the present material combinations. It requires an ambipolar matrix material which
can produce sufficient exciton generation, spanning at least three independent sub-
EMLs (for red, green and blue). An artificial way to realize such ambipolarity is the
use of mixed host materials, similar to the work of Schwartz et al. using a combination
of TCTA:TPBi to realize an ambipolar interlayer in hybrid white OLEDs [37].
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7.2 Energy Efficient White OLEDs
Despite the fact that the sub-structured emission layer concept could not be trans-
ferred to multicoloured/white electroluminescence in a reasonable way, it can still be
used as a good starting point for the design of efficient white OLEDs. It is mainly the
concept of the intrinsic interlayers between differently emitting sub-EMLs that will
be used here to manage the exciton distribution within the EML to achieve balanced
white light. The sub-structuring of the sub-EMLs, however, is not further applied,
because it is regarded to be detrimental for both the colour tuning and the device
processibility.
Before discussing the emission layer concept and all steps of device optimization, a
few words will be given to specify the targeted emission spectrum. In the Commission
Internationale d’ Eclairage (CIE) colour space, two important white colour points are
known: (1) the point of equal energy with CIE coordinates of (0.33, 0.33) and (2)
the warm-white CIE Standard Illuminant A with (0.448, 0.408) [60]. These points
are located on the Planckian locus, which marks Planckian radiators of different
colour temperature within the CIE diagram. The white OLEDs of this work will
be designed to emit in the range of the Standard Illuminant A, because warm-white
light is preferred for general illumination. To obtain such emission from three basic
blue, green and red emitters, their intensities shall have a staircase-like relation from
blue to red [178]. At least this is valid for emitters whose spectra can be roughly
approximated by a Gaussian shape. The colour quality of the realized white OLEDs
will be addressed later in this section in the discussion of the final white device.
The Emission Layer Design
A scheme of the final EML design is depicted in Figure 7.6. At this stage, the
different functionality of the various sublayers will be discussed. According to the
previous section, the red emitter Ir(MDQ)2(acac) does not work well with the electron
transporting matrix material TPBi. Hence, the only combination for a red system is
TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac). Due to a narrow exciton recombination zone in the TCTA
layer, additional emitters cannot be placed in this layer. Therefore, the remaining two
phosphors for blue and green have to be diluted into TPBi. Here, FIrpic is located
directly at the exciton generating TCTA/TPBi interface so that it does not face any
blocking materials, where exciton quenching is likely due to its high triplet energy.
Consequently, the EML is finalized with a mixed layer of TPBI:Ir(ppy)3.
Two intrinsic interlayers are incorporated in this EML. First, a TCTA interlayer
is inserted between the red and the blue sub-EML, which is essential to control the
exciton distribution at the generating interface and, consequently, the emitted colour.
Because of its high triplet energy, it can suppress Dexter-type exciton diffusion from
the blue layer to the red layer – a process that would be very efficient without a triplet
energy barrier. Furthermore, with a thickness in the range of the Förster radius of
the emitters, it can restrict Förster-type energy transfer from high energy blue to
low energy red excited states. As indicated in Figure 7.6, this interlayer controls the
transfer rate kb-r. Besides, a TPBi interlayer between the blue and green layer is
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Figure 7.6: Schematic EML design with all important energy levels. Lines correspond
to HOMO (solid) and LUMO (dashed) energy levels of EML and blocking
materials. The coloured filled boxed represent the corresponding T1 level. The
orange marks on the x-axis indicate intrinsic interlayers. The orange dashed
box indicates the region of exciton formation. D and F denote Förster- and
Dexter-type energy transfers. Rate constants ki are given for various transfers:
blue–to–red (kb-r), blue–to–green (kb-g), and energy back-transfer (kBT).
inserted. It decouples Förster-type energy transfer between the blue and green layer
similar to the TCTA interlayer. However, in contrast to the latter, the TPBi layer
cannot suppress diffusive triplet energy transfer to the green layer, because no triplet
energy barrier is present. Hence, the Ir(ppy)3 doped sub-EML diffusively harvests
excitons that can not be used for recombination in the blue layer – expressed by
a rate kb-g. In summary, TCTA controls Förster- and Dexter-type transfers while
the thin TPBi interlayer only affects the Förster-type energy transfer from FIrpic to
Ir(ppy)3.
As discussed in Section 7.1, the EML is based on the well known double emission
layer concept [170]. The HOMO and LUMO levels of all EML and blocking materials
are shown in Figure 7.6. The exciton generation is fixed to the TCTA/TPBi interface
because of their preferentially hole- and electron-transporting character [37]. Holes
are injected nearly barrier-free from the NPB EBL into the HOMO level of the red
emitter Ir(MDQ)2(acac), where efficient hopping transport is possible owing to the
high emitter concentration of roughly 10 wt% [42]. Electrons are resonantly injected
from the HBL to the EML, because TPBi is also used as a hole blocking material.
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Hence, both holes and electrons can reach the TCTA/TPBi interface almost without
the need to overcome energy barriers, which is essential for low operating voltages.
Resonant Triplet Energies in the Blue Sub-EML
According to the energy scheme of Figure 7.6, the triplet energies of TPBi and FIrpic
are obviously in resonance. At first glance, this seems to be detrimental for high effi-
ciency, because highly efficient phosphorescence is typically only obtained for mixed
host-guest systems with exciton confining abilities [78]. However, to achieve white
emission from a fully phosphorescent EML with low operating voltages, this EML
design proves to be essential.
In general, as just mentioned, high triplet energy matrix materials are needed
for the blue emitter as well, which increases the transport gap of the device and,
consequently, the operating voltage [179–181]. However, in the present design, TPBi
is used as matrix material for FIrpic – a material that is commonly used as host for
the green emitter Ir(ppy)3 [38, 178]. Therefore, the operating voltage is expected to
be comparable to conventional green DEML OLEDs (cf. Ch. 6). However, in such
resonant systems, the confinement of triplet excitons to the phosphor is not given
anymore, which reduces the quantum yield. Therefore, the blue sub-EML is followed
by a combination of a thin TPBi interlayer and an Ir(ppy)3 doped TPBi sub-EML.
Here, it is attempted to locate the green layer as close to the blue layer as possible, so
that it can efficiently harvest unused triplet excitons of the blue system. The latter
can only diffuse to the green sub-EML, as they are reflected on the TCTA interlayer,
having a high triplet level of T1 = 2.83 eV.
The resonant blue system is expected to be accompanied with a energy back-
transfer rate kBT, similar to endothermic host-guest combinations. Here, excitons can
be continuously transferred from a guest to a host site and back, resulting in a delayed
component in the transient signal of such systems [78, 82, 182]. The following OLEDs
are prepared to directly investigate this delayed component (kBT) in a complete device
structure. The first three devices are prepared as monochrome reference devices. In
order to obtain the delayed component, which is one of several decay channels within
the present EML architecture, the blue sub-EML of Device 8.2-4 is chosen to be 8 nm.
For the red, green, and blue reference OLEDs, the typical standard EML structures
are used [25, 42, 174]. In contrast to the three reference structures, the n-doped ETL
of Device 8.2-4 is 10 nm thinner, similar to the transport layers of the white devices
which will be discussed later.
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / emission
layer / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (50 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device 8.2-1: NPB:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (20 nm, 10 wt%)
Device 8.2-2: TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 8 wt%)
Device 8.2-3: TCTA:FIrpic (20 nm, 20 wt%)
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Device 8.2-4: TCTA6(R) / i2 / TPBi8(B) / i2 / TPBi4(G) / ... / Bphen:Cs
(40 nm) / ...
The exciton dynamics of Device 8.2-4 are investigated in a spectrum- and time-
resolved fashion. Here, the set-up introduced in Chapter 4 is used. Figure 7.7 a) plots
the transmission of Device 8.2-4 as obtained using different colour filters, starting from
solely red emission (1) to the complete emitted spectrum (5). The phosphorescence
of TCTA and TPBi (measured at 77 K) are additionally plotted, showing that the
highest energy peaks of TPBi and FIrpic are roughly at the same position. TCTA
has the highest triplet energy of all materials in the present EML design. Similar
to Device 8.1-8 of the previous section, the present device shows a lower intensity of
the 510 nm feature, compared to the peak at 475 nm (cf. (5) in Fig. 7.7 a)). This
indicates that the Ir(ppy)3 emission is very weak, which is a direct consequence of
the 8 nm thick TPBi:FIrpic layer.
Figure 7.7 b) plots the electroluminescence transients, corresponding to the filtered
spectra in a). Additionally, the transients of the reference Devices 8.2-1, -2, and -3 are
plotted. First, a monoexponential decay with a time constant of 1.4 µs is observed,
which agrees with the corresponding decay of the red reference device (8.2-1). With
increasing transmission, a second decay component appears with a time constant of
approximately 3.0 µs. The arrows in Figure 7.7 b) indicate the onset of this slow
component. Its spectral dependence can be directly linked to the FIrpic emission (cf.
Fig. 7.7 a)). Furthermore, no such slow component is observed for the other two
monochrome reference devices (8.2-2 and -3). Here, the high triplet level of TCTA
assures efficient exciton confinement to FIrpic molecules, which suppresses the delayed
component in the blue reference device.
The Blue–To–Green Transfer Rate kb-g
Apart from the dynamic investigation of the delayed component, photoluminescence
quantum efficiency measurements are carried out in an integrating sphere [183–185]
to investigate the blue–to–green transfer rate kb-g. In general, the PL efficiency is
determined as the ratio between the radiative decay channel (kr) and the sum of
radiative and non-radiative (knr) channel. However, in a host-guest system without
efficient exciton confinement, the rate of recombination on host sites kH (which is
non-radiative) must be included. This transforms the PL efficiency to:
ηPL =
kr
kr + knr + kH
. (7.1)
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Figure 7.7: a) Electroluminescence spectra of Device 8.2-4 as obtained using different
colour filters. The spectra are labelled from solely red emission (1) to the
complete white emission (5). Additionally, the phosphorescence spectra of
TCTA and TPBi are plotted, as determined at 77 K using a gated phospho-
rescence set-up. b) EL decay according to the transmitted spectrum as shown
in a). The arrows indicate the onset of a slower component in the transient
signal. The decay curves of the three reference devices are given additionally.
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FIrpic is doped into either TCTA or TPBi with an emitter concentration of
1.7 wt% each. These mixed films show very different photoluminescence efficiency
of 81 % and 14 % for TCTA and TPBi as matrix material, respectively. If the emitter
concentration in the TPBi system is increased to 10 wt%, the PL efficiency increases
to 32 %. This indicates that the low efficiency observed for the TPBi:FIrpic mixed
films is not an intrinsic feature of the emitter, but rather depends on the probability
of an excited state to find a FIrpic site for recombination. Similar results have been
reported for CBP:FIrpic, showing a parabolic dependency of ηPL on the emitter con-
centration, having a maximum at approximately 20 mol% [78]. These systems can
be well compared, because CBP and TPBi have nearly identical triplet energies of
approximately 2.6 eV.
By knowing the time constant for the TCTA:FIrpic system, which is τ = 1/(kr +
knr) = 1.35 µs [174], it is possible to calculate the rate of recombination on host sites
for the TPBi based system to kH = 3.5×106 s−1. This is roughly six times larger than
the radiative recombination kr = 6.0 × 105 s−1 of the mixed film. Clearly, an EML
that solely consists of TPBi doped with FIrpic cannot be used for an efficient OLED.
However, in the present white EML design, the excitons that would non-radiatively
recombine in the blue sub-EML are efficiently transferred to Ir(ppy)3, where they can
recombine with nearly 100 % PL efficiency [78]. This efficient conversion proceeds,
because the lifetimes of matrix triplet states are typically orders of magnitude longer
than the corresponding emitter time constants [18, 76]. Furthermore, the green sub-
EML is placed very close to the blue emission layer, so that it lies within the triplet
diffusion length of TPBi [178, 186].
Maximizing the Blue Emission
The above discussion shows that the blue emission in the present EML design is the
bottleneck owing to the low PL efficiency of the TPBi:FIrpic mixed layer. Hence,
it is important to find the best compromise for sufficiently intense blue emission
while at the same time realizing the highest possible overall device EQE. The EL
spectrum of Device 8.2-4 already suggests that a thickness of the blue sub-EML of
8 nm is too high to realize strong green emission for a balanced white spectrum.
Therefore, the TBPi:FIrpic layer thickness is reduced to 4 nm in the following two
devices. Additionally, the FIrpic concentration is varied, having values of 10 and
20 wt %.
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / emission
layer / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device 8.2-5: TCTA6(R) / i2 / TPBi4(B) (10wt%) / i2 / TPBi6(G)
Device 8.2-6: TCTA6(R) / i2 / TPBi4(B) (20wt%) / i2 / TPBi6(G)
The electroluminescence spectra of Devices 8.2-5 and -6 are plotted in Figure 7.8,
comparing the influence of the FIrpic concentration. These spectra are measured
at the same luminance of 1,000 cd/m2 and are normalized to the peak wavelength
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Figure 7.8: Electroluminescence spectrum of Devices 8.2-5 and -6 obtained at 1,000 cd/m2
in forward direction (normalized to red emission peak at roughly 600 nm).
The arrows indicate that the blue intensity increases with increasing FIrpic
contribution while at the same time the green intensity decreases.
of the red emitter at roughly 600 nm. Both spectra show a balanced emission with
increasing intensity from blue to red, indicating the sufficiency of a 4 nm thick blue
layer. The arrows in Figure 7.8 show the changes occurring upon an increase of the
FIrpic concentration. The blue FIrpic intensity increases parallel to a decrease in the
green emission from Ir(ppy)3. Similar to the PL efficiency increase of the TPBi:FIrpic
mixed films from 1.7 to 10 wt%, the recombination efficiency further increases for
devices with a doping ratio of 20 wt%. Again, this is a result of enhanced probability
for excitons to find a site for emissive relaxation. According to the literature data for
CBP:FIrpic, a maximum is found for a concentration of 20 mol% [78]. Upon further
increasing emitter concentration, the PL efficiency ηPL drops similar to the exothermic
host-guest systems as a consequence of concentration quenching [79].
Because FIrpic captures a larger fraction of excitons generated at the TCTA/TPBi
interface in the 20 wt% sub-EML, less excited states are able to diffuse to the green
layer, explaining the decrease in Ir(ppy)3 intensity. Despite these spectral changes,
the external quantum efficiencies of both devices reach identical values of 13.1 %
at 1,000 cd/m2. This suggests a compensation of the lower green emission, which
would result in a reduced overall EQE, by the increasing quantum efficiency of the
TPBi:FIrpic sub-EML. Hence, according to results of Devices 8.2-5 and -6, a 4 nm
TPBi:FIrpic layer with a concentration of 20 wt% exhibits the optimum for the blue
layer. However, during the remaining device optimization, a FIrpic concentration
of 10 wt% is used (in part, because some other variations are actually processed
previously to this sample series).
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Variation of the Red and Green Layer Thickness
As a next step, the influence of the layer thickness of the red and green sub-EMLs is
investigated. Therefore, the following two series of devices are prepared, one varying
the TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) the other the TPBi:Ir(ppy)3 layer thickness. All these
devices are prepared in the same run for best comparability, using the single chamber
tool with combinatorial capabilities.
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / emission
layer / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Series 8.2-7: TCTA6, 8, 10, 12(R) / i2 / TPBi4(B) / i2 / TPBi6(G)
Series 8.2-8: TCTA6(R) / i2 / TPBi4(B) / i2 / TPBi4, 6, 8, 10(G)
The aim of this thickness variation of the red and green sub-EMLs is to find the
optimum for high quantum efficiency and low operating voltage in order to realize
very high power efficiencies. The EQE, measured at 1,000 cd/m2, and the correspond-
ing operating voltage are summarized in Table 7.1 for all devices of Series 8.2-7 and
-8. For the variation of the red TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) layer, a slight increase in the
EQE from 11.9 to 12.5 % is observed for larger thickness. At the same time, the op-
erating voltage increases from 3.25 to 3.50 V for doubling the layer thickness from 6
to 12 nm. The latter is detrimental for high power efficiencies. At first glance, the in-
crease in EQE suggests that excitons are still lost to the NPB electron blocker for the
thinnest red layers. However, the thickness variation of the TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac)
layer is accompanied with distinct spectral changes. In Figure 7.9 a), the EL spec-
tra measured at 1,000 cd/m2 under a variation of the thickness of the red layer are
plotted. They are normalized to equal integrated intensities. The arrows indicate
the changes with increasing layer thickness. Here, with increasing layer thickness of
TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac), the red intensity increases, while the contribution from blue
and green decreases. It is therefore not valid to compare the EQE data of Series
8.2-7, because the PL quantum efficiency of each phosphor is different. Among the
used emitters, Ir(MDQ)2(acac) is the most efficient material, being known for the
realization of internal quantum efficiencies approaching unity [42]. Recent literature
data discussing Ir(ppy)3 suggest that its internal efficiency is lower than 100 %, i.e.
in the range of ∼ 70 %, even in a well optimized device [112]. Finally, referring to
the above discussion, the TPBi:FIrpic layer results in the lowest recombination effi-
ciency. Hence, the increase in external quantum efficiency with increasing red layer
thickness is not a consequence of losses to the adjacent EBL, but rather a result of
a changing colour balance, favouring the highly efficient red emission. Therefore, the
thinnest layer of 6 nm TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) will be used as the optimum value since
it results in the lowest operating voltage of 3.25 V.
The effects observed for the variation of the TPBi:Ir(ppy)3 layer thickness are less
pronounced. Referring to the data in Table 7.1, the EQE increases with increasing
layer thickness. Here, the largest improvement is observed between 4 and 6 nm from
10.8 to 11.5 % EQE, while the improvements upon further thickness increase are
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TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) 6 nm 8 nm 10 nm 12 nm
EQE (%) 11.9 11.8 12.2 12.5
voltage (V) 3.25 3.33 3.42 3.50
TPBi:Ir(ppy)3 4 nm 6 nm 8 nm 10 nm
EQE (%) 10.8 11.5 11.8 12.2
voltage (V) 3.27 3.31 3.33 3.37
Table 7.1: EQE at 1,000 cd/m2 and the corresponding operating voltage for all devices of
Series 8.2-7 and -8. Consecutively, the layer thickness of the red and the green
sub-EML are varied.
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Figure 7.9: All spectra are measured at 1,000 cd/m2 in forward direction and are nor-
malized to equal integrated intensity. a) EL spectra of the devices of Series
8.2-7, where the thickness of the red TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) layer is varied.
The arrows indicate increasing red and decreasing blue/green intensity. b)
EL spectra of all devices of Series 8.2-8 varying the green TPBi:Ir(ppy)3 layer
thickness.
smaller. Similar to the red layer, the operating voltage increases with increasing
TPBi:Ir(ppy)3 thickness, even though showing smaller changes. Here, in contrast to
the case of TCTA:Ir(MDQ)2(acac), the emitted spectra, as shown in Figure 7.9 b),
remain nearly unchanged. Only a slight decrease in blue and an increase in green
emission is observed upon increasing layer thickness. Despite the fact that blue and
green sub-EMLs have different ηPL, it cannot be directly distinguished, whether the
changes in EQE are a result caused by a different colour balance or due to lost excitons
in the case of thin TPBI:Ir(ppy)3 layers. With respect to low operating voltages, 6 nm
of the green sub-EML will be used as an optimum value.
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Weakly Doped Blocking Layers
The discussion of the device series from above left some uncertainty, whether the
changes in the EQE can be solely attributed to the change of in the EL spectra. It is
not completely proven that the thickness values for both layers are sufficiently large
to harvest all excitons that are created in or reach the corresponding sub-EML. To
clarify this open issue, additional devices are prepared. The reference device (Device
8.2-9) has the optimum layer thickness for both layers, i.e. 6 nm for red and green
sub-EML. In the other two devices, either one of the blocking layers is weakly doped
with the phosphorescent emitter that is adjacent to the corresponding layer. The
concentration is kept low at 1 wt% to assure that the presence of the emitter does
not influence the electrical performance, and thus the exciton distribution within the
device.
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (60 nm, 4 wt%) / EBL (10 nm) / emission
layer / HBL (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device 8.2-9: NPB / TCTA6(R) / i2 / TPBi4(B) / i2 / TPBi6(G) / TPBi
Device 8.2-10: NPB:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (1wt%) / TCTA6(R) / i2 / TPBi4(B)
/ i2 / TPBi6(G) / TPBi
Device 8.2-11: NPB / TCTA6(R) / i2 / TPBi4(B) / i2 / TPBi6(G) / TPBi:
Ir(ppy)3 (1wt%)
It is expected that both the EQE and the intensity of the corresponding emit-
ter in the white spectrum increases, when excitons created in the EML reach the
doped blocking layer, where they ultimately recombine. Figure 7.10 plots the EQE
of Devices 8.2-9 to 8.2-11 in a) and the their corresponding EL spectra in b). The
latter are normalized to equal integrated intensities. Interestingly, the EQE of the
reference device (8.2-9) has the highest values of all three devices. Doping of the EBL
with Ir(MDQ)2(acac) virtually does not influence the EQE. In contrast, the external
quantum efficiency distinctly decreases for the device with the Ir(ppy)3 doped HBL.
The EL spectra of all devices are very similar. Comparing to earlier devices, these
three OLEDs show an increased green intensity, so that the desired staircase relation
of the three emitters is not given. Presumably an unwanted processing error, most
likely in the thickness of the TCTA interlayer, leads to this problem. Its effect will
be discussed in the next subsection, however, the given difference has no effect on the
validity of this discussion.
The operating voltages of these devices at 1,000 cd/m2 are 3.22, 3.22, and 3.24 V
for Devices 8.2-9 to 8.2-11, respectively. This directly proves that doping of the
blocking layers does not affect the electrical performance of the OLEDs. Hence,
by using the concept of weakly doped blocking layers, it is possible to show that
the thicknesses chosen for the red and green sub-EML exhibit optimum values with
respect to high external quantum efficiency. It can be ruled out that excitons are
diffusively lost to the adjacent blocking layers, i.e. NPB and TPBi (cf. Fig. 7.6).
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Figure 7.10: a) External quantum efficiency as a function of luminance for Devices 8.2-9 to
8.2-11. b) EL spectra, measured in forward direction at 1,000 cd/m2, of the
corresponding device in a). The spectra are normalized to equal integrated
intensity.
The Influence of the TCTA Interlayer Thickness
Referring to Figure 7.6, the TCTA layer has probably the strongest influence on the
internal exciton distribution and, consequently, on the emission spectrum of the white
OLED. It controls both the Förster- and Dexter-type contribution kb-r,F and kb-r,D
to the total energy transfer from the blue to the red sub-EML. It is obvious that
both rates strongly depend on the thickness of the TCTA layer. For the diffusive
Dexter-type contribution, this dependence has two reasons: (i) The interlayer is not
a fully closed layer and, hence, excitons will still find Ir(MDQ)2(acac) sites to hop on,
that are closer in distance than the nominal spacing given by the TCTA thickness.
(ii) Once the interlayer is closed, excitons are able to tunnel through the thin energy
barrier, with a probability that scales with the thickness of the interlayer [187].
To investigate the influence of the TCTA interlayer thickness, the following device
series is prepared, increasing the layer interlayer thickness from 2.0 to 2.6 nm in 0.2 nm
steps.
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / emission
layer / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Series 8.2-12: TCTA6(R) / TCTA (2.0, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 nm) / TPBi4(B)
/ i2 / TPBi6(G)
The EL spectra of all OLEDs of Series 8.2-12 are plotted in Figure 7.11, the
corresponding EQE are shown in the inset. The spectra, measured at 1,000 cd/m2,
are normalized to equal integrated intensity. The arrows indicate increasing TCTA
interlayer thickness. Here, changing the thickness by 0.6 nm in total, strong changes
are observed. The red emission intensity is reduced, while at the same time, the
blue and green intensity increase in a similar fashion. The EQE for the two thinnest
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Figure 7.11: Electroluminescence spectra of devices of Series 8.2-12, where the TCTA
interlayer thickness is varied. They are obtained at 1,000 cd/m2 and are
normalized to equal integrated intensity. Arrows indicate decreasing red
and increasing blue and green emission with increasing TCTA interlayer
thickness. Inset: External quantum efficiency of all devices of Series 8.2-12
as a function of luminance.
interlayers of 2.0 and 2.2 nm remain unchanged, however, a further increase of the
TCTA layer results in decreasing EQE values (cf. inset of Fig. 7.11).
The reasons for the decreasing EQE with increasing layer thickness are twofold.
Of course, in accordance with the discussion on the influence of the red and green sub-
EML thickness, this efficiency change can be a result of a changed spectral balance.
Here, the thicker TCTA layers amplify the lower ηPL of the blue and green systems,
while at the same time taking intensity from the efficient red layer, by lowering of the
overall blue–to–red energy transfer rate kb–r. Furthermore, owing to the fact that the
exciton generation profile decays fast into the TCTA layer, less excitons reach emitter
molecules and more relax non-radiatively in the intrinsic TCTA (cf. Fig. 7.6). Thus,
to obtain the highest possible external quantum efficiencies of this EML concept, the
thickness of the TCTA interlayer should be as thin as possible. The criterium for
the optimal thickness is the rate kb-r. It must be non-zero, otherwise the EQE of
the OLED severely drops. On the other hand, the rate can not be fully optimized,
because this would result in too strong red emission. In Series 8.2-12, the thickness of
2.2 nm shows the best performance in respect to efficiency and colour. Even though
the efficiency of the 2.0 nm device shows identical EQE, the EL spectrum already
contains too much red emission.
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In summary, the thickness of the intrinsic TCTA layer is the most critical param-
eter in the present white EML design, as it directly controls the blue–to–red energy
transfer rate kb-r. The last series of devices showed that the performance of the de-
vices is affected by changes of the interlayer thickness even only in the sub-nanometer
regime. Considering the accuracy of the evaporation tools used being in the same
range, optimization and reproduction become very challenging. Therefore, if this con-
cept will be used for future experiments, the delicate influence of the TCTA interlayer
should be considered from the very beginning.
The Performance of the Optimized White OLED
In the last part of this section, the performance of the final white OLED will be
discussed. Combining the key parameters determined above results in the following
final device architecture. In contrast to all devices that are prepared for the above
discussions, Device 8.2-13 comprises a silver cathode. It is used instead of the standard
aluminum cathode, because it has a slightly higher reflectivity that results in improved
EQE data [188]. Aluminum is used during the optimization to keep the material costs
low. For the remaining part of this chapter, the device efficiencies are measured in an
integrating sphere, in order to state the exact values by correctly taking the angular
emission pattern into account. For clarity, the values are marked with an asterisk (∗).
OLED stack: MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / emission
layer / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Ag (100 nm)
Device 8.2-13: TCTA6(R) (10 wt%) / i2 / TPBi4(B) (20 wt%) / i2 / TPBi6(G)
(8 wt%)
The performance data of Device 8.2-13 are shown in Figure 7.12. In a), the
current density and luminance are plotted as a function of the operating voltage.
The corresponding inset shows the emitted spectra of the device, measured in forward
direction at different brightness. In b), its EQE∗ and the power efficiency∗ (PE∗) are
plotted versus the luminance. The inset in b) shows the CIE diagram with the CIE
coordinates of the corresponding spectrum in a).
The j-V -characteristics of this device indicate a turn-on voltage of approximately
2.3 V, followed by a steep rise in current density. This results in very low operating
voltages. Table 7.2 summarizes the important quantities of the device for different
brightness. A luminance level of 100 cd/m2, which can be compared to a typical com-
puter screen brightness, is already reached below 3 V. Operation at 1,000 cd/m2 only
needs slightly higher voltages of 3.22 V. Even a very high luminance of 10,000 cd/m2
is reached below 4 V. These very low voltages can only be obtained using the p-i-n
OLED concept [8], otherwise much higher voltages would be necessary [53].
At low brightness, Device 8.2-13 reaches 14 % EQE∗. This value decreases to
13.1 % at 1,000 cd/m2 (cf. Tab. 7.2), which is among the highest values reported for
white OLEDs based on three phosphorescent emitters [36, 189, 190] and comparable
to alternative concepts comprising blue fluorophors [11, 186]. The power efficiency of
this device is very high, which is a consequence of the p-i-n concept and the previously
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luminance (cd/m2) voltage (V) EQE∗ (%) PE∗ (lm/W)
100 2.93 14.0 35.4
1,000 3.22 13.1 30.3
10,000 3.96 9.8 18.2
Table 7.2: Performance data of Device 8.2-13, determined at different brightness levels.
EQE and power efficiency (PE) are measured in an integrating sphere, indicated
by the asterisks.
discussed, nearly barrier-free EML design [27]. A power efficiency∗ of 30.3 lm/W is
reached at 1,000 cd/m2 without any outcoupling enhancing techniques – a value that
mostly requires additional outcoupling concepts [189].
The electroluminescence spectrum of Device 8.2-13 (see inset of Fig. 7.12 a))
shows the desired staircase relation of the different emitter intensities, increasing
from blue to red. The CIE colour coordinates are (0.45, 0.47), being displaced from
the Standard Illuminant A to the yellow region (cf. inset of Fig. 7.12 b)). This is
mainly a consequence of the blue emitter FIrpic, showing a rather sky-blue emission,
resulting in a relatively high CIE y value.
It is necessary to note that the scope of this work is to show novel concepts
rather then developing ’ideal light sources’ that fulfill industry specifications. In
general, emission at the Standard Illuminant A could be achieved by only using
FIrpic and Ir(MDQ)2(acac), which is apparent from the CIE diagram in the inset of
Figure 7.12. For instance, the CIE coordinates of Device 8.2-4, which was used to
investigate the exciton dynamics in the present EML design, are (0.44, 0.41), almost
perfectly resembling the values of the Standard Illuminant A. However, such two-
colour approaches lead to a poor illumination quality, because the green emission in
the center of the spectrum is missing [39]. Thus, the available three emitters are
used as a model system to show that highly efficient OLEDs can be realized with a
balanced spectrum having contributions of three basic emitters.
An interesting feature of the present EML design is the excellent colour stability
as a function of brightness. The inset of Figure 7.12 a) plots the EL spectra of
Device 8.2-13 at different luminance levels, spanning the complete range of desired
applications from 100 to 5,000 cd/m2. Upon this variation, no significant changes
in the EL spectra are observed, which is a great improvement on many literature
reports [11, 36, 38]. Typically, the relative intensity of the different emitters change
as a function of current passing through the device, which is a result of energy barriers
within the OLED layer stack. However, the present concept realizes nearly barrier-
free injection and transport of holes and electrons to the exciton generating interface
TCTA/TPBi (cf. Fig. 7.6). Hence, the relative charge carrier distributions of holes
and electrons remain unchanged for different current densities, and consequently,
brightness. This leads to the observed colour stable emission spectra.
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these emitters. The circle marks the Standard Illuminant A.
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7.3 High Refractive Index Substrates for Improved
Light Outcoupling
In order to realize white OLEDs with even higher efficiency, this three-colour phos-
phorescent EML concept will be used in this and the following section, where the light
outcoupling efficiency will be addressed. For these upcoming studies, the optimum
parameters for the EML design found in the preceding section will be used without
further changes.
When comparing the efficiency of the present white OLED (Device 8.2-13) to
existing technologies [191], its power efficiency already reaches twice the value of
conventional incandescent light bulbs. At the same time there is still a gap of roughly
30 lm/W to state-of-the-art compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), typically reaching
60 lm/W. Hence, even highly efficient white OLEDs need a strong efficiency boost to
compete with existing light sources. In this section, the white OLED design developed
will be transferred to high refractive index substrates to increase the light outcoupling
efficiency ηout.
Without changing the parameters of the optimized EML design, the following
device is prepared comprising a high index glass substrate with a refractive index of
n = 1.78. Previously to the preparation of white OLEDs on high index substrates,
a similar study is carried out based on a monochrome red OLED system comprising
Ir(MDQ)2(acac) as emitter to determine the potential of this approach. The results
of this study are summarized in Appendix C. The transparent ITO anode is similar
to the one of the standard devices. Based on a thin-film optics calculation1 prior
to the device preparation, the optimal thickness of the p-doped HTL is found to be
45 nm instead of the 60 nm used for the OLEDs described in Section 7.2. The other
layer thicknesses are kept identical.
Device 8.3-1: high n substrate (n = 1.78) / ITO (90 nm) / MeO-TPD:
NDP-2 (45 nm, 4wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / EML (cf. Device
8.2-13) / TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Ag (100 nm)
The current density voltage characteristics and the EL spectrum are plotted in
Figure 7.13 a) and b), respectively. The data are compared to the reference OLED
(Device 8.2-13) of the previous section. Besides slight deviations in the high field
regime, the j-V data coincide for both OLEDs. Stronger changes are observed in
the electroluminescence. In comparison to the low index OLED, Device 8.3-1 shows
a slight increase of FIrpic and a strong increase of Ir(ppy)3 emission. However, the
changes in the CIE coordinates are small. Here, the two OLEDs have CIE coordi-
nates of (0.44, 0.46) and (0.45, 0.47) for low and high index substrate, respectively.
Considering these data, the reason for these spectral changes still remains unclear. Of
course, it is possible that the actual EML design has varied between the two samples.
On the other hand, the modified optics of the high index OLED might cause these
1Calculations are done using Etfos thin-film optics software v1.3, Fluxim AG, Winterthur,
Switzerland.
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Figure 7.13: a) Current density versus voltage for Devices 8.2-13 and 8.3-1, which differ
in the refractive index of the glass substrate. b) Corresponding EL spectra
of the devices in a) measured at 1,000 cd/m2.
differences. When using an index-matched high n glass substrate, the number of opti-
cal interfaces within the complete OLED is – in the most ideal picture – reduced from
two to one. Here, the substrate assures index-matching from the metal/organic to the
glass/air interface. As a consequence, the high index substrate weakens the interfer-
ence conditions for an emitter within the OLED, possibly resulting in a change in the
extracted power A(λ, θ) of the OLED stack [110], which depends on the wavelength
of the emission.
High Index Outcoupling Structure
Prior to discussing the high index OLED efficiency, an outcoupling structure fabri-
cated within this work will be introduced. As already discussed in Chapter 3, periodic
structures are commonly used to increase the light outcoupling of substrate modes,
because they are able to couple out light at higher angles of incidence to the substrate
normal. For standard glass substrates with a refractive index n = 1.51, many vendors
for microlens arrays exist, but there is no supplier for n > 1.7.2 Therefore, such a
structure is created by modifying the surface of a high index glass plate.
In general, a lens array with single lens dimensions between 10−500 µm would suit
perfectly as an outcoupling surface. Hot-embossing techniques are ideal for realizing
such lens arrays and similar periodic shapes. However, they require a master of
high cost – too high to realize only one single outcoupling structure. Therefore, a
cheaper solution is required. Using high-precision glass cutters, a pyramidal structure
is realized. A photograph of the outcoupling structure is shown in Figure 7.14. V-
shaped grooves are cut into the glass plate (Schott N-LAF 21) in horizontal and
vertical direction, resulting in ordered pyramids. A single pyramid of this structure
2Optmate Corp. offers a microlens array with n = 1.71, however it immediately reacts chemically
with the index-matching fluid purchased from Cargille Labs, making it useless as an outcoupling
structure.
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Figure 7.14: Photograph of the high refractive index outcoupling structure. The pattern
consists of pyramids with a base length of 500 µm and a height of 250 µm
arranged in a square lattice. Insets: Zoom-in of the photograph on the left
(top) and part of the the pattern on top of a yellow test OLED in operation
(bottom).
has a height of 250 µm and a base length of 500 µm. Despite the fact that the pitch
of this structure is about one to two orders of magnitude larger than commercially
available microlens arrays (e.g. HR592 (Optmate Corp., Japan) with 5 or 10 µm pitch
[186]), it can still be used as a model system for an outcoupling structure with the
potential to be scaled to larger sizes. The precision of the glass cutting process limited
the pitch to this minimum value of 500 µm. This outcoupling structure is applied to
the OLED surface using an appropriate index-matching fluid.
External Quantum Efficiency
The external quantum efficiency of Device 8.2-13 (low n) and Device 8.3-1 (high
n) are plotted in Figure 7.15. The flat measurement corresponds to the standard
measurement without any outcoupling structure. Both OLEDs reach similar values
(thin lines). The reference OLED has 13.1 % EQE* at 1,000 cd/m2, where the high
index device yields a slightly higher value of 14.4 % EQE∗. As a next step, an index-
matched half-sphere is attached to the OLEDs, with a diameter much larger than the
active area of the device, to couple out all substrate modes, showing a remarkable
difference (thick lines). While the EQE∗ of the reference OLED is increased by a factor
of 1.8, the EQE∗ of the high index OLED is raised to 34 % – a 2.4-fold improvement.
These values correspond to 55 and 81 lm/W at 1,000 cd/m2. The improvement factors
determined agree with the results of the red monochrome model system (cf. App. C)
for which 1.72 and 2.45 are obtained, respectively. This clearly indicates that much
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Figure 7.15: External quantum efficiency of Devices 8.2-13 (low n) and 8.3-1 (high n).
All data are obtained in an integrating sphere, as indicated by the asterisk.
The EQE is measured in three configurations: flat, i.e. without outcoupling
enhancement, with index-matched half-sphere, and for the high n case with
the patterned pyramidal structure.
more light is coupled into the high index glass substrate. Thus, in accordance with
the discussion of the mode power spectrum of Section 3.6, a part of the organic modes
are converted into substrate modes, which can be easily coupled out [109, 117].
Finally, the efficiency of the high index OLED (Device 8.3-1) is plotted in Figure
7.15 as obtained with the pyramidal outcoupling structure (triangles). It is slightly
higher than the half-sphere data of the reference device. However, taking the slight
differences in standard measurement (flat) into account, it shows an improvement by
a factor of 1.8 to 26 % EQE∗ and 63 lm/W – similar to the improvement observed
by applying the half-sphere to Device 8.2-13. Table 7.3 summarizes the EQE∗ and
PE∗ values obtained at 1,000 cd/m2 using the different outcoupling configurations.
These data already exhibit the great potential of high index glass substrates, showing
an outcoupling improvement by 80 % compared to standard glass substrates, which
is more than the best values obtained for standard substrates modified by microlens
arrays, where improvements up to a factor of 1.68 have been realized [113, 115, 186].
At the same time, the efficiency data of Device 8.3-1 shows that the outcoupling
by the pyramidal structure is still limited to about 50− 60 % of the theoretical limit,
which is given by the half-sphere measurement. Thus, new strategies to fabricate high
quality, large-area outcoupling structures with high refractive indices to even further
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Device No. n ETL (nm) voltage (V) EQE∗ (%) PE∗ (lm/W)
8.2-13 1.51 40 3.22 13.1 – 24 30 – 55
8.3-1 1.78 40 3.08 14.4 26 34 33 63 81
8.3-2 1.78 205 3.11 13.3 34 46 37 90 124
8.2-3 1.78 210 3.11 12.8 34 44 36 87 111
Table 7.3: EQE∗ and PE∗ of Device 8.2-13 (reference) and Devices 8.3-1 (high n), 8.4-
1, and -2 (high n, thick ETL). All values are obtained at 1,000 cd/m2 in an
integrating sphere. The highest values obtained for the patterned outcoupling
structure are displayed in boldface.
improve the outcoupling efficiency are required in the future. The power efficiency
of 63 lm/W at 1,000 cd/m2 (cf. Tab. 7.3) demonstrate that highly efficient OLED
structures, fabricated on top of a high index glass substrate, are on par with CFLs
in terms of efficiency.
7.4 Suppressing Plasmonic Losses with Thick Elec-
tron Transport Layers
A concept to even further improve the overall efficiency of an OLEDs is the use of
thick electron transport layers. Here, with increasing distance between the EML and
the metal cathode, the coupling of the emitting dipoles to surface plasmons can be
suppressed [120]. However, while losses to plasmons steadily decrease with increasing
distance and drop to a negligible level at roughly 200 nm, organic modes increase with
increasing ETL thickness [118]. Due to these opposing trends, it is hard to observe
improvements in the overall light outcoupling from the device. However, the increase
of organic modes with increasing EML-cathode distance is only observed for OLEDs
on standard glass substrates as a consequence of the optical interface between ITO
and glass [118]. This effect vanishes when high n substrates are used because the
optical interface ITO/glass is eliminated [112] (cf. discussion of the mode spectrum
in Sec 3.6). Since the second field antinode is in the range of 200 nm [112, 120], placing
the emission layer at such distances will be sufficient to avoid plasmonic losses.
The following two white OLEDs are prepared to realize emission in the second
emission maximum. The thicknesses of the n-doped ETL is experimentally deter-
mined by broadly scanning the thickness of the ETL in 5 nm steps starting from
190 to 230 nm in an earlier optimization using the combinatorial capabilities of the
single-chamber evaporation tool. The optimum efficiency is found for the range of
200 to 210 nm. However, at these thick ETLs, the outcoupled spectrum is very sen-
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sitive to slight thickness changes. To show this effect, two thickness values (205 and
210 nm) will be discussed in the following. Again it is emphasized that the transi-
tion to thick ETLs on high n substrates has been investigated beforehand on the
red Ir(MDQ)2(acac) based model OLED. The discussion of this study is given in
Appendix C.
Device 8.4-1: high n substrate (n = 1.78) / ITO (90 nm) / MeO-TPD:
NDP-2 (45 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / EML (cf. Device 8.2-13)
/ TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (205 nm) / Ag (100 nm)
Device 8.4-2: high n substrate (n = 1.78) / ITO (90 nm) / MeO-TPD:
NDP-2 (45 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / EML (cf. Device 8.2-13)
/ TPBi (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (210 nm) / Ag (100 nm)
In order to obtain a better comparability to the results of the low n reference
OLED and its high n counterpart, the results of the present Devices 8.4-1 and -2 are
compared to Devices 8.2-13 and 8.3-1 in the following discussion.
Electrical Characteristics
The current density and luminance of the two organic LEDs with thick ETLs are
compared to the reference devices 8.2-13 (low n) and 8.3-1 (high n) in Figure 7.16
a). Remarkably, the OLEDs comprising thick electron transport layers show very
comparable j-V characteristics and operating voltages, although their total thickness
is significantly increased compared to the first order devices. Here the advantage of the
doped transport layers appears: It is of great importance to realize similar operating
voltages for the OLEDs with the thick ETLs, otherwise the power efficiency would
suffer even if improvements in the EQE are realized. In comparison with the high n
OLED with 40 nm ETL (Device 8.3-1), which is prepared on the same substrate plate,
the two devices with thick ETLs show slightly higher voltages for the same current
density. However, these differences are negligible with regard to the operating voltages
for e.g. 1,000 cd/m2 (cf. dashed line in Fig. 7.16 a)).
External Quantum Efficiency
Similar to the device evaluation discussed in the preceding section, the OLEDs are
measured in an integrating sphere in flat, patterned, and half-sphere configuration.
All data of Devices 8.4-1 and -2 are summarized in Table 7.3 of the previous section. In
the flat configuration, both devices yield 13.3 and 12.8 % EQE∗, which is comparable
to the data of the reference white OLED. By applying the index-matched half-sphere
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Figure 7.16: a) Current density and luminance as a function of operating voltage for
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additionally. Arrows indicate the spectral changes observed for the OLEDs
with thick ETLs.
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to the OLEDs, very high values of 46 and 44 % EQE∗ are obtained at 1,000 cd/m2.
With an improvement factor between flat and half-sphere configuration of roughly 3.4
for both devices, the improvement is even higher than observed for the monochrome
test OLEDs (cf. App. C), showing a threefold improvement.
The efficiency of the two OLEDs with thick ETLs can be raised to 34 % EQE∗ at
1,000 cd/m2, when the pyramidal outcoupling structure is attached to the substrate
surface. Referring to Table 7.3, this coincides with the data obtained for the first
maximum device on high index substrates, when measured in the half-sphere config-
uration. Thus, by combining the concepts of high index substrates with thick ETLs,
an improvement factor of approximately 2.6 is realized – the highest factor known to
date for a flat outcoupling structure. So far, the concept of low index grids reported
by Sun et al. marked the best value of 2.3 [115].
Effects of Thick ETLs on the Electroluminescence Spectra
The EL spectra of Devices 8.4-1 and -2 are plotted in Figure 7.16 b). In direct
comparison to the spectra of the OLEDs with 40 nm ETL, strong spectral changes
are observed. The arrows indicate that the blue and red emission intensities are
reduced and/or the green intensity is enhanced. This has negative influence on the
colour quality of the emitted spectrum. First, the colour rendering index (CRI), a
measure for the colour reproduction quality of a light source, is reduced from 80 for
the reference OLEDs to 69 and 72 for Devices 8.4-1 and -2, respectively. Furthermore,
the CIE coordinates shift to the yellow region in the colour space, having coordinates
of (0.41-0.43, 0.49). This trend is plotted in Figure 7.17 a), where all CIE coordinates
of the OLEDs are shown in the CIE diagram. This effect will be discussed later in
detail. As mentioned before, the OLEDs in the second emission maximum are very
sensitive to a change in the ETL thickness. This becomes apparent by comparing
the CIE coordinates of the two second antinode OLEDs. Here, only by changing the
ETL thickness by 5 nm, the CIE x coordinate changes from 0.41 to 0.43. As already
discussed in Section 7.2, the CIE y coordinates of the present white OLEDs are higher
than requested to meet the Standard Illuminant A. However, the blue emitter FIrpic
is not fully suitable to realize a balance three-colour white spectrum at Standard
Illuminant A, hence these results serve as a first proof-of-principle.
A direct consequence of the thick ETLs is the more forward-directed emission of
the OLEDs [120]. Figure 7.17 b) plots the integrated intensity of two OLEDs (Devices
8.2-13 and 8.4-2) in an angular resolved fashion. Interestingly, and in contrast to the
commonly made assumption that OLEDs emit light with a Lambertian pattern, the
reference OLED shows sub-Lambertian characteristics. Hence, measuring OLED effi-
ciency data in an integrating sphere or with a high precision goniometer is definitely
required for a correct efficiency determination. Compared with the reference device,
the emission for the high n OLED with thick Bphen:Cs layer has an even more narrow
angular intensity distribution. At first glance this seems to be detrimental, however,
light outcoupling concepts that address the glass modes benefit from this direct emis-
sion. This is because surface modifications, e.g. the pyramidal structure used in this
study, do not reach the values obtained with the large half-sphere, indicating that
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they are still only able to couple out light to a certain angle. Hence, these outcoupling
structures have an effective escape cone within the glass [113]. Therefore, more light
can be coupled out if the angular distribution of the light in the glass is more direct,
having a larger fraction of light with small angles of incidence to the surface normal.
This effect is even more important for high n substrates because their escape cone for
a flat surface is in the first place much smaller (critical angle for TIR: θg = 33.7 °). In
addition to the reduced escape cone compared to the half-sphere configuration, the
outcoupling efficiency of the pyramidal structure is worsened due to absorption losses
of light traveling multiple cycles in the optical structure.
Wavelength-Dependent Second Emission Maximum
The reasons for the strong changes in the EL spectra of the white OLEDs with thick
ETLs are the different interference conditions in the OLED cavity for different wave-
length. It is necessary to optimize the cavity length of differently emitting OLEDs in
the first emission maximum to obtain the highest light output [116]. Furthermore, the
optimum thicknesses for the second emission maximum diverge for different colours
with increasing layer thickness.
Using the thin-film optics software Etfos v1.3, model calculations are performed
based on the present OLED stack. Input parameters are the refractive index and
absorption coefficients of each layer, their thickness, and the PL spectra of the three
emitters FIrpic, Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(MDQ)2(acac). Figure 7.18 shows the calculated for-
ward radiance of each emitter in the complete layer stack, by simply setting the
emission intensity of the other two emitters to zero. Apparently, while the first emis-
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each emitter independently, by turning the emission of the other emitters
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sion maxima of all emitters lie very closely together, the corresponding optimum
values in the second maximum differ by approximately 60 nm from the FIrpic to the
Ir(MDQ)2(acac) emission. In addition, the product of the radiance curves for each
emitter is calculated, plotted as the black solid line. It shows the overlap being larger
in the first maximum by a factor of roughly two. It is the component product that
determines the optimal thickness for the spectrally integrated radiance maximum.
Clearly, the peak of the product almost perfectly coincides with the radiance max-
imum for Ir(ppy)3 – the green emitter.
3 Thus, by optimizing the ETL thickness in
the second order range to maximum outcoupling values, the green emission is in-
evitably enhanced, while at the same time blue and green intensities are suppressed.
This effect agrees with the experimentally observed changes in the EL spectra for the
OLEDs with thick ETLs (Devices 8.4-1 and -2). Further, it explains the differences
in the improvement factor from flat to half-sphere configuration between the white
devices and the red model OLEDs (3.45 versus 3.00, respectively – cf. App. C).
As mentioned above, the white OLEDs are optimized for the highest overall light
output which coincides with the maximum value of the green Ir(ppy)3 emission. Con-
3It is worth noting that the calculated maximum at 195 nm is slightly smaller than the experi-
mentally determined values of 205− 210 nm. However, the error in determining the thickness in the
evaporation tool is about 5 %, which results in a 10 nm error at 200 nm total thickness.
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sequently, blue and red emissions are slightly off their maximum and, with respect
to their emission spectrum, located in a detuned cavity. Similar to the discussion
of the red model OLEDs in Appendix C, an emitter in a detuned cavity will couple
more light at larger angles into the substrate. This high angle contribution can be
extracted to air with the half-sphere lens, leading to a larger improvement factor for
the white OLEDs.
There are basically two ways to counteract this effect. To some extent, it is possible
to re-optimize the EML design (cf. Fig. 7.6), based on the outcoupled spectrum for
the OLEDs in the second maximum. For instance, the red emission can be increased
artificially by slightly decreasing the TCTA interlayer thickness. In a similar fashion,
the blue intensity could be raised by using a thicker TPBi:FIrpic layer. This will
reduce the Ir(ppy)3 contribution (which is desired to a certain amount), because the
green layer is moved further away from the exciton generating interface. However,
the latter change will probably reduce the overall internal quantum efficiency of the
EML, because more inefficient blue and less efficient green is used. Apart from re-
adressing the EML design, a possible solution to obtain a better colour quality could
be the optimization at even higher field maxima. Based on the same calculation, the
5th and 4th order outcoupling maxima fall together for blue and red, respectively, at
a calculated ETL thickness of 580 nm. At this position, the green intensity reaches
about 60 % of its radiance maximum (5th order), which is located at 630 nm. However,
this would cause much higher material consumption, which, in turn, would strongly
increase the cost of OLEDs.
Power Efficiency Reaching Fluorescent Tube Values
Finally, in comparison to the OLEDs emitting in the first field antinode, the power
efficiencies of the white devices with thick ETLs on high n substrates will be dis-
cussed. The power efficiencies∗ (in flat, patterned, and half-sphere configuration) as
a function of luminance are plotted for all four OLEDs discussed in Figure 7.19. The
corresponding values at 1,000 cd/m2 are summarized in Table 7.3. Taking all the
substrate modes into account by attaching the half-sphere lens to the OLEDs, very
high PEs∗ of 124 and 111 lm/W are obtained for the devices with the 205 and 210 nm
thick Bphen:Cs layers, respectively. These values mark the theoretical limit for the
present devices, since all substrate light is coupled out.
By applying the pyramidal structure to these OLEDs, very high values of 90 and
87 lm/W are obtained - to date, the highest values reported in open literature [27].
These efficiencies are on par with commercially available fluorescent tubes (87.5 lm/W
[191]). Considering that the latter are conventionally placed in reflector housings,
their power efficiency typically drops to 60−70 lm/W. Such housings are not necessary
for OLED lighting tiles, because they will emit all light through their front face. Only
inorganic LEDs with about 50− 60 lm/W for commercially available [191] and up to
138 lm/W for lab devices [192] represent an alternative high efficiency technology.
However, these devices have a completely different form factor, being a nearly ideal
point source. Thus, they are mainly used in applications where direct high-intensity
light is desired, e.g. as front lights in the automotive sector, spotlights, or flash lamps.
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Figure 7.19: Power efficiencies∗ as a function of luminance of the discussed white OLEDs.
Expect for the low refractive index Device 8.2-13, where no patterned struc-
ture is available, the PE∗ is obtained for the flat, patterned, and half-sphere
configuration.
Soft, large area light, as naturally emitted by OLEDs, can only be realized with LEDs
when diffusive elements are integrated, which will reduce their efficiency.
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7.5 Efficiency Roll-Off Characteristics
In this last section of Chapter 7, the efficiency roll-off characteristics of the white
OLEDs will be discussed. Despite the fact that the concept of the sub-structured
EML design with 1D exciton confinement could not be successfully extended to white
light emission, these devices still have an very low roll-off.
From the EQE, the critical current density jc is estimated to (100± 20) mA/cm2
for all four devices, which is one of the best values reported for phosphorescent white
OLEDs [39, 189]. Even though 1,000 cd/m2 are established throughout the literature
as an illumination relevant device brightness, even higher luminescence levels are
desired for lighting applications which will reduce the size and the cost of lighting tiles.
5,000 cd/m2 represent a realistic device brightness for white OLED applications. The
above determined critical current density jc is about one order of magnitude higher
than the current density needed for 5,000 cd/m2, clearly showing the very good high
brightness performance of the present white OLED design.
Low Power Efficiency Roll-Off
It is a common fact that the EQE and PE roll-off characteristics are different, with the
stronger decrease in efficiency observed for the PE. This is a consequence of additional
resistive losses that occur under device operation. Despite the fact that the power
efficiency is the most important measure for lighting applications, the increased roll-
off in PE did not raise much attention in scientific literature.
In order to quantify the influence of resistive losses, the ratio βresistive of the nor-
malized PE and EQE data is calculated as a function of luminance L (or current
density j):
βresistive =
ηPE(x)/ηPE(100 cd/m
2)
ηEQE(x)/ηEQE(100 cd/m
2)
, where x is L or j. (7.2)
The corresponding EQE and PE data sets are normalized to a value of 100 cd/m2,
at which the highest efficiency is observed. This is a result of their relatively high
leakage currents compared to conventional, electrically undoped OLEDs [193]. This
βresistive quantifies the contribution of injection and transport losses of carriers to the
PE roll-off. If βresistive would be equal to one, the shape of the normalized EQE
and PE data would coincide. This calculation assumes that thermalization losses
prior to exciton emission are constant at any luminance. Such losses are for instance
the energy difference between a formed singlet exciton on a matrix molecule that is
transferred to a lower energy triplet state of the phosphorescent emitter.
The calculated ratio βresistive is plotted in Figure 7.20 versus current density j in
a) and versus luminance L in b) for the low n reference OLED and the high n device
with thick ETL (205 nm). Additionally, the βresistive ratio is calculated for two highly
efficient white OLED concepts from literature, i.e. the reports from Sun et al. [11]
and Su et al. [39]. In comparison to the latter data, the resistive contribution to the
PE is the lowest being reported for the present devices. At 5,000 cd/m2, they reach a
value of βresistive = 0.8, while the corresponding ratios are 0.6 and 0.7 for the devices
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Figure 7.20: Roll-off due to resistive losses (βresistive is plotted on the y-axis), as calculated
using Equation (7.2) as a function of a) current density and b) luminance of
the present white OLEDs is compared with two highly efficient white OLED
concepts from literature (data are taken from Refs. [11, 39]).
of Sun et al. [11] and Su et al. [39]. It is impressive that βresistive does not differ for
OLEDs with thin (8.2-13) and thick (8.4-1) n-doped ETLs. This indicates that the
resistive losses are not caused by the doped transport layers (at least this is direct
evidence for the n-doped case). At very high fields, which could not be reached for
these devices, the j-V characteristics is expected to be limited by the serial resistance
of the ITO anode, having a sheet resistance of 25 Ω/square. This would ultimately
result in a linear dependence between βresistive and the current density j. However, at
low current densities, this ratio decreases super-linearily. Hence, most of the losses
must be caused by injection barriers and the remaining electrically undoped organic
layers of the OLEDs.
The comparably low roll-off in βresistive allows obtaining extremely high power ef-
ficiency values for the present white OLEDs. Using the patterned outcoupling struc-
ture, the OLEDs on top of high n substrates still reach very high PE∗ of 74 and
73 lm/W at very high brightness of 5,000 cd/m2 for 205 and 210 nm thick Bphen:Cs
layers, respectively. These values are still comparable with the efficiency of fluorescent
tubes in a fixture (60−70 lm/W) and even better than the average power efficiency of
state-of-the-art CFLs (60 lm/W) [191]. Only by considering the decrease of βresistive
with increasing luminance or current density, the contribution of resistive losses to
the PE roll-off bears great potential for further device improvements.

Chapter 8
Concluding Remarks
Phosphorescent organic LEDs suffer from a drop in efficiency with increasing lumi-
nance as a result of bimolecular quenching processes, where triplet-triplet annihila-
tion (TTA) dominates. Thus, many applications can not fully make use of the high
potential of electrophosphorescence. Within this work, the underlying microscopic
mechanisms that lead to triplet-triplet annihilation and, based on the experimental
findings, new concepts for improved high brightness performance of phosphorescent
organic LEDs were investigated.
8.1 Triplet-Tiplet Annihilation
The well-known host-guest system CBP:Ir(ppy)3 was studied and compared to a
reference system comprising TCTA as matrix in time-resolved photoluminescence
experiments. The results showed that host-guest TTA – an unwanted additional
TTA channel – sets in at high excitation densities, despite the fact that it reaches a
PL efficiency of almost unity at low brightness [78]. This was ascribed to the close
lying triplet levels of CBP and Ir(ppy)3, which are only split 150 meV in energy,
enabling energy transfer from the guest sites to host species and by that host-guest
TTA. With this result, the triplet level arrangement in phosphorescent mixed films
should be reconsidered to prevent this unwanted bimolecular annihilation.
This study further focussed on the understanding of TTA in mixed phosphorescent
solid films comprising the archetype emitter Ir(ppy)3. By carefully analyzing photo-
luminescence transients using different triplet-triplet annihilation models, it could be
shown that this emitter system cannot reach the theoretical limit, as predicted by
calculations. Aggregation of Ir(ppy)3 molecules, which has been suggested before in
literature [83], was investigated in transmission electron microscopy, providing direct
evidence. Based on these findings, a novel sub-structured emission layer design was
introduced that efficiently suppresses exciton motion in one direction of space, lead-
ing to a decreased TTA contribution. This concept was successfully integrated in an
OLED, for which improved high brightness performance could be realized. Finally,
two very similar emitter molecules were compared with respect to their tendency to
form aggregates in the mixed film, i.e. Ir(ppy)3 and Ir(ppy)2(acac). These molecules
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have much different permanent dipole moments of 6.26 and 1.91 debye [169], respec-
tively, suggesting that the packing of the molecules also differ. Indeed, the OLEDs
comprising Ir(ppy)2(acac) having a smaller dipole moment showed improved efficiency
at high brightness, which was explained by a reduction of TTA. This picture was sup-
ported by photoluminescence experiments, in which a smaller TTA rate constant was
found for Ir(ppy)2(acac).
Outlook
Both the results of the sub-structured emission layer concept and of the emitter
with a lower dipole moment implicate the large potential to improve the efficiency
of phosphorescent OLEDs at high luminance levels. Future investigations should
focus on the molecular arrangement of the emitter in the mixed film on microscopic
scales. The model calculations in this work show that most of the future OLED
applications could fully benefit from the intrinsically high efficiency of phosphorescent
emitters, if the theoretical limit for TTA would be reached. Therefore, as a very
important first step, future investigations should focus on the understanding of the
microscopic mechanisms leading to the formation of emitter aggregates. As said
before, the results of this work suggest that the permanent emitter dipole moment
influences the molecular packing, but still a deeper understanding of the molecular
coupling is necessary. Once the origin of the aggregation is understood, efficient
methods are required to prevent the aggregation of the emitter.
It is worth checking if the aggregation depends on the matrix material used and,
further, if the tendency of aggregate formation is affected by the fabrication process.
For instance, the influence of the substrate temperature and evaporation rate should
be addressed with high priority in future research. Apart from that, more effort
must be spent on the engineering of improved molecules with lower tendency to form
aggregates in the mixed film. Here, the permanent dipole moment is one of various
parameters, which should be investigated with respect to triplet-triplet annihilation
in the future.
In Chapter 6 it was shown that TTA in photoluminescence is also reduced when
the emitter concentration is decreased (from 10 to 1 mol%). However, this effect
could not be successfully utilized in real devices, mainly because not all excitons
created recombined on the phosphorescent emitter. It is plausible that the excited
triplet lifetime of the phosphors, typically in the range of microseconds [6], lead to
a saturation of the highly diluted emissive sites. Thus, in order to make use of the
reduced TTA in OLEDs, the triplet lifetime of the phosphorescent emitters need to be
shortened even further – a very challenging requirement, because it is widely believed
that the state-of-the-art emitters are close to the optimum. However, recently Han
et al. reported on a modified Ir-based emitter which incorporates an active hydrogen
[194]. In comparison to Ir(ppy)3, for which they measured an excited lifetime of
713 ns, the modified emitter Ir(ppi)2(acac) had a drastically reduced time constant of
only 52 ns – more than one order of magnitude shorter. When incorporated in real
devices using CBP as matrix material, they observed a improved efficiency roll-off
for Ir(ppi)2(acac) at a concentration of 2 wt%. Despite the fact that the absolute
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efficiency of these devices were comparably low (7.1 % EQE), their results show that
phosphorescent emitter molecules with much shorter lifetimes can be synthesized,
which reduces TTA by lowering the exciton density needed for emission. Even more
important, such emitters offer the freedom to decrease the emitter concentration
in the mixed film. Thus, it should be considered to investigate TTA and emitter
aggregation in mixed solid films with shorter lifetimes and lower concentration of the
phosphorescent emitter.
8.2 White Phosphorescent Organic LEDs
Based on the results of the various experiments focussing on triplet-triplet annihila-
tion in organic phosphorescent mixed films, a novel, highly efficient concept for white
OLEDs was developed. The sub-structured emission layer concept introduced to re-
duce TTA was the basis of the white emission layer design. Low operating voltages
and high external quantum efficiencies were realized by comprising a host-guest sys-
tem for the blue emitter FIrpic with resonant triplet energies. It was placed in the
center of the emission layer so that unused excitons could be harvested in adjacent
red and green layers. The emission of these white OLEDs was analyzed in time-
and spectrally resolved fashion, where a delayed component in the transients was
observed, giving direct evidence for the special design of the blue sub-emission layer.
Additional concepts were followed to further increase the device efficiency of the
white OLEDs developed in this work. First, high index glass substrates were used to
increase the amount of light coupling into the substrate and, second, thick electron
transport layers were comprised to suppress plasmonic losses to the metal cathode.
The combination of these results could substantially increase the device performance
– compared to a reference OLED: the best device showed a 2.6-fold improvement in
the external quantum efficiency. However, as a result of the blue emitter used, the
colour of these devices does not meet industry specifications for standard illumination
applications. Thus, future work should focus on improving the colour quality while
at the same time retaining the high efficiency of this concept. This will be discussed
in the following.
Efficiency Forecast
Based on the performance of the white organic LEDs presented in this work, an
estimation of a realistic and near-future limit of white OLED power efficiency will be
provided. Despite the fact that the following calculation is based on specific device
data, it can still be used for general considerations. It includes two very important
factors: (i) only emission at the Standard Illuminant A will be considered, and (ii)
according to the cost factor of OLED lighting panels in Chapter 2, a more realistic
brightness of 5,000 cd/m2 is used instead of the 1,000 cd/m2 standard value. All
individual steps and assumptions are summarized in Figure 8.2.
To discuss the influence of the emitted spectrum on the power efficiency, the lumi-
nous efficacy Kr of a given spectrum, as introduced in Section 4.2, is used. It is defined
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as the ratio of luminous and radiant flux with units of lumen per Watt (lm/W), thus,
it weights the emitted spectrum with respect to the sensitivity V (λ) of the human eye.
As mentioned, the white OLED with highest efficiency (Device 8.4-1, 90 lm/W) emits
a spectrum that is shifted to the yellow region of the CIE colour space. Its emission
corresponds to an efficacy value of 366 lm/W. As a first step in this calculation, the
corresponding efficacy of a simulated spectrum is determined having CIE coordinates
of the Standard Illuminant A (0.44, 0.41). Therefore, the PL spectra of the three
emitters FIrpic, Ir(ppy)3, and Ir(MDQ)2(acac) are taken (cf. Fig. 3.12) and added
to realize emission at colour point A. The resulting spectrum is plotted in Figure 8.1
as the black solid line. This spectrum has an efficacy of 316 lm/W, a value that is
noticeably lower compared to the value of Device 8.4-1. The black dotted spectrum
in Figure 8.1 represents the PL emission of FIrpic, clearly indicating that the con-
tribution of Ir(ppy)3 is very low. However, the green emission is very important to
obtain high efficacies. In order to achieve a balanced spectrum at colour point A, the
blue phosphor must emit at shorter wavelength. This influence is simulated in Figure
8.1 by shifting the FIrpic emission to shorter wavelength down to a peak wavelength
of 452 nm, which represents a total shift of 23 nm. The resulting simulated spectrum
at colour point A corresponds to an increased efficacy of 328 lm/W. Again, by refer-
ring to the dotted FIrpic spectrum, the Ir(ppy)3 contribution is strongly enhanced,
resulting in a balanced staircase spectrum. Apparently, to realize emission at the
Standard Illuminant A, the OLED power efficiency will be lower than the value of
Device 8.4-1. In order to realize emission with these specifications, a deeper blue
emitter must be incorporated into the present white OLED concept. The emitter
iridium(III) bis(4’,6’-difluorophenylpyridinato)tetrakis(1-pyrazolyl)borate (FIr6) is a
promising candidate for future research having a peak wavelength of approximately
460 nm which corresponds to an increase in triplet energy of roughly 100 meV com-
pared to FIrpic [190, 195, 196]. An appropriate matrix material could be a derivative
of spirofluorene based phosphine oxide (SPPO1) [197]. It is an electron transporting
material with a LUMO level of 2.7 eV which would fit well into the present white
emission layer design.
Starting at a power efficiency of 90 lm/W at 1,000 cd/m2 that was obtained in
Chapter 7 for Device 8.4-1, the transition to a brightness of 5,000 cd/m2 will decrease
the PE to 74 lm/W and the recalculation to colour point A further to 64 lm/W. It is
worth noting that this calculation assumes equal internal efficiencies of the three phos-
phors, which is a good approximation for the emitters used [42, 78], and unchanged
operating voltages.
For the conventional OLED configuration with thin electron transport layers and
standard glass substrates, the outcoupling efficiency is between 20− 25 % [107, 109],
however the external quantum efficiency of Device 8.2-13 (reference OLED) is only
14 % EQE at 100 cd/m2. Assuming that the efficiency can be lifted to 20 % EQE using
highly efficient (proprietary) emitters, the device performance could be increased by
a factor of 1.43.
Further improvement should be feasible by optimizing the high index outcoupling
structure. The present devices used a pyramidal pattern (improvement factor 2.6),
however the obtained values differ strongly from the half-sphere data (improvement
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Figure 8.1: Using the PL spectra of the three emitters FIrpic, Ir(ppy)3, and
Ir(MDQ)2(acac), a white spectrum is calculated to meet the colour coordinates
of the Standard Illuminant A. Further white spectra with CIE (0.44, 0.41) are
calculated by consecutively shifting the blue emitter to shorter wavelengths.
For each spectrum, the blue peak wavelength and the resulting luminous ef-
ficacy Kr are given. Dotted lines represent the corresponding emission from
the blue emitter.
factor 3.45), which mark the theoretical limit of light outcoupling from glass to air.
It is worth noting that the pyramidal structure has not been optically optimized,
rather it is an early proof-of-principle. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that further
improvement can be achieved with an optimized structured, large area outcoupling
structure. In present calculation, the outcoupling factor is assumed to increase by
15 % to 3.0 (however this assumption is made without detailed physical reason). One
possible structure for better outcoupling would be a microlens array [115] made of
high refractive index material.
In accordance with the discussion of the high brightness performance of phos-
phorescent organic systems in this work, the OLED efficiency can substantially be
increased by reducing the efficiency roll-off, both due to bimolecular annihilation
(mainly TTA) and to resistive losses (βresistive). For the white OLEDs of Chapter 7,
the EQE at 5,000 cd/m2 drops to approximately 80 % of its value obtained at low
brightness, where no quenching is expected. Future research should reduce the ef-
ficiency roll-off to a point where it is negligible at 5,000 cd/m2. For instance, green
OLEDs can already maintain 97 % of their low brightness EQE using the emitter
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Ir(ppy)2(acac) (cf. Ch. 6). Finally, resistive losses, which are quantified in the βresistive
factor, should be reduced by further minimizing energy barriers and improving the
charge carrier transport, especially in intrinsic materials. By carefully optimizing the
device architecture, it should be feasible to increase βresistive from 0.8 of the present
white OLEDs at 5,000 cd/m2 to 0.9.
In total, taking all the aspects from above together, the power efficiency could be
further increased to 155 lm/W at 5,000 cd/m2 (cf. Fig. 8.2). Note that compared to
the performance of Device 8.4-1 this forecasted value corresponds to a much higher
device brightness and an improved colour quality that meets lighting industry spec-
ifications. Despite the fact that most of the discussed improvement factors are not
too far fetched, they show that much more effort must be spend on research and
development of white organic LEDs in future to fully make use of their potential.
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operation at 5,000 cd/m2
(90 lm/W decrease to 74 lm/W)
factor of change total change
Device 8.4-1: 90 lm/W at 1,000 cd/m2 with CIE (0.41, 0.49)
emission at colour point A
(efficacy decreases from 
366 lm/W to 316 lm/W)
0.82 0.82
0.86 0.71
deeper blue emitter
(efficacy increases from 
316 lm/W to 328 lm/W)
1.04 0.74
higher EQE
(13.1 % to 20 %)
1.43 1.06
improved outcoupling structure
(improvement factor increases
from 2.6 to 3.0)
1.15 1.22
reduced EQE roll-off
(relative roll-off to 5,000 cd/m2 
increases from 0.8 to 1)
1.25 1.53
reduced resistive losses
(βresistive increases from 0.8 to 0.9)
1.13 1.72
155 lm/W at 5,000 cd/m2
Figure 8.2: Based on the performance of Device 8.4-1, different aspects that contribute
to the OLED power efficiency are discussed in respect to their potential for
future improvement. For each point, the factor of change is given in the first
column and the total change, taking all previous factors into account, in the
second column.

Appendix A
Field-Induced Triplet State
Dissociation
Referring to the discussion of bimolecular quenching processes in Chapter 3, exci-
ton dissociation is one possible channel that contributes to the efficiency roll-off of
organic LEDs. In general, excited states, or their precursor states prior to the ex-
citon formation, can dissociate into free charges due to an applied electric field F
[21]. Here, this process is investigated at state-of-the-art multilayer phosphorescent
OLEDs mainly to show that for such devices, field-induced exciton dissociation can
be ruled out as significant quenching channel [20], although various research groups
reported field-induced quenching for both singlet [198, 199] and triplet [21] excitons.
Prepared Devices
To investigate field-induced triplet quenching, the following OLEDs are prepared.
Additionally to the phosphors introduced in Chapter 3, a deep red emitting phos-
phorescent emitter, tris(1-phenylisoquinoline) iridium [Ir(piq)3], is used. Its emission
maximum lies at approximately 630 nm [20], therefore the low triplet-gap material
NPB is used as a suitable host material.
Device A-1: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / NPB:Ir(piq)3
(20 nm, 20 wt%) / Bphen (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (60 nm) / Al (100 nm)
Device A-2: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (60 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / TCTA:
Ir(ppy)3 (20 nm, 7 wt%) / Bphen (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (60 nm) /
Al (100 nm)
Field-Induced Dissociation
Khan et al. discussed and differentiated the electric field-induced dissociation of
excitons on the one side and of their precursor states on the other [199]. If excitons
are quenched, a shorter radiative lifetime τ of the emissive species is expected. In
contrast to that, a decrease of the PL intensity without a change in τ indicates a
dissociation of precursor states, prior to the exciton formation. Two experiments are
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carried out to investigate these processes of field assisted quenching, both using the
time-resolved set-up discussed in Chapter 4.
Beforehand, the effective field present in the OLEDs operated at a voltage U needs
to be estimated. Due to the use of doped transport layers in this study, the effective
field within the device can be calulated as follows:
F =
U
din
− Ubi
din
, (A.1)
with Ubi being the built-in potential and din the thickness of the intrinsic (non-doped)
layers. The built-in potential is roughly determined by the difference between the
LUMO level of the n-doped ETL and the HOMO of the p-doped HTL. This results
in Ubi ∼ 2 V. From the current density and luminance versus voltage data (cf. Ref.
[20]), the upper limit of applied field strength to F ∼ 0.75 MV/cm at 5 V operating
voltage can be estimated.
Experiments
Photoluminescence transients are recorded as a function of the applied electric field
to check if the radiative lifetime τ changes with F . Therefore, an OLED structure
is excited with a nitrogen pulse laser at 337 nm. The applied field is increased in
reverse bias direction from a roughly field-free condition up to 2.5 MV/cm. Applying
reverse bias to an OLED has the great advantage to investigate the influence of the
electric field while the current density j is very low. The result is exemplarily shown
for Device A-2, comprising TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 as EML, in Figure A.1 a). No difference,
neither in amplitude nor in lifetime τ , can be observed up to a field of 1.0 MV/cm.
A small amplitude decrease of 5 % is observed at a field strength of approximately
2.5 MV/cm. This value exceeds the upper limit of OLED operation conditions by
at least a factor of two. Device A-1 showed qualitatively the same results, i.e. no
significant change in the PL amplitude.
To investigate possible dissociation of charge-transfer states that are formed prior
to exciton generation, a second experiment is carried out. Here, the OLEDs are
pumped with a short voltage pulse of 6.6 V and a duration of 20 µs. The EL mode
assures that the exciton dynamics including their generation can be investigated under
the conditions within an OLED. Directly after the positive voltage pulse, the voltage is
switched to negative values resulting in an electric field during the exciton decay. The
EL transients and the corresponding effective field strength F are plotted in Figure
A.1, exemplarily depicted for the Device A-1 comprising NPB:Ir(piq)3. Clearly, the
EL decay is unaffected by the field variation. This experiment yields the same results
for the Device A-2, i.e. no observable change of the EL transient as a function of F .
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Figure A.1: a) PL transient of the TCTA:Ir(ppy)3 based OLED with variation of the ef-
fective electric field strength F . The sample is excited with a 500 ps laser
pulse with a wavelength of 337 nm. b) EL time decay of the NPB:Ir(piq)3
based device. Here, a 20 µs positive voltage pulse is used to drive the OLED.
The plotted field strength F is achieved by applying a negative voltage im-
mediately after the EL pump pulse.
In conclusion and in contrast to previous work, e.g. by Kalinowski et al. [21],
field-assisted exciton quenching can be ruled out as the reason for the EQE roll-off in
state-of-the-art phosphorescent OLEDs. This is reasonable considering the localized
nature of the excited triplet state. The required energy for the dissociation of a
triplet state can be estimated by comparing the HOMO-LUMO gap and the triplet
state energy. For the case of Ir(ppy)3, the triplet energy amounts to 2.4 eV while
the HOMO-LUMO gap is 3.0 eV [8]. This results in an exciton binding energy of
approximately 0.6 eV which supports the experimental data that field-induced exciton
dissociation is unlikely under OLED operation conditions.
One possible explanation of the experimentally observed field-induced quenching
by Kalinowski et al. might be the choice of the host material for Ir(ppy)3. In their
work, TPD (cf. Sec. 5.1) is used as matrix material. It has a triplet energy of 2.3 eV
[77] which is below the corresponding energy of Ir(ppy)3. This leads to a pronounced
triplet population of the host material. Possibly, the host triplet states are more likely
to be quenched by an external field, partly because of the long triplet state lifetime
of TPD (∼ 200 µs) that is two orders of magnitude higher than the Ir(ppy)3 value
(∼ 1.5 µs).

Appendix B
Measuring Carrier Mobility by
Delayed Exciton Generation
B.1 Established Techniques
As discussed in Chapter 3, the charge carrier mobility µ greatly influences the perfor-
mance of organic electronic devices. In detail, it determines the carrier drift velocity
within the material under an applied electric field F . In consequence, the charge dis-
tribution within a device under operation will directly depend on the carrier mobilities
of the various materials.
There are many established methods for the measurement of charge carrier mo-
bility, most prominent being: (i) the evaluation of space charge limited currents [92],
(ii) the determination of the mobility in an organic field effect transistor (OFET)
[89], and (iii) the extraction in a time of flight experiment [88]. It is a widely known
fact that the mobility values for a certain material system can strongly differ which
is mainly the result of the measurement technique itself as well as due to different
preparation techniques. In the SCLC approach (i), one needs to prepare a unipolar
device in which ohmic injection to the system is essential. Preparing such a device is
a considerable effort and cannot be guaranteed for every material composition. Mea-
suring the mobility in an OFET architecture (ii), in contrast to other techniques, is
not necessarily reproducing the bulk property because the transport in an OFET is
within the first monolayers adjacent to the dielectric, resulting in orders of magnitude
higher carrier densities (cf. Ch. 3 for charge carrier dependent mobility). Time-of-
flight experiments (iii), where field-dissociated excitons lead to a current flow through
the sample under a constant electric field, has its greatest drawbacks in the necessity
of thick layers. It must be assured that the total sample thickness is large compared
to the region of light absorption, leading to thicknesses in the micrometer range, thus
being not applicable to many materials. In particular for mixed films, it is hard to
achieve such a thick layer of uniform quality.
In addition to the above mentioned methods, the charge carrier mobility can
be determined by a technique of transient electroluminescence [200–202]. Here, the
transit time is determined from the delay of EL-onset with respect to the start of a
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voltage pulse. However, this technique becomes more complicated when the number
of layers within the device increases. Then, the determined mobility only reflects an
effective transport through all layers.
B.2 Delayed Exciton Generation
Here, using the time-resolved set-up introduced in Chapter 4, the mobility of one
carrier type is determined directly in a multilayer OLED without the need to take
transport through layers adjacent to the EML into account [203]. By evaluating the
EL transient of a phosphorescent OLED, in particular the time development following
the pump voltage turn-off, a second, strongly field dependent EL feature, is observed.
Similar EL features have been reported in literature before [204–206]. Tak et al. could
attribute such an EL spike following the voltage pulse to an increase in recombination
probability of electrons upon switching off the external fields [206]. After careful
analysis, this feature can be attributed to a delayed exciton generation, monitored
by the phosphorescence of the emitter, which is due to spatially separated electrons
and holes under steady state conditions. By determining the transit time tr required
for exciton generation, the applied field F , and the thickness of the EML d, the
mobility of the faster charge carrier can be calculated within the OLED. In contrast
to alternative methods introduced above, this technique has the great advantage that
it reflects the material properties in the device.
Prepared Devices
The following three devices are prepared. Similar to Appendix A, tris(1-phenyl-
isoquinoline) iridium [Ir(piq)3] is used as phosphorescent emitter. Again, NPB is
used as host material. All devices have the same general architecture, i.e.: glass
substrate / anode / HTL / EBL / EML / HBL / ETL / cathode. The HTL is a
p-doped mixed system, either MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (cf. Ch. 4) or NHT-5:NDP-2
1. An additional HBL in this study is bis(2-methyl-8-quinolinato)-4-phenylphenolate
aluminum (BAlq).
Device B-1: Ag (50 nm) / NHT-5:NDP-2 (55 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) /
NPB:Ir(piq)3 (20 nm, 20 wt%) / BAlq (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm)
/ Ag (15 nm)
Device B-2: MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (60 nm, 4 wt%) / TCTA (10 nm) / NPB
(10 nm) / NPB:Ir(piq)3 (20 nm, 20 wt%) / Bphen (10 nm) / Bphen:
Cs (50 nm) / Ag (50 nm)
Device B-3: NHT-5:NDP-2 (55 nm, 4 wt%) / NPB (10 nm) / NPB:Ir(piq)3
(20 nm, 20 wt%) / BAlq (10 nm) / Bphen:Cs (40 nm) / Ag (15 nm)
1This p-doped HTL is provided by Novaled AG, Germany.
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Figure B.1: Electroluminescence transient of Device B-1. a) Variation of the ON-Voltage.
b) EL decays for different selected OFF-voltages. The pump voltage pulse
ranges from -10 µs to 0 µs. The corresponding current density in the ON-state
is 43 mA/cm2.
In Device B-2, TCTA is additionally inserted between EBL and EML. Devices
B-1 and B-3 were stored in nitrogen atmosphere for more than half a year, serving
as untreated reference samples in an OLED lifetime study. After the time-resolved
measurements of those devices, Device B-2 is prepared intentionally to reproduce the
observed effect, as will be discussed subsequently.
Experimental Observation
In Figure B.1, selected EL transients of Device B-1 are shown. The sample is pumped
with a 10 µs voltage pulse, starting at -10 µs. As expected (cf. Fig. B.1 a)), the EL
intensity is increasing, with a certain delay in respect to the voltage pulse, until a
steady-state value is reached. One would expect the EL transient to decay, accord-
ing to the disactivation of the excited states, with the corresponding excited state
radiative lifetime τ . In contrast (cf. Fig. B.1 b)), within the first two microseconds
after the voltage pulse, a strong EL feature is observed as an additional increase in
EL intensity.
The current-voltage-characteristics of each device are shown in Figure B.2 a).
Strong differences in the j-V -data of Device B-1 and B-3 are observed, despite the
fact that the OLED structure only differs in the additional bottom Ag contact on top
of the ITO stripes. In contrast, these two devices showed similar j-V -characteristics
directly after preparation so that the difference can be ascribed to a degradation of
the anode of Device B-1, leading to a poor hole injection and, consequently, to a
charge carrier imbalance. To achieve a similar carrier imbalance in a reference device,
TCTA is inserted between the HTL and EBL in Device B-2, having a low HOMO of
-5.9 eV and, thus, hindering the hole injection. Referring to Figure B.2 a), the j-V -
data of Device B-1 and B-2 strongly differ from the corresponding data of Device B-3,
the latter representing a typical current-voltage dependence. Comparing with Device
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Figure B.2: a) Current density versus operating voltage of all three devices. b) EL tran-
sients of Devices B-1 and B-2 at an OFF-voltage of 0 V. The arrows indicate
the onset of the delayed recombination.
B-1, Device B-2 shows higher currents below and above approximately 4 V where
the curves intersect. The higher current densities for low voltages can be ascribed
to higher leakage currents which are the result of suboptimal preparation conditions.
The fact that the current is higher for Device B-2 above 4 V suggests that the carrier
imbalance in Device B-1 is even higher.
Figure B.2 b) shows the delayed recombination feature to be reproducible with
Device B-2. Despite the fact that the intensity of the delayed feature is different, the
onset, defined as the deviation from monoexponential decay of the emitter (indicated
as the dotted line), is observed at similar times (∆tr,EML ∼ 0.04 µs). The layer
sequence of Device B-2 is selected to exclude as many origins for this decay feature
as possible, i.e. the OLED structure (top- vs. bottom-emitting), the HBL (Bphen
vs. BAlq) and the p-doped HTL (NHT-5:NDP-2 vs. MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ). None of
these variations lead to a missing delayed recombination feature in the EL transient
(cf. Fig. B.2 b)).
Delayed Recombination
Referring to Figure B.1 b), the feature of increasing intensity is strongly depending on
the electric field (in the OFF-state), showing differences in both its delay and shape.
Accordingly, this increase in EL intensity posterior to the voltage pulse cannot be a
solely excitonic effect, i.e. an effect due to excitons created in adjacent layers, which
are transferred to the emitting sites. Rather, the experimental findings give rise
to a population scheme where spatially separated excess charge carriers will diffuse
towards each other. Finally, they will form excitons and recombine, leading to the
observed EL intensity increase.
To investigate the spectral properties of the delayed emission, the following mea-
surements are carried out. The EL spectra are recorded under cw- and pulsed-mode
excitation with a CCD-based fibre spectrometer (cf. Chapter 4) having an integration
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time tint > 1 ms, far exceeding the time of a single EL pulse. Therefore, referring to
Fig. B.1 a), the exciting voltage pulse is adjusted to maintain the highest possible in-
tensity ratio R := IU=0/IU>0. No spectral difference between a pulsed-mode spectrum
with R=0.8 and a corresponding cw-spectrum could be observed. Additionally, the
spectrum remained unchanged under a variation of either the ON- or OFF-voltage.
Therefore, the emission of the delayed feature has the same origin as the OLED main
emission, i.e. the emission from the triplet state of Ir(piq)3. In difference to the
report of Tak et al., the intensity of the delayed generation feature is independent of
the length of the excitation voltage pulse [206].
In Figure B.3 a), a scheme of the EML with its adjacent layers is depicted which
will be used to explain phenomenologically the appearance of the delayed recombina-
tion. The HOMO and LUMO energy values of these materials are given in Ref. [203].
In the present OLED structure, the exciton recombination is in the proximity of the
EBL [20]. This is even more pronounced for Devices B-1 and B-2 in which the hole
injection is hindered (Device B-2: path 4 in Fig. B.3 a)), as discussed above. Due
the carrier imbalance in the EML, excess electrons will most certainly pile up at the
EBL. Here, NPB acts as efficient EBL, because the electrons are transported directly
on the emitter dopant Ir(piq)3 (cf. Fig. B.3 a) path 1) because of the high dopant
concentration of 20 wt%. Furthermore, even though there is no direct proof, an excess
hole concentration is expected to be close to the HBL. Despite the fact that holes are
the minority carrier type for recombination at the EBL/EML interface, holes will to
a limited amount be able to reach the HBL. A possible reason could be the direct
trapping of holes at Ir(piq)3 sites (with a certain possibility of hopping transport there
- path 2) or the transport on the HOMO of NPB (path 3). The accumulated holes
at the HBL will not completely be captured for exciton generation because there is
no energy barrier for the electrons.
The spatially separated electrons and holes under steady-state conditions will, in
turn, diffuse towards each other when the electrical excitation is turned off, leading to
delayed generation and recombination of excitons, as observed in the EL transients.
Additionally, the charges can either be accelerated or decelerated, depending on the
sign and strength of the applied electric field in the OFF-state. The triplet lifetime
of this system within an OLED cavity is approximately 0.5 µs [174]. This value can
be extracted from the decay before and after the delayed recombination for vanishing
and negative electric fields. In this case, the decay is completely limited by the triplet
exciton decay rate. When positive fields are applied during the EL transient, the
radiative lifetime increases. Here, the decay is no longer limited by the triplet decay
rate, but rather by diffusive processes of the charge carriers prior to exciton formation.
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Figure B.3: a) Energy level diagram of the EML and adjacent blocking layers. It illus-
trates the generation of the delayed exciton generation. b) Carrier mobility
versus the electric field, as determined from the delayed EL feature. An
additional data point of Device B-2 shows that the reproducibility of this
method.
B.3 Determination of the Carrier Mobility
The movement of charge carriers in the EML under a constant electric field, as it can
be detected in a time-resolved experiment, is similar to a time-of-flight experiment
[88]. Instead of monitoring the current as a function of time, the electroluminescence
signal is used to define the time it takes for the carriers to move through the layer.
Therefore, the following relationship holds:
µ =
d
trF
, (B.1)
with the thickness d of the layer, in which the carriers are transported, the electric
field F and the transit time tr. Here, the influence of the accumulated charges is
neglected (F 6= F (x) in the EML) simply because their presence and, consequently,
the resulting change in F (x), cannot be quantified in experiments.
The electric field is estimated using Equation (A.1) by considering the built-in po-
tential (Ubi ∼2 V). The transit time of the charges can be determined in two ways:
- The time from the start of the voltage pulse until the onset of light emission (cf.
Fig. B.1 a)). In the case of p- and n-doped transport layers, this corresponds
to the time it takes for the faster carrier type to be transported through the
blocking and emission layer, denoted tr,EFF. This is similar to the transient EL
technique [200–202].
- The time from the end of the voltage pulse until the onset of the delayed re-
combination (cf. Fig. B.1 b)). Here, the time is a measure for the transport
solely through the EML, therefore called tr,EML.
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Generally, it is only possible to determine an effective mobility, reflecting the sum
of hole (µh) and electron (µe) mobility because both hole and electron contribute to
the delayed exciton generation. Here, it is assumed that only the faster carrier type
determines the mobility, which holds for a number of organic compounds:
tr =
d
(µh + µe)F
≈ d
µfasterF
. (B.2)
The corresponding mobility data is plotted in Figure B.3 b). Taking into account
that the recombination takes place at the EBL, it is assumed that the electrons are
the faster charge carriers in this OLED system. Therefore, the effective mobility µEFF
corresponds to a transport through BAlq and the NPB:Ir(piq)3 EML and µEML to
the electron mobility of the EML. Figure B.3 b) shows that the electron mobility
of the NPB:Ir(piq)3 EML is on the order of 10
−5cm2(Vs)−1, slightly decreasing with
increasing electric field.
The negative slope of the data is not fully understood. According to Bässler’s
Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM), at low fields, the mobility decreases with increasing
field strength whenever the off-diagonal disorder exceeds the energetic (diagonal)
disorder [94]. Upon further field enlargement, the mobility-field-dependence should
change its sign to positive values. Unfortunately, higher fields cannot be accessed
with the present technique. Still, it is observed that the negative slope decreases to
higher fields, approaching zero.
In this study, the field is simply assumed to homogeneously drop over all intrinsic
layers, both for the built-in potential and the external fields, and the effect of the
accumulated charges is neglected. Both might affect the dependence of mobility as a
function of the electric field.
Referring to Figure B.3 b), the carrier mobility for the heterosystem BAlq /
NPB:Ir(piq)3, measured with the common EL transient technique [200–202], is slightly
lower compared to the EML data. This suggests that the electron mobility for BAlq
is lower than the EML data.
Strong simplifications are applied for the evaluation of the data in this investi-
gation, since in reality both charge carriers will move under the applied field. Even
though, compared to completely ambipolar transport, where the carriers meet in the
middle of the EML, the difference to the determined data would only be a factor of
two. Hence, this data represent the upper limit for the faster carrier type. Comparing
to hole mobilities for NPB, i.e. µh = (6 − 8) × 10−4cm2(Vs)−1 for comparable field
strengths, it can be derived that the presence of the emitter dopant Ir(piq)3 strongly
reduces the hole mobility of the mixed film of NPB:Ir(piq)3 [207]. Otherwise, this
method should yield comparable mobility values.

Appendix C
Monochrome OLEDs on High n
Substrates with Thick ETLs
In Sections 7.3 and 7.4 of the chapter dealing with highly efficient white OLEDs,
high refractive index substrates and thick electron transport layers were introduced
as effective methods to drastically increase the light outcoupling. Preceding to the
preparation of those white OLEDs, the two concepts are applied to a monochrome
red model OLED system in order to determine their potential. It has the further
great advantage that the interference conditions within the OLED cavity only have
to be fulfilled for one emitter, resulting in a more straightforward optimization of the
ETL thickness.
For this study, the already introduced red emitter Ir(MDQ)2(acac) is used, diluted
into a NPB matrix at a concentration of 10 wt% [42]. The thickness of the p-doped
HTL and the n-doped ETL, the latter showing a thickness variation from first to sec-
ond emission maximum, are determined using the thin-film optics simulation software
Etfos v1.3 (Fluxim AG, Winterthur, Switzerland). In contrast to the silver cathode
of the white OLEDs in Chapter 7, aluminum is used as standard cathode material.
The substrate type is varied from standard glass with n = 1.51 to high index glass
substrates with nhigh = 1.78. Similar to the measurements of the white OLEDs, the
devices are measured in flat and half-sphere configuration. The patterned structure
was not available at that time.
OLED Stack: substrate / ITO (90 nm) / MeO-TPD:NDP-2 (65 nm, 4 wt%) /
NPB (10 nm) / NPB:Ir(MDQ)2(acac) (20 nm, 10 wt%) / Bphen
(10 nm) / ETL / Al (100 nm)
Device C-1: substrate: n = 1.51, ETL: Bphen:Cs (40 nm)
Device C-2: substrate: n = 1.51, ETL: Bphen:Cs (210 nm)
Device C-3: substrate: n = 1.78, ETL: Bphen:Cs (40 nm)
Device C-4: substrate: n = 1.78, ETL: Bphen:Cs (210 nm)
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Figure C.1: Electroluminescence spectra of all devices, measured at 1,000 cd/m2 in for-
ward direction. Device C-2 with the low n substrate and thick ETL shows a
noticeable blue-shift and spectral narrowing.
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Device No. n ETL (nm) voltage (V) EQE∗ (%) improvement
C-1 1.51 40 2.75 14.6 25.2 1.72
C-2 1.51 210 2.79 [7.4] [19.5] [2.60]
C-3 1.78 40 2.73 14.5 35.6 2.45
C-4 1.78 210 2.72 14.3 42.8 3.00
Table C.1: Performance overview of red OLEDs with variations in the substrate refractive
index n and the thickness of the ETL. EQE∗ of all devices are obtained at
1,000 cd/m2 in an integrating sphere. In the last column, the improvement
factor between flat and half-sphere data is shown. The efficiency values for
Device C-2 are given in parentheses because the OLED has a detuned cavity,
resulting in the low flat value and the large improvement factor.
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The EL spectra of all four OLEDs are plotted in Figure C.1. The reference OLED
with low index substrate and first order ETL thickness shows an emission peak at
roughly 610 nm. Both devices on the high index substrate resemble this spectrum, but
the OLED C-2 with the thick ETL on low n substrate shows a blue-shift to 602 nm
and a spectral narrowing. This suggests that the thickness of the ETL for Device C-2
does not agree with the second maximum resonance, resulting in a detuned OLED
cavity. It is most likely that this is a result of a processing error, i.e. a wrong ETL
thickness is evaporated.
The performance of these OLEDs is summarized in Table C.1. First of all, it is
remarkable that all devices show nearly the same operating voltage of roughly 2.75 V
at 1,000 cd/m2, despite the fact that they are accompanied with a variation of the ETL
thickness from 40 to 210 nm. This is only possible using the doped transport layers,
which clearly underlines their importance for the optical optimization of OLEDs.
The external quantum efficiencies of these OLEDs are given at 1,000 cd/m2 as well.
Except for OLED C-2, all devices reach about 14.5 % EQE∗ in the flat configuration.
As a result of the detuned cavity, Device C-2 only yields 7.4 % EQE∗. The lower
efficiency of Device C-2 also explains its slightly higher operating voltage of 2.79 V
(cf. Tab. C.1).
These devices are further measured in the half-sphere configuration to couple out
all glass modes, in order to determine the potential of the different concepts applied.
The EQE∗ data are given in Table C.1 as well. While the reference OLED reaches
25.2 % EQE∗, which corresponds to an improvement of 1.72, the Device C-3 on high
n substrates yields 35.6 % EQE∗. This corresponds to an improvement factor of 2.45,
which indicates that, compared to the standard glass, about twice as much light can
be coupled out from the high index glass substrate. Finally, by placing the emission
layer into the second field antinode, an EQE∗ of 42.8 % is observed that corresponds
to an improvement by a factor of 3.00 (cf. discussion of the OLED mode spectrum
in Sec 3.6). Thus, the light outcoupling can be further increased by about 38 % by
suppressing plasmonic losses to the metal cathode [118].
Interestingly, OLED C-2 with the detuned cavity shows a large improvement factor
between flat and half-sphere measurement of 2.60. This is a direct consequence of
the wrong ETL layer thickness. If the thickness of the ETL is moved away from the
interference condition towards the field node, the light is mainly coupled into the glass
at large angles [112]. Thus, it can hardly be coupled to air because of total internal
reflection. However, by attaching the large half-sphere to the OLED, all trapped light
is coupled out, resulting in this large improvement.

List of Abbreviations
1D . . . . . . . . . one-dimensional
3D . . . . . . . . . three-dimensional
AFM . . . . . . . . atomic force microscopy
AO . . . . . . . . . atomic orbital
CFL . . . . . . . . . compact fluorescent lamp
CIE . . . . . . . . . Commission Internationale d’Eclairage
CRI . . . . . . . . . colour rendering index
CT . . . . . . . . . charge-transfer
cw . . . . . . . . . . continuous wave
DEML . . . . . . . double emission layer
DOS . . . . . . . . density of states
EBL . . . . . . . . . electron blocking layer
EL . . . . . . . . . electroluminescence
EML . . . . . . . . emission layer
EQE . . . . . . . . external quantum efficiency
EQE∗ . . . . . . . . external quantum efficiency; determined using an integrating
sphere
ETL . . . . . . . . . electron transport layer
FWHM . . . . . . . full width at half maximum
GDM . . . . . . . . Gaussian disorder model
HAADF . . . . . . high angle annular dark field
HBL . . . . . . . . hole blocking layer
HOMO . . . . . . . highest occupied molecular orbital
HTL . . . . . . . . hole transport layer
IC . . . . . . . . . . internal conversion
IR . . . . . . . . . . infrared
ISC . . . . . . . . . intersystem crossing
ITO . . . . . . . . . indium tin oxide
LCAO . . . . . . . linear combination of atomic orbitals
LCD . . . . . . . . liquid crystal display
LED . . . . . . . . light-emitting diode
LUMO . . . . . . . lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MO . . . . . . . . . molecular orbital
OFET . . . . . . . organic field effect transistor
OLED . . . . . . . organic light-emitting diode
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OVPD . . . . . . . organic vapor phase deposition
p-i-n . . . . . . . . a layer sequence (typically an OLED stack) with p-doped,
intrinsic, and n-doped layers
PD . . . . . . . . . photodiode
PE . . . . . . . . . power efficiency
PE∗ . . . . . . . . . power efficiency; determined using an integrating sphere
PID . . . . . . . . . proportional–integral–derivative
PL . . . . . . . . . photoluminescence
PLED . . . . . . . . polymer organic light-emitting diode
QCM . . . . . . . . quartz crystal microbalance
RT . . . . . . . . . room temperature
RZ . . . . . . . . . recombination zone
SCLC . . . . . . . . space charge limited current
SEML . . . . . . . . single emission layer
TEM . . . . . . . . transmission electron microscopy
TFLC . . . . . . . . trap filled limited current
TIR . . . . . . . . . total internal reflection
TOF . . . . . . . . time-of-flight
TPQ . . . . . . . . triplet-polaron quenching
TTA . . . . . . . . triplet-triplet annihilation
UPS . . . . . . . . . ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
UV . . . . . . . . . ultraviolet
VIS . . . . . . . . . visible
VR . . . . . . . . . vibrational relaxation
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